Introduction
Welcome to a world of mystifying occult objects! The amulets, talismans and various other items presented in this catalog have their origin in Indonesia, a country considered by some as a possible location for the long, lost continent or archipelago of Atlantis—the "fabled" nation famous for its magickal mysteries. Enjoy browsing this catalog, you will find many things that will fill you with wonder and possibly skepticism!

About the Talismans and Amulets
There are over a hundred talismans and amulets in this catalog, and it will continually grow as we add more items into it periodically. Some of the items have similar functions, although they are in different form and produced by different occultists and have their roots in different branches of the Shamanic/occult Islamic tradition. Most of the talismans require time-consuming rituals to fashion and consecrate. Special days are chosen according to the Javanese/Islamic calendar for their consecration. Care have been taken to ensure that these magickal items are of high quality by their producers. Because some of these items are made-to-order, please allow several weeks for them to reach you. It is worth the wait.

The magickal items that you will see in this catalog are very popular in their place of origin and are often out of stock as a result. Some are rare and difficult to acquire. Most are likewise only available from a single source. It is not unusual for individuals who fashion these amulets and talismans to take the secrets of their construction, consecration, the prayers and mantras to their grave. Although some talismans and amulets are magnetized several at a time, or in groups, the majority are consecrated individually. We have to stress here that we do not make the occult objects ourselves, we simply distribute them to those who might need them.

Quite a few of the items are unconsecrated or semi-charged. They would have to be sanctified and magnetized by the User, or attuned with their energies by conducting certain simple rituals. Not all of the items come with instructions. Those items without instructions may be consecrated anyway the User deem fit.

Disclaimer
Although the powers in these magickal items are real and palpable to those having psychic sensitivity, for legal reasons we sell these occult objects simply as curio items. We state the purposes of their creation, consecration, and function but do not guarantee their effectiveness as this is dependent upon various factors. Results may vary from User to User—according to a person's faith—so it is.

We would also like to remind the Users of these occult objects that they are simply media whereby divine blessing may pour into our lives. By themselves they are powerless, it is solely the power of the Omnipresent One that vivifies them with occult force. Realize that the Divine One is the only Power in existence and that all thanks and appreciation should be given to this Great Emanator, the First (or rather Multi/Endless/Countless) Cause of the Omniverse, the source of our being and not to the objects themselves.

How to Order
Please contact: Luxamore
Email: luxamore@indotalisman.com
Website: http://www.indotalisman.com/
Pakuan Regency,
Wastukancana I, AX/1
Jl. Dramaga KM.7
Bogor 16680
Indonesia    Please check our website for the latest status of the availability of the items.
MAGICKAL ITEMS

Pemikat Sukma Talisman
Code: Magick01
For attracting love and affection—even from a specific person. Small and convenient. Simple rituals. Use with care—do not force love.

Sapu Jagad Talisman
Code: Magick02
Possesses more than 20 virtues. Protects one from danger; promotes business; harmony in the home, etc.

Sangkal Jodoh Talisman
Code: Magick04
This item improves the auric radiations of the User. It results in attractiveness and increased personal magnetism. It neutralizes negative energies in one's system and builds-up self-confidence. The talisman would cause others to respond positively and be sympathetic to the User. Carry this talisman for quickly acquiring a soul-mate.

Semar Mesem Keris (Small)
Code: Magick07
Carry this object for building-up charisma and attractiveness; acquire affection from others with its inherent power.

Singgo Barong Mini Keris
Code: Magick08
Carry this for a powerful mien; strike fear in the hearts of enemies; be honored and respected by others; triumph in conflicts; safe from slander;wards-off psychic attack.

Jangkung Nagasasra Mini Keris
Code: Magick09
Small Indonesian athame, like the previous three. Convenient enough to carry in the pocket. Protects User from all harm—fire, thieves, psychic attacks, etc.; builds-up sex appeal; attracts affection from others; helps to easily be triumphant in conflicts; also aids one to successfully achieve one's goal.

Majapahit Brawijaya Mini Keris
Code: Magick10
Magical athame helps User to acquire success, position, peace—of—mind, authoritative mien.

Bandung Bondowoso Mini Keris
Code: Magick11
The keris has powerful magickal powers! It builds-up an invisible fortress around User against all forms of psychic attack; it deflects magickal blows from a distance; it provides general protection; helps User to acquire respect from friend and foe; it builds-up powerful charisma in the User.

Maulana Malik Ibrahim Mini Gaman
Code: Magick13
Carried for promoting one's career or rank; helps to attract windfalls; causes enemies to fear User; builds-up a powerful presence in the User.

Zulfikar Mini Sword
Code: Magick14
Carry this magical item for courage, protection, strength, power, and blessings.

Ladhuni Ghoib Magickal Power
Code: Magick15
The talisman radiates powerful energies! Its purpose is to awaken the sixth sense (intuition, instinct, etc) in the User. Also helps User to develop clairvoyance and to communicate with spirits and detect culprits of thefts.

Tumbak Kuning Magickal Power
Code: Magick16
Object small and cute. Carried for general protection and for advancing one's career; builds-up attractive powers.

Telor Kuning Magickal Power Talisman
Code: Magick17
Magickal yellow egg. Small and convenient enough to carry in the pocket or purse. Helps couples to have children. Establishes harmony in the home.

Kijing Mas Magickal Power
Code: Magick18
This sacred stone ring is consecrated with powerful energies! It protects one from mischievous spirits and attacks from enemies; it builds-up charisma and one's attractive powers; helps the User to acquire respect from friend and foe; attracts luck.

Gada Besi Kuning
Code: Magick20
Carry this object to promote business affairs; also for advancing career and getting promotions.

Money Attraction Hizib Oil
Code: Magick21
A very unique oil! Especially appropriate for traders, business and sales persons; attracts customers and clients; helps to bond business partners; attracts luck from the four points of the compass.

Puter Giling Oil
Code: Magick22
Helps to magickally call loved ones to return home; for acquiring affection from others, beauty and youth; builds-up attractiveness and enthusiasm; gets rid of frustration and sloth.

Pagar Segoro Shield Magickal Power
Code: Magick23
There are more than 10 familiars associated with this 4 piece—talisman! Programmed to guard User's home, office, factory, shop, warehouse, etc. Intruders to the premises will be confused and terrified—spirit familiars will cause them to hallucinate themselves to be in the middle of a storm at sea.

Rogho Sukmo Jalma Talisman
Code: Magick24
When properly used the power in this talisman will give the User the power to strongly influence the minds of others to do whatever is desired. Very powerful stuff! Use with care and for positive purposes only—remember the karmic consequences! May be used positively to collect debts; improve business negotiations, etc.

Physical Sports Magickal Power
Code: Magick25
Increases physical strength, stamina, self—confidence, courage, etc.

Kanuragan Lembu Sewo Magickal Power
Code: Magick26
The power builds up an invisible fortress around User for protection against physical attacks and ambushes; calls forth unexpected strength; the power weakens the strength of aggressors; activates the power voice—a single shout causes aggressors to scatter in fear.

Keong Mas Magickal Power
Code: Magick27
Small and convenient enough to carry in one's pocket. For harmony in the home; business success, increase in sales; peace—of—mind and
soul; helps to build-up charisma and to acquire sympathy from others.

**Jawahirul Hikmah Talisman**  
**Code: Magick28**  
Protective talisman for plantations, gardens, etc., against pests, plant viruses, human varmints, etc. Increases crop production.

**Aji Panglimun Talisman**  
**Code: Magick30**  
10 spirit familiars associated with this talisman—all programmed to confound the eye-sight of those that seek to do the User harm. User will appear invisible in their eyes!

**Martial-Art Talisman**  
**Code: Magick31**  
The power within this talisman helps the User to learn martial-arts without a physical teacher!

**Mahabah Tembus Oil**  
**Code: Magick32**  
Use this oil to soften the hearts of hard-hearted people; banishes feelings of vengeance; acquire sympathy from others; may be used as a love oil to arouse deep feelings in others; collect debts easily.

**Kidang Kencono Magickal Power**  
**Code: Magick33**  
Talismanic object comes with a powerful spirit familiar. Carried for protection from harm and slander; helps one to appear more attractive and radiate power; builds-up charisma, etc.

**Maghrobi Tashih**  
**Code: Magick34**  
Virtues of this amazing rosary: for invulnerability to sharp weapons; for increasing one's personal magnetism; magical love power; for improving commerce, trade & business; for evoking psychic energy for any purpose; for influencing others; for peace-of-mind; for attracting luck & prosperity; for helping debts to be paid quickly; for meeting one's soul mate (within 89 days); for binding one's spouse to faithfulness; for increasing one's spiritual intelligence; for building-up a power punch that leaves one's opponent unconscious; for building-up a psychic fence as a protection against all forms of evil; for healing the possessed and those under the influence of black magick, witchcraft, hexes, etc; for sharpening one's psychic senses; for influencing another's mind; for distant healing, mental and physical; to strike a blow to another from a distance; to heal and return the effects of black magick back to the sender; for improving concentration and increasing psychic sensitivity; for easily acquiring omens from the inner planes; for acquiring the ability to see the inner worlds and its inhabitants (the world of the jinn); for acquiring the ability to see the familiar or force of an occult object; to stop or remove rain and clouds to a different location!

**Sapu jagad Cakrawaja Magickal Power**  
**Code: Magick35**  
Be loved by all persons—friend & foe with this power; cause longing in the hearts of others; acquire a soul-mate quickly (within 120 days); establish harmony in the home; acquire charisma and an authoritative bearing; be respected, honored and obeyed by all; attracts luck; raise your prosperity level; pay debts effortlessly; acquire prestige; get a job quickly; protection from harm in all forms—spirits and wild animals will not molest or attack you; power punch—one blow causes opponent to fall unconscious; invulnerability to weapons, strikes and blows; instant kung-fu; invisibility; evoke spirits the easy way; remove storms weather; create a programmable double image of yourself; create invisible fortresses; metaphysical detection; ESP; heal others; banish evil spirits; and lots more!

**Asma Mahabbah Akbar Ring**  
**Code: Magick40**  
This item is a semi-precious gem stone, consecrated for the purpose of general attraction; it builds up personal magnetism; helps to acquire sympathy and affection; attracts one's soul-mate. The power of the stone strengthens and purifies the auric radiance of the User's body—this auric improvement is essential for acquiring a positive response from those we interact in social and business affairs.

**Al Karomah Pendent**  
**Code: Magick41**  
Magickal pendent with stone, consecrated for the purpose of protection against physical harm and attacks of all sorts. Also promotes business affairs.

**Sima Samboon Tiger Familiar**  
**Code: Magick42**  
Acquire a tiger familiar! May be commanded to do certain things. The spirit will follow you wherever you go, acting as your bodyguard. The familiar increases charisma. Protects one from psychic attack, negative spirits and wild animals. May be programmed to guard one's home or office as a spirit gargoyle! Heals ailments! Stock limited!

**Gogod Gadang**  
**Code: Magick43**  
The Gogad Gadang power increases the magnitude of one's penis to whatever size you desire through magickal and physical methods! (Obviously for men only).

**Pahit Lidah**  
**Code: Magick44**  
Acquire the power called Sabda Siddhi by the Hindu Yogis—which you say comes true! Dangerous in the wrong hands. Be careful not to misuse the power. Dare to increase the power by licking a red-hot iron. This is not a talisman or an empowerment but solely a secret instruction item!

**Asmaul Adhom Belt**  
**Code: Magick50**  
The belt was fashioned from a talismanic cloth. It provides invulnerability to weapons; also worn for successful commerce; the power protects the User from negative entities, especially in the back of the woods and in one's sleep.

**Power Leather Bracelet**  
**Code: Magick52**  
Worn for power punch; builds-up courage, patience, and fortitude; magically weakens aggressors; general protection; invulnerability; confounds the sight of attackers; especially useful to those involved in martial-arts.

**Benteng Jagad Power**  
**Code: Magick53**  
The Benteng Jagad Power builds an invisible fortress around the home. Place the talismans at the corners of your home to protect it from disturbances, intruders, thieves, robbers, and even evil spirit entities.

**Penglarisan Power**  
**Code: Magick54**  
Place this talisman above the door to your store and shop and watch your sales soar! Receive financial blessings from Heaven now!

**Fishing Talismanic Power**  
**Code: Magick55**  
The power in this talisman helps to attract fishes—worn for successful fishing trips—catch the big ones! Catch a load of fishes in the shortest time. No longer do you need to “mark” the spot.

**Employment Talismanic Power**  
**Code: Magick56**  
This talisman helps one to acquire a job by instilling the right mind-frame; also helps one to win over business competitors, win tenders, promotes career, builds-up charisma and attractiveness, etc.
Mani Pendent  
Code: Magick57  
This pendent is to be worn to ward-off negative spirits from one's person. It is especially suitable for children who display constant crankiness. If you have a child that fears the dark, the bogeyman, and seems to see something that you do not and wish to get rid of the haunting entities then just tie the talisman around the child's neck.

Sunan Ampel Mini Spear-Head  
Code: Magick58  
Carried for general protection against mishaps; helps to promote one's career and acquire sympathy and affection from others; attracts luck. Also worn for longevity and mental stability.

Sunan Bonang Talisman  
Code: Magick59  
Brings blessings in trade, business, farming; it banishes negative spirits that disturbs one's home, office, factory, plantation, etc. Prevents children from being unmanageable-helps to lead them to positive ways of life.

Lembu Sekilan Power Stone  
Code: Magick61  
The famous Lembu Sekilan power now channeled into a stone! With this power, physical blows, and the thrusts and stabs of sharp weapons wielded by aggressors will always miss their target; the stone is also worn for protection against accidents and outnumbered fights.

Bandung Bondowoso Power Stone  
Code: Magick62  
The legendary Bandung Bondowoso was famous for his physical strength and power punch. This power stone, named after him, adds the force and weight of one's punches; attacking aggressors are magically deflected; the stone in the power stone, also gives one the power to punch someone from a distance—one just has to go through the motions and shout the word "Jibril" each time.

Celuk Pengasihan  
Code: Magick63  
Substance for the eye-lids, for attracting the opposite sex; also builds-up charisma; suitable for public figures or preachers.

Silencer Keris (Sukmono Bungkem Mini Keris)  
Code: Magick64  
Mini athame, small and practical. Silences enemies or opponents in debates and conflicts; wards-off thieves; increases charisma; also worn for additional mental and physical strength. Causes opponents to fear.

Sunan Kaliijga Talisman  
Code: Magick65  
Helps to collect debts; for successful trading; protection against hold-ups, psychic attack, terrorists, wild animals; invulnerability to attacks; prevents miscarriages.

Rajawali Paku Bumi Tasbih  
Code: Magick66  
This empowered rosary is intended for the protection of one's boss and associates; it causes fire and riots to subside; it also protects one's business. This item has many virtues for improving and protecting one's business and the running of an office or work place.

Sunan Gresik Talismanic Stone  
Code: Magick67  
Worn for a successful outcome in one's plans; attracts luck; wards off psychic attack and banishes evils spirits.

Payung Mustika Keris  
Code: Magick68  
Indonesian magical athame used for protecting one's home, shop, building, warehouse, etc., from all disturbances and natural disasters. Many other virtues.

Kalimosodo Talismanic Ring  
Code: Magick70  
This ring may be worn for longevity, health and luck; for attracting a soul-mate; peace; happiness. This is the consecrated version of "Rings06" in the Jewelry section.

Sunan Giri Badar Besi  
Code: Magick71  
If it pleases God, this amulet may be used for banishing-off evil spirits; also used to attract a lover and for assured success in one's undertakings. Many other virtues. This is an interesting looking talismanic object.

Petuk Bamboo Amulet  
Code: Magick72  
Amulet worn for successful business and sales. Also for attracting an ideal soul-mate; harmony in the home; success in endeavors, etc.

Azamah Aslimi Belt  
Code: Magick73  
One of the strongest power belts in our collection. If it pleases God, this belt when worn, will leave an illusory replica of one's physical image, in one's home. Used for various purposes. The wearer will always appear radiant and attractive; increases one's charisma; promotes business; confounds enemies; peace at work.

Jalbul Arzaq Belt  
Code: Magick74  
Specially-empowered belt for calling forth luck. Promotes business; increases sales; especially appropriate for salespersons, mediators, traders, etc.

Ilmu Hikmah Power Belt Level II  
Code: Magick75  
Virtues of this Power Belt: for attracting luck; sympathy; charisma; "Distant-Punch"—hit someone without actually touching; invulnerability to knives and fire-arms, etc.

Ilmu Hikmah Power Talisman  
Code: Magick76  
Similar to Ilmu Hikmah Power Belt (Magick46). Small and practical, the talisman may be carried in the pocket for convenience. Invulnerability during street fights (defensive purposes only); promotes business; protection against miscarriage; protection during travels, against wild animals, and malefactors; invisibility in the sight of mobs with evil intentions; promotes healing; charisma; helps tame wild animals; protection against mischievous spirits; easy labor for mothers-to-be; safe from tyranny; wards off psychic attack; causes attackers to be deflected by an invisible force; also used for acquiring sympathy from superiors; helps you to find a soul-mate.

Ilmu Hikmah Power Talisman Level II  
Code: Magick77  
Same as Magick75, however, in a different form. Small and easy to carry in the pocket. Virtues: for attracting luck; sympathy; charisma; "Distant-Punch"—hit someone without actually touching; invulnerability to knives and fire-arms, etc.

Money Power Leather Wallet  
Code: Magick78  
This empowered and consecrated magick wallet facilitates the effects of good karma in the form of "luck." It promotes business; helps wearer to be respected and honored by others; also helps to pay off debts quickly.

Lembu Sekilan Power Talisman  
Code: Magick84  
The Lembu Sekilan has a strange power: strikes from sharp weapons wielded by aggressors will always miss their target. They will miss the physical body by inches. The Lembu Sekilan will also induce courage in the User. It will likewise neutralize negative places or ward-off psychic attacks, returning them to their source of origin.
Kamuragan Temeng Wojo Power Talisman
Code: Magick85
The power of this talisman forms an invisible shield around the physical form. It gives invulnerability against strikes, punches and blows from the aggressor's hand, and the blades of sharp weapons. With the cosmic power within the talisman, the User will also acquire the “Power Punch” and the “Power Voice.” A simple shout will leave aggressors shaking with fear. User's physical blows will acquire extra force. When outnumbered, the User will always escape safely. The talisman also protects the User against psychic attacks in all forms.

Brojomusti Power Talisman
Code: Magick86
Acquire a power punch with the occult influence of this talisman. Strikes and blows cause opponents to fall unconsciously. The Brojomusti talisman also builds up the “Power Voice.” A single shout is sufficient to cause the opponent to shirk in fear. User will gain a very authoritative mien. Talisman forms invulnerability in the User against psyche-rays or sharp weapons. User acquires courage to face negative spirits. Wild animals will respect User.

Bondowoso Power Talisman
Code: Magick87
This talisman magically induces a powerful energy in the physical body. It strengthens the muscles, establishes courage and raises the optimism level of the User. Appropriate for athletes or anyone who requires a morale boost.

Asma’ul Adhom Kubro Power
Code: Magick88
The amazing magical power of the ancients within your grasp! The Asma’ul Adhom Kubro power, if it pleases God, possesses the following mind-boggling virtues: general protection against harm; assists in bringing about beneficial changes in the user's life; financial success; attracts luck; evokes blessings; helps unfold a powerful authoritative bearing; invisibility; personal magnetism of a high degree; helps to acquire assistance from the invisible planes; invulnerability; overcome problems with ease; helps to manifest desires; protection against mischievous spirits; wards-off all forms of psychic attack; and even more virtues–there is not much space here to mention them all! Magickal object is small, and easy to carry.
Practical and convenient!

Al-Hikmah Power Rosary
Code: Magick89
Fashioned from sacred woods such as Stigi and Galih Asem, etc, this rosary is especially made by experts in “al-hikmah” or Islamic occultism with undisputed spiritual powers acquired from the Cosmos through time-consuming rituals and disciplines. The magnetized rosary provides the User with the following virtues: invulnerability; personal protection (general); protection against fire, robberies, oppression, and slander; builds-up attractiveness; charisma; instills fear in the hearts of those with evil intent; healing; wards-off all kinds of psychic attack and negative spirits; establishes harmony in the home; may be used as a counter for one's zikir or chanting discipline; unfolds clairvoyance; attackers are magically thrown off-balance.

Chahaya Mustika Oil
Code: Magick90
Especially made, this magickal oil possesses amazing attractive powers. The opposite sex would be dynamically attracted to the User. The oil helps to build up charisma. Useful for speakers, those involved in PR work, celebrities, etc. The energies of anger and conflicts are discharged with the effluence of the oil. Good for attracting, building, and promoting business relations. Establish harmony in the home by constant use.

Srikanthi Gandrung Chakra Oil
Code: Magick91
This occult oil is a compound of three different types of oil originating from Baghdad. It is magically prepared and consecrated by an expert in occultism. The oil awakens a high degree of charisma and attractiveness. Harmonize family and social relationships. Improve your business affairs!

Inner Strength Power Activator
Code: Magick98
The power activator consist of Brojo Sewu powder and Asma' Wali Songo oil. You will instantly acquire inner strength without having to do any strenuous work-out, fasting, rituals, etc. No side-effects or risks involved. Does not conflict with other powers. Virtues: Protection against metaphysical and physical forces; invulnerability against fire arms, sharp weapons, poison; wards off black magic, hexes, psychic attacks; if bound and chained, User may easily break free; power punch: distant punch; attackers are overpowered by an invisible force; power voice weakens aggressors; exorcism; love-fascination; attracts luck; increases psychic sensitivity; helps to detect magickal forces; physical/sexual potency; healing water; helps transfer invulnerability to others; improves business; protects personal property; youth; rain remover; those with evil intention against the User becomes paralyzed, dumb or deaf; builds up courage.

Sosro Bhirowo Power
Code: Magick99
Magickal talisman--virtues among others: protection against all physical threats, witchcraft, black magic; invulnerability to fire arms, sharp weapons; charisma; love-fascination; power punch; magickal punch; builds an invisible fortress around one's home; improves business; immobilizes enemies.

Hizib Asma' Nashor Magickal Power
Code: Magick101
Contains 8 essential powers:
Asma Hizib Khodimul Ghoib
Asma' Mahabbahy Syirry
Asma' Hizib Bahr
Asma Karomah Al'akasah
Asma' Miftahul Arzaq
Asma' Hizib Nawawi
Asma' Nashor Kubro
Asma' Hizib Kubro
Programmable familiar spirit! For all sorts of purposes! Simple rituals to solve the varied problems of life. For those over 18.

Ragajati Magickal Power
Code: Magick102
Possesses seven essential powers. For general protection; power-punch; invulnerability to sharp weapons; the power may be transferred to an object or a person no matter where the person may be; the power may be invoked even from a distance!

Pikat Sukma Magickal Power
Code: Magick103
There are nine spirit familiars associated with this talisman. Use it to attract the opposite sex or one's soul-mate. Do not abuse this power. Not for frivolous use! For those who are 21 years or older.

Pelarisan Magickal Power
Code: Magick104
There are three spirit familiars experts in their field that are associated with this talisman. The purpose of this power is to boost or promote one's business. Suitable for placing in shops, offices, etc. Within 7 days you will see the difference.

Sedurul Papat Magickal Power
Code: Magick105
In Javanese metaphysics, man has 4 spirit brothers called “Sedulur” or Islamic occultism with undisputed spiritual powers acquired from the Cosmos through time-consuming rituals and disciplines. The magnetized rosary provides the User with the following virtues: general protection against harm; assists in bringing about beneficial changes in the user's life; financial success; attracts luck; evokes blessings; helps unfold a powerful authoritative bearing; invisibility; personal magnetism of a high degree; helps to acquire assistance from the invisible planes; invulnerability; overcome problems with ease; helps to manifest desires; protection against mischievous spirits; wards-off all forms of psychic attack; and even more virtues–there is not much space here to mention them all! Magickal object is small, and easy to carry.
Practical and convenient!

Al-Hikmah Power Rosary
Code: Magick89
Fashioned from sacred woods such as Stigi and Galih Asem, etc, this rosary is especially made by experts in "al-hikmah" or Islamic occultism with undisputed spiritual powers acquired from the Cosmos through time-consuming rituals and disciplines. The magnetized rosary provides the User with the following virtues: invulnerability; personal protection (general); protection against fire, robberies, oppression, and slander; builds-up attractiveness; charisma; instills fear in the hearts of those with evil intent; healing; wards-off all kinds of psychic attack and negative spirits; establishes harmony in the home; may be used as a counter for one's zikir or chanting discipline; unfolds clairvoyance; attackers are magically thrown off-balance.

Chahaya Mustika Oil
Code: Magick90
Especially made, this magickal oil possesses amazing attractive powers. The opposite sex would be dynamically attracted to the User. The oil helps to build up charisma. Useful for speakers, those involved in PR work, celebrities, etc. The energies of anger and conflicts are discharged with the effluence of the oil. Good for attracting, building, and promoting business relations. Establish harmony in the home by constant use.

Srikanthi Gandrung Chakra Oil
Code: Magick91
This occult oil is a compound of three different types of oil originating from Baghdad. It is magically prepared and consecrated by an expert in occultism. The oil awakens a high degree of charisma and attractiveness. Harmonize family and social relationships. Improve your business affairs!

Inner Strength Power Activator
Code: Magick98
The power activator consist of Brojo Sewu powder and Asma' Wali Songo oil. You will instantly acquire inner strength without having to do any strenuous work-out, fasting, rituals, etc. No side-effects or risks involved. Does not conflict with other powers. Virtues: Protection against metaphysical and physical forces; invulnerability against fire arms, sharp weapons, poison; wards off black magic, hexes, psychic attacks; if bound and chained, User may easily break free; power punch: distant punch; attackers are overpowered by an invisible force; power voice weakens aggressors; exorcism; love-fascination; attracts luck; increases psychic sensitivity; helps to detect magickal forces; physical/sexual potency; healing water; helps transfer invulnerability to others; improves business; protects personal property; youth; rain remover; those with evil intention against the User becomes paralyzed, dumb or deaf; builds up courage.

Sosro Bhirowo Power
Code: Magick99
Magickal talisman--virtues among others: protection against all physical threats, witchcraft, black magic; invulnerability to fire arms, sharp weapons; charisma; love-fascination; power punch; magickal punch; builds an invisible fortress around one's home; improves business; immobilizes enemies.

Hizib Asma' Nashor Magickal Power
Code: Magick101
Contains 8 essential powers:
Asma Hizib Khodimul Ghoib
Asma' Mahabbahy Syirry
Asma' Hizib Bahr
Asma Karomah Al'akasah
Asma' Miftahul Arzaq
Asma' Hizib Nawawi
Asma' Nashor Kubro
Asma' Hizib Kubro
Programmable familiar spirit! For all sorts of purposes! Simple rituals to solve the varied problems of life. For those over 18.

Ragajati Magickal Power
Code: Magick102
Possesses seven essential powers. For general protection; power-punch; invulnerability to sharp weapons; the power may be transferred to an object or a person no matter where the person may be; the power may be invoked even from a distance!

Pikat Sukma Magickal Power
Code: Magick103
There are nine spirit familiars associated with this talisman. Use it to attract the opposite sex or one's soul-mate. Do not abuse this power. Not for frivolous use! For those who are 21 years or older.

Pelarisan Magickal Power
Code: Magick104
There are three spirit familiars experts in their field that are associated with this talisman. The purpose of this power is to boost or promote one's business. Suitable for placing in shops, offices, etc. Within 7 days you will see the difference.

Sedurul Papat Magickal Power
Code: Magick105
In Javanese metaphysics, man has 4 spirit brothers called "Sedulur Papat." This magickal power invokes their charismatic force. The User will acquire a powerful overwhelming presence. People would acquiesce to the User's request. The User will instantly feel the energy of the Sedurul Papat. The power may be transferred to an object or to another person—even at a distance.
Hadiran Magickal Power
Code: Magick106
The Hadiran Magickal Power invokes a spirit familiar expert in the field of martial-arts. When the energy of this spirit blends with the User's body, the User would automatically possess defensive capability without any difficult training.

Penembusan Magickal Power
Code: Magick107
Penetrate the spirit realms with the Penembusan Magickal Power. Helps develop clairvoyance. See the hidden forces associated with occult objects and power spots. Easy, fast, and safe.

Khodam Magik Out of Stock
Code: Magick108
This is a new version of the Khodam Magik from the same adept as the previous one. This version uses a talismanic cloth and is the Ilmu Khodam Level I not mentioned in the article on Ilmu Khodam! Sit on the cloth with the inscribed talismanic seal in front of you and do the chanting. Within 11–41 days you will acquire a khodam who would help you to perceive the spirit realms, see clairvoyantly, evoke and communicate with spirits, retrieve magickal objects from the inner planes, evoke your spirit guide, transfer familiars from one object to another, etc.

Susuk Loloh
Code: Magick116
When this empowered item is consumed you will acquire a powerful aural radiance. You will look beautiful and attractive. Be loved by the opposite sex! You will become youthful--wrinkles will disappear. You will also become invulnerable to sharp weapons. Effects are permanent! This item is a different version, but more powerful, of a similar previous product no longer available! Please ask for the price.

Money Attractor Khodam
Code: Magick127
Just carry this amulet or place it in a safe place in your home or shop and you will always find yourself financially secure and acquiring a greater amount of sales and improved prosperity.

Sinyong-Nyong Love Oil
Code: Magick129
One of the most famous and rare love oils of the Indonesian occult community. Not easily acquired. Quite costly.

Aura Srikandhi
Code: Magick134
This power creates a powerful radiance from your face that attracts and enchants men. They will find it hard to forget you. The power also provides one's husband with a reason not to seek pleasures elsewhere. For women only!

Pagar Loreng
Code: Magick135
This magical item will occultly protect your home from psychic and physical intrusion—from robbers, thieves, negative entities, etc. The magickal power builds up an invisible fortress. Those invading your home will see a tiger spirit stalking the grounds.

Sedulur Papat
Code: Magick136
Made from special materials, this power will open-up your six-sense and help you meet with your twin brothers or "Sedulur Papat." Acquire inner strength and invulnerability; power shout; psychic protection; luck; healing; charisma; etc. Fastening and lengthy recitation of prayers unnecessary. For followers of all all religions.

Pagar Geni
Code: Magick137
Protect your home, office, etc., from theft. Intruders will hallucinate and see flames all over the premises! This will scare the living daylights out of them!

Elemental Trap
Code: Magick138
Capture thieving elementals with this magickal trap. Thieving elementals include Tuyul, buto ijo, babi ngepet, eleves, leprechauns, etc. They may be seen and communicated with!

Mustika Kayu Merah Delima Out of Stock
Code: Magick154
Talisman made from the wood of a rare tree--worn for invulnerability against all sharp weapons, fire-arms, and psychic attack. It has other virtues that one may harness as well. When steeped in water causes it to turn red--water may be drunk for its healing virtues.

Batu Kayu Merah Delima
Code: Magick159
Similar to Mustika Merah Delima (magick154) but with increased/additional powers due to an intense consecration process. No fasting or difficult rituals on the part of the user! Among its virtues: Invulnerability against all sharp weapons and fire-arms; power punch; anti-black magic; anti-hypnotism; psychic protection; magickal body-guard; attracts luck and blessings; influence the mind of others; psychic detection; cause eggs to turn to stone; change the taste of cigarettes; fills objects with power; increase psychic sensitivity; maintain youth--regeneration; improves appearances; charismatic powers; make the "powder of youth"; transfer illnesses to eggs; heal ailments; psychic cleansing; attraction; improves intuitive powers; indwelling familiar spirit--communicate with it; remove bad-luck; peace of mind; etc.

Waja Tolak Mandul Talisman
Code: Magick160
For those who are barren and infertile, this talisman will help increase the odds of having children--perhaps within 3 months. Children would be born beautiful and strong.

Jaga Totok Kerot Talisman
Code: Magick161
This excellent magickal item, basically, provides psychic protection for one's home, office, car, etc., against thieves, intruders, and mischievous individuals with criminal tendencies. With this magickal item in place your worldly possessions are safe and you may cease to worry and sleep in peace.

Balung Sugih Talisman
Code: Magick162
This talisman helps to neutralize the negative energies surrounding oneself that results in bad-luck, ill-health, hardship, fruitless efforts, etc. With the power of this talisman, your hardship, bad-luck, and negative energies would be neutralized and change for the better--lucky will come your way uninterrupted.

Pupur Ken Dedes
Code: Magick163
Transform your ordinary face into a beauty queen! Powder contains powerful energies. Suitable for women in show-biz or for any woman who would want to attract men. The powder is made from rare ingredients and the formula has been kept secret since the time of the Majapahit kingdom--additionally, it has been empowered with high-vibrational metaphysical energies. The power of the Ken Dedes powder gives your face a magickal, attractive radiance. You will look youthful and refreshing--and stunning to men. People would be sympathetic to you.

Nur Qudrat Semesta
Code: Magick165
Just carry the talismanic object and you will attract riches and prosperity; improve business, trade, commerce; talisman originally developed by the walis (Saints).

Gembong Wulung
Code: Magick166
Develop charm and an authoritative mien; just one look at the User and foes/aggressors would back down; there is a talismanic capsule to be swallowed--with the power you will automatically acquire
a tiger-familiar to act as body-guard. The power helps you make friends among the jinns. Rare power.

**Sajadah Makrifat**  
**Code: Magick167**  
Magick carpet for prayers, meditation, and angelic invocation. Consecrated power develops the chakras, and unfolds psychic powers; etc.

**Getah Banyu Urip**  
**Code: Magick168**  
The magick potion when drunk develops invulnerability against sharp weapons, black magic; develops a youthful appearance; charm; physical health; sexual prowess; anti-hypnosis; six -sense, etc. 7 phials recommended by the producer. Approx. 2cc/phial.

**Getah Kesambi**  
**Code: Magick169**  
For protection against black-magick, psychic attacks; power voice; familiar bodyguard; malicious psychic implants are automatically removed. This is another potion—a more advanced version of Getah Banyu Urip or Magick168. It makes one invulnerable to bullets. 7 phials recommended by the producer. Approx. 2cc/phial.

**Tashib Khodam**  
**Code: Magick170**  
Power similar to Sajadah Makrifat (magick167) but in the form of a rosary—for prayers, meditation, and angelic invocation. Consecrated power develops the chakras, and unfolds psychic powers; etc.

**Sokhibul Ghoib Talisman**  
**Code: Magick172**  
Magickal power to see and communicate with spirit beings; increase psychic sensitivity, evocation; astral projection; precognition, and to see the past; etc.

**Ajian Candolokano**  
**Code: Magick173**  
Magickal power helps you to see a thief in a vessel of water, piece of paper, or thumbnail.

**Ajian Penyedoting Bondo Bandu**  
**Code: Magick174**  
This items provides a magickal power to retrieve or acquire treasure, gold, money, antiques, or relics through occult or ordinary means. Either the secret mantra of King Solomon (Nabi Sulaiman) or the Queen of Sheba (Ratu Bulqis) may be used according to need. Kit includes empowered water and oil to increase psychic energy level and mystical force!

**Pengasihan Permata Roh Tunggal**  
**Code: Magick184**  
The power of this magickal item prevents one's spouse from having affairs with others. It may be used to handle difficult children; it helps cause difficult partners to realize their errors in the relationship.

**Magickal Fishing Power**  
**Code: Magick190**  
With this item you would be able to call fishes to your fishing spot! Use this for your next fishing contest! Appropriate for fishermen and those that enjoy the sport. Similar in purpose to item Magick55.

**Fertility Power**  
**Code: Magick192**  
Item for those who are barren or infertile. Helps you to acquire children. Just place the item underneath your pillow or mattress before intercourse. To be done on certain days with a certain short prayer.

**Mustika Jabal Syifa’**  
**Code: Magick193**  
Syech Abdul Qodir Jaelani's amulet for healing chronic illnesses or cases given up by medical doctors.

**Mustika Asihan, Perhawa, Tenaga Dalam**  
**Code: Magick194**  
Contains the Hizib of Rohman Abdul Jabbar, the prince of inner strength. Especially consecrated for the distant punch, powers of attraction from the sun, healing, etc.

**Stone of the Angelic Khodams**  
**Code: Magick195**  
Consecrated for the duration of 999 days, this stone has the power of hundreds of angelic khodam for protection, healing, attraction, luck, etc. A very powerful and rare item. Khodam may be commanded.

**The Sapu jagad Angel**  
**Code: Magick196**  
A very rare occult power related to an angelic khodam heretofore kept secret by the walis or saints. Used in the martial arts, healing and other of life's problems. Power transferable to others. The angelic khodam king is unique and differ from the others.

**Rahaj Semar Kuncung**  
**Code: Magick199**  
Talisman consecrated with 7 kejawen powers, 8 “hizib” and 60 special "Nadhom Jalalat." Item for attracting wealth, invulnerability, magnetic personality, and ease in solving problems.

**Magickal BantenBelt**  
**Code: Magick199**  
Rare banten belt with extraordinary powers. The powers are palpable. Made by a Banten Elder and his 150 selected disciples. The talisman gives charismatic powers to the user, including invulnerability against all sorts of weapons; it protects one from a thousand catastrophes; it attracts luck, advances one's career, etc. The belt comes with a Khodam spirit from the Al-Fatehah verse.

**Selendang Rosul**  
**Code: Magick203**  
This exquisite talismanic cloth is excellent for drivers, pilots, etc. It protects their vehicles and themselves against mishaps. Lots of other virtues for luck, protection, prosperity, charisma, taming animals, healing, etc.

**Asma Wahid Kanuragan**  
**Code: Magick204**  
Talisman for giving one an extra advantage in sports competitions and tournaments, such as martial-arts, and other hand-to-hand combat. It helps one attain victory.

**Keris Sakti Klewer**  
**Code: Magick205**  
Small talismanic keris for attracting the opposite sex. It mellows and warms the person with an aloof attitude.

**Keris Klewer Urat Mas**  
**Code: Magick206**  
This keris with golden veins has powerful attractive virtues—it has the power to prevent one's partner from being tempted by others, aside from other virtues dealing with the heart.

**Syech Siti Jenar Magickal Pendent**  
**Code: Magick207**  
This pendant has more than 15 virtues that would assist solving the problems in one's life.

**Magickal Snake Talisman**  
**Code: Magick208**  
Place this Magickal mustika or talisman in your home for protection against evil entities of the human and non-humankind.

**Magickal Queen Talisman**  
**Code: Magick209**  
Place this magickal talisman at your dressing table. It would cause your husband or your lover to constantly be affectionate towards you. The object also empowers your aura.
Door Replica of the Ka'bah
Code: Magick210
Small and unique, this talisman may be made into a pendant or carried in your bag or wallet. The door of the Ka'bah is believed to possess extraordinary magickal powers. This talisman has been consecrated to protect the user from sharp weapons, attract luck, and establish harmony in the home.

Men's Baduy Sarong
Code: Magick211M
This is a Unique sarong from the Baduy tribe of Banten, Indonesia. Rare and scarce. Consecrated and empowered by the Baduy chieftian and the elders for general blessings, power, prosperity, health, etc. Many local occult practitioners consider the Baduy tribe to be the most magickally powerful in the whole of Indonesia! Possessing an item of the Baduy tribe is indeed something to be treasured. The sarong also helps the practitioner in rites of evocation, invocation and conjurations as it raises the vibration of the body and activates the chakras. Users of the sarong have even found themselves developing clairvoyance! Stock is limited.

Kleleng Oil
Code: Magick214
This oil has been empowered with energies that would help the User to attract the opposite sex. It enhances the quality and strength of the aura increasing the User's personal magnetism. This is an improvement of the Kleng-Kleng oil (magick125) which is no longer available.

Jawara Langit Pitu
Code: Magick215
The deadly magickal powers of the muslim Pendekar! Overcome the powers of your opponent--complete invulnerability; the powers of the "Hizib Tapak Langit prayer;" "Rawa Rontek Putih;" "Tenaga Dalam." Virtues Includes the power of attraction; clairvoyance; angelic healing; retrieval of hidden treasures and objects and more!

Ketabiban Prana Syurga
Code: Magick216
This essential hyper-metaphysical power turns you into a healer of alternative medicine. Heal major and minor health problems metaphysically! Rare occult power.

Karomah Ka'bah
Code: Magick217
This is a rare power used by the adepts for self-defence! Neutralize and overcome the powers of enemies/opponents/aggressors; invulnerability against all weapons, even arrows and grenades/bombs (range 10m)--and more powers!

Batu Wangsit Petitis
Code: Magick218
Just place this occult stone underneath your pillow and you will know in dreams or hear magickal whisperings of the thief and location of stolen or lost objects; the cure for illnesses; see clairvoyantly whatever you wish, etc.

Aji Panembahan Kasuma Jati
Code: Magick220
Amazing ancient powers for invulnerability (body emits sparks during attempted strikes of sharp weapons); attraction; making friends with khodams/spirits; amazing physical regeneration of wounds—even lethal wounds; lightness of body; clairvoyance, retrieving treasures/sacred object s; authoritative bearing of the lion; fire-punch; wind-punch; invisibility; physical-body duplication; shape-shifting; extracting the magickal powers of opponents; healing; the power of one's words to manifest; manifesting Javanese shamanistic powers, etc.

Nur Pamungkas Yusuf Mantis
Code: Magick221
Attraction and rare love power of Javanese magick; the crown of charisma; attract a soul-mate or companions; influence your superiors, personal magnetism, etc.

Kunci Wachid Ghoib Pribadi
Code: Magick222
The key to successful acquisition of magickal powers! If you have tried acquiring occult/magickal powers and failed, conduct first the ritual and transfer of power of this item.

Khowash Ghoib Marifatulah
Code: Magick223
The magickal powers of the ancient saints and adepts of Java! This magickal item confers divine Tenaga Dalam (Inner Strength) for various purposes: neutralize enemies; attraction; manifest martial-arts ability automatically; acquisition of knowledge through psychic means; transfer whatever powers to others; etc. This item is not available anywhere else!

Ijazah Ilmu Sastra Berdaya
Code: Magick224
The initiation of the hidden magickal secrets of the ancient occultists! Magickal purification of curses; instant genie-aid; invulnerability of the gods; charisma; personal magnetism; authoritative bearing; attractive-powers; clairvoyance; generating hypermetaphysical energy; love-philter; invulnerability; power-punch; implants (Ilmu Susuk); the pouch of Aladdin.

Gemboho Geni Whip
Code: Magick225
This is a unique whip made out of the wood of trees possessing magickal powers! Occultly empowered with "Khizib Barqi," "Khizib Akbar," "Khizib Khofi," "Khizib Al-Jabbar," "Khizib Jibroil," "Ayat Kursi," and other prayers totalling up to 313! Virtues: general protection of mind, body, and soul; invulnerability; wards-off negative entities; invisibility; aggressors when hit by the whip causes them to burn, cough-up blood, or faint; attracts luck; healing, etc.

Paku Kabejan Joyo Ati
Code: Magick226
Talismanic nail for attracting luck and blessings from all points of the compass; for attracting clients/customers; for increasing prosperity; ward-off negative energies/bad vibes and malevolent entities. Just hammer the empowered nail somewhere at your place of business.

Ilmu Pusaka Cemeti Ammarosuli
Code: Magick227
The power of this talismanic capsule awakens your inner strength (Tenaga Dalam/Chi) equivalent to 4-6 years of training. Application of the powers includes invulnerability; invisibility; etheric twin; charisma; fiery-punch; distant-punch; gives you the power to psychically protect a certain place, etc.

Gemerlap Ratu Bayu
Code: Magick228
The power of this talismanic capsule when swallowed produces a youthful mien and countenance. You will exude charm and inner beauty. Onlookers will be amazed at your beauty and auric radiance.
This item is for women only. Most suitable for celebrities, performers, hostesses, models, etc.

Wahyu Jayaningrat
Code: Magick229
A versatile power transmitted to you through a talismanic capsule! Induces clairvoyance; gives the ability to magically retrieve treasures; helps you to neutralize the magickal power of your opponents. The power protects you on land, air and sea; builds-up invulnerability against sharp weapons and fiery arms. Also attract those whom you desire! Produce healing water; awaken and contact the spirit beings associated with you since your birth: your "Queen," Holy Guardian Angel, your "sedulur papat" (4 spirit brothers) by just chanting 2 words.

Tapak Khodam Guru Sejati
Code: Magick230
The source of all magickal powers—the power of your Higher Being—the True Teacher! With this item you will learn how to tap the powers of your Higher Self and the psychic aspect of your being—a talismanic capsule awakens your ability to do so. Some virtues of the powers that will be made available to you: you will know things hidden; you will be assisted by spirit beings even without asking them for help; your words would be creative and manifest in physical reality; masters and saints would visit you in dreams and visions to teach you; healing powers would be yours to exercise. These are just a few of the many powers that you will come to possess.

The Great Magickal Recitation
Code: Magick232
This magickal item is basically a secret instruction of a great magickal recitation as handed down to us by the saints and adepts of Islamic occultism. It is greatly effective in bringing about results. It is greater than mantras and powers that solely rely on spirit-familiars, as this magickal method relies directly upon the divine aid of our Source. This Great Magickal Recitation holds the secret prayers for acquiring or attaining wealth, prosperity and fulfillment; also helps one to have children, have loans returned and cause those of tyrannical natures to repent; it even helps one to acquire a job, a lover, and to win tenders, etc.—anything at all.

The Magickal Power of Sunan Kaliyaga
Code: Magick233
Sunan (Saint) Kaliyaga was an Islamic saint and a Javanese occult adept with spiritual powers acquired from the metaphysical and shamanic practices that he did in retreats. He was deemed wise by his peers and the people around him. Not only was Sunan Kaliyaga blessed with spiritual-gifts from God—he also attained various powers as a result of his practice of Kejawen or Javanese occultism/manifestation. This magickal item contains the high secret empowerment of Sunan Kaliyaga as given to Siekh Jangkung (Saridin), and through the latter to many other selected students. The empowerment confers the "Ilmu Haq" and "Ilmu Jati Pinutur " of Sunan Kaliyaga which includes invulnerability to fire, sharp weapons, poison, grenade blasts (10m range); it also confers charisma and an authoritative bearing; other powers include healing, the fulfillment of prayers, invisibility, lightness of body, retrieval of buried treasures and sacred objects, etc. This magickal item also contains the Ilmu Pantulan power of Sunan Kaliyaga that helps a person to attain enlightenment, to intuitively acquire hidden knowledge, to become psychically sensitive and eventually become a spiritually wise individual. You will have the power and the knowledge to solve the 1001 problems of life.

Minyak Air Mata Duyung
Code: Magick234
A vial of the tears of the Dugong used in magickal spells of attraction—about 2cc/vial. Contains pheromone—an essential ingredient in sexual arousal. May be used as it is or mixed with other aromatic love-oils. For more information please refer to the article: Magickal Oils. Only a few bottles available—this item is not easy to acquire.

Al-Karomah Oil
Code: Magick235
Magickal oil empowered for protection; prosperity; domestic harmony; healing (coughs, skin-diseases, fevers, poisons, stings, asthma, abdominal pains, etc); easy child-labor; helps to remove pests; exorcism; increase the catch during fishing, etc.

Bidaddari Halwat Talisman
Code: Magick236
Especially empowered for women! The magickal power of this talisman makes the User appear young and attractive, and acquire self-confidence; it imbues the User with positive energies thus increasing personal magnetism; as a result of the metaphysical power within the talisman, the User's husband would not commit infidelity and domestic harmony would be established. The talisman functions automatically. All that is needed is to carry it with you in your pocket, purse, etc.

Kamasutra Talisman
Code: Magick237
This talisman is empowered for sexual potency; for the prevention of premature-ejaculation; helps the User to reach orgasm. Just tie it around the arm or waist.

Aji Singo Kamarumansan
Code: Magick238
This item consist of a talisman and some empowered ball-bearings to be swallowed. The power of this item imbues the User with high charisma, personal magnetism, and an authoritative bearing like a lion king. The power helps the User to be respected by friend and foe. Enemies, opponents, and those that envy or dislike the User would tremble in his/her presence. Power works automatically—no long mantras/prayersto recite.

Water of 99 Sacred Sites
Code: Magick242
This item is a bottle of water-blend taken from 99 sacred sites. It may be used for all sorts of magickal purposes. It is the right medium for the empowerment of others. In itself it is powerful for increasing one's charisma and raising one's basic frequency. The water when consumed, protects one against negative forces and psychic attacks. This holy-water blend is healing in nature. Useful to any occult practitioner. Net weight approx. 12 grams.

The Wand of 1001 Powers
Code: Magick243
This is a beautiful wand made out of over 20 different kinds of sacred and magickal woods! It is about 46cm long. The virtues of the various woods wards-off negative energies/entities, psychic attacks; it builds-up charisma, personal magnetism; it attracts luck, increases prosperity; helps to influence others, etc. Some of these sacred woods are locally called: Stigi, Liwung, Galih Asem, Rao, Sulaiman, Adem Ati, Welikukun, etc.

Rogo Sukmo
Code: Magick244
This item (a talismanic head-band and its methodology) assists and trains one to astral project—travel in spirit. It is similar to an item formerly offered but was discontinued—this item comes from a different adept-producer. No fasting required. This item is semicharged with power. An initial 7-day ritual of simple chanting is required to fully empower this talismanic head-band, after which the item may be used any time required.

Tarik Sukmo
Code: Magick245
This empowerment item of the Javanese Shamanistic Tradition helps the User to acquire mediumistic powers. It requires no fasting or long rituals. After the initiation and some training you will have the power to invoke or conjure spirits/khodams/entities or the spirits of living human beings to communicate, influence or do some healing upon them. This item is not to be misused or abused as it could result in negative consequences.
Clairvoyance Training-Ritual  
**Code: Magick246**  
Those having trouble unfolding the clairvoyant-faculty may practice this safe and sure method. As a result of the training, one's psychic powers would improve and one would find it easy to see, contact, and communicate with the beings of the higher dimensions as well as detecting the energy in an object or site. The higher worlds would unveil for one's investigation and exploration. The kit contains a bottle of empowered oil to be applied to the eyelids/eyebrows. This training-ritual begins with a 11-day preparation in which certain short prayers are recited for 11x each. After the 11-days, a period of a mandatory 41-day practice/training (consisting of intensive chanting of simple prayers) is required; this is followed by a 3-day fasting.

**Badui Banten Keris**  
**Out of Stock**  
**Code: Magick247**  
These kerises are heirlooms of the 3 current chieftians ("poohoons") of the Baduis that have been passed down for several generations--these were once owned by the Chieftians "Pana Nagarudin (Pun-ah Nu-ga-roo-deen)" and "Panca warna (Pan-cha wah-nah)." These kerises are possessed with the virtues of protection and blessing--protection against negative forces in whatever form. The energies within them, as psychically detected, are amazingly powerful. The khodicmic--spirits of these kerises are representatives of the 2 chieftians and were once their "bodyguards." We have several of these kerises in stock each of which have the same power. The warangka and hulu or scabbard and hilt, are contemporary, but the blades are old. They are new acquisitions and were given out by special dispensation--in the special month of Maulud (Islamic calendar). Family heirlooms of the Poohoons are hardly ever given to anyone not of their community--especially to foreigners. Thus, it is a rare privilege and opportunity to possess these magickal blades or weapons. These blades have either 11 or 13 luks (curves on the blades). All of these kerises are able to stand on the tip of its blade (on a rough surface).

**Psychic-Perception Empowerment**  
**Code: Magick248**  
Metaphysical empowerment for acquiring psychic-perception. Penetrate the invisible realms; detect thieves and lost objects; perceive spirits, jinns, elementals, goblins, spooks, ghosts, etc--even those associated with certain objects. Talisman to be carried and tiny, empowered items to be swallowed for power-transference.

**Khodamic Money Talisman**  
**Code: Magick249**  
Magickal talismanic item that helps the user to prosper, attract luck, improve finances and business, acquire lots of clients/customers, increase sales, etc. You just need to memorize one short mantric prayer to conjure the khodamic--spirit to assist you. The talisman is to be carried in one's pocket, purse, or stored safely in any appropriate place.

**Haekal Tujuh Oil**  
**Code: Magick253**  
Magickal money oil for promoting businesses. It also helps the user to achieve and to attain that which is desired and to quickly advance the career or acquire promotion in rank. The power protects the user from the attacks of human, animal and spirit agencies. It helps to ensure save travelling by land, sea, or air.

**Batu Badar Besi**  
**Code: Magick255**  
This magickal stone is especially useful to soldiers and martial artists. It protects the fighter in battle, in competition, in ambushes and attacks of aggressors. The user would be protected against sharp weapons, fire-arms and even mortar. The power of the stone even protects the user while journeying through jungles/forests--he or she would be safe from wild beasts. The magickal power also helps build self-confidence and bravery.

**Tenaga Dalam Hizib Nashor**  
**Code: Magick265**  
Empowerment item (something to consume) for physical protection against aggressors, accidents, psychic attack, black magick, etc.; power-punch prosperity; fulfillment of goals, etc. Most of the powers function automatically.

**Tenaga Dalam Senggoro Macan**  
**Code: Magick266**  
Empowerment item (something to consume) for physical protection against aggressors, accidents, psychic attack, black magick, etc.; a strong will; courage; power-shout; authoritative bearing; power of influence; Tenaga Dalam Senggoro Macan practice; invoking the Tenaga Dalam Senggor Macan self-defence power. There are no observances and restrictions.

**Attraction and Beauty Empowerment**  
**Code: Magick268**  
This empowerment item is for acquiring beauty; good-appearance; attractiveness; the power to acquire sympathy; business prosperity; helps to acquire a soul-mate; youth, etc. May be used by anyone regardless of sex age, race, religion, etc. There are no side-effects.

**Invulnerability Empowerment**  
**Code: Magick269**  
Empowerment item for physical protection; invulnerability against sharp weapons; an authoritative bearing; courage; self-reliance; protection against black magick, psychic attack, etc.

**Kalacakra Talisman**  
**Code Magick270**  
Magickal talisman of Javanese occultism, suitable for hanging/framing : for the protection of one's home against black magick, psychic attack, negative spirits; thieves; intruders. Helps the user to appear charismatic with an authoritative bearing. Just display this object in your guest room or anywhere in your home. Approx. 19.5 cm in diameter. Made of brass/copper.

**Tenaga Dalam Rajek Wesi**  
**Code: Magick271**  
Empowerment item (something to consume) for physical protection against sharp blades, black magick, psychic attacks; courage, strength,and an authoritative bearing; protection against fire and the slander of enemies; power punch, strikes, and kicks; helps lock the movements of opponents and drains their energy; helps one to easily break objects with karate chops; power helps to strengthen the immune system.

**Tenaga Dalam Pagar Segoro**  
**Code: Magick272**  
With 9 special khodams (powers), this item helps to protect one's home, office, store, warehouse, etc. The powers also protects one from mob attacks. Simple initiation-ritual--there is something to consume and chanting for 10 minutes. When you need to use the power simply recite the mantra and stomp on the ground to be protected.

**Super Tenaga Dalam**  
**Code: Magick273**  
Empowerment item for a shield of protection against all sorts of attacks--black magick, fire and slander; invulnerability against sharp blades; stamina; immobilize aggressors; opponents would falter and weaken without even having to touch them; confers an authoritative bearing, etc.
Empowered love-ooil from Kalimantan--formulated by the native Dayaks who are famous for their occult love-spells, oils and potions. Anoint yourself with this oil to magnifically attract the opposite sex or someone special. Contains natural products of high pheromone content. An aromatic oil has been added to the neutral-scent power-base oil for fragrance. Only a few in stock.

**Buluh Perindu Love Oil**  
**Code:** Magick275  
This is the genuine Buluh Perindu oil-extract processed by Kalimantan (Borneo) natives--this is not a tincture from the grass as one of the other products that we carry (Oils10). This item is rare and costly. Anoint yourself with this oil to magnifically attract the opposite sex or someone special. High pheromone content. Contents approximately 1cc/vial--add your favorite aromatic oil to it. Only a few in stock.

**Minyak Bintang--Star Oil**  
**Code:** Magick278  
The Star Oil is one of the most famous legendary oils of the Dayaks of Kalimantan. Its powers of regeneration/resurrection may be read here. We offer this oil here not for its legendary powers of physical immortality but as a healer for serious wounds, cuts, etc.--and as a curio. It is made and formulated with natural products and empowered by a secret magical process by Dayak shamans. The Minyak Bintang healing prayer is provided in its instruction-paper. This is a rare and costly oil--difficult to acquire. Only a few in stock.

**Mt. Kawi Dewa Daru Wealth Power**  
**Code:** Magick277  
This magical item comes straight from the famed sacred site and power spot in East Java--"Gunung Kawi" or "Mt. Kawi." This is the site that devotees congregate on auspicious days to receive magical powers and prosperity blessings from Heaven through the agency of the angelic presences in the area. This magical item, among its contents, is a seed (considered as a power- and sacred-object) from the sacred Dewa Daru tree (Equina Uniflora) in front of the gravesites of the eminent 19th century personages buried there--Eyang Djiego, alias Taw Low She and Eyang RM. Iman Soendojo, alias Djie Low She. Many would sit beneath the Dewa Daru tree for hours hoping for the leaves and the fruits to fall on their heads/body so as to acquire blessings--these fallen objects are very carefully preserved for their talismanic value. Now you may receive the Mt. Kawi monetary/prosperity blessing no matter where you reside in the world. Not only is this magical item an empowerment--the rare Dewa Daru (Shian Tho) seed of this site is also a powerful charm that attracts benevolent forces and intelligences to help the user prosper (final results may be seen within 90 days or less!). Also within the package is a bottle of water taken from the holy springs of Mt. Kawi--this holy water as well as the sacred seed have been ritually empowered for added power! The initiation-ritual of this magical item is so simple a child could do it (additional prayers are provided for muslims)--all may benefit from this item regardless of religion, creed, sex, etc. Because of the scarcity of the Dewa Daru fruit (thus, the seed), stock of this magical item is limited. This item has been upgraded and is now extra powerful!

**Jamus Ruwatan Sengkolo**  
**Code:** Magick278  
If you feel yourself cursed with heavy, dense, negative electromagnetic energies and forces about you, this self-empowerment item will help you neutralize them. If you find yourself always facing failure in any endeavour, if you find that things always go wrong that it seems almost supernatural, it may be an indication that you have what Javanese call "sengkolo" or cursed (negative) energies. You may neutralize the energies now with the help of this magical item. Just swallow an empowered talismanic capsule in a simple chanting-ritual.

This small empowered object when buried in an area (house, garden, field, land, etc.) would cause the aura of the site to be blessed. It brings about the following effects all negative spirits in the area would be weakened, neutralized or flee--even the most negative jinn of high status would fear entering into this area; the power of the magical object builds-up a protective holy, divine light aura so that any form of psychic attack and black magick would not penetrate through--even negative black magick implants in the area would be neutralized; all negative energies/radiations from sources such as residual gravesites, noxious gases, massacre sites, haunting energy-impressions of debased emotions--all are neutralized with the power of this item. With the magical object installed, the people living in the area would prosper and have abundance--harmony and peace would occur as this magical object emanates a strong, positive force.

**Eyang Ushodo Jati Stone**  
**Code:** Magick280  
Essential healing power! With the help of this empowered stone it would be possible to heal many physical and psychological ailments. The power of this talismanic stone comes from a transmission of a past historical metaphysical practitioner, "Eyang Ushodo Jati." The stone possesses 40 powerful khodam spirit-healers to assist practitioners of alternative medicine of all disciplines and levels--the amateur as well as the professional. With the power-stone practitioners of flexology, accupressure, acupuncture, etc. would find the points that requires healing as guided by the spirit-intelligences of the stone. A daily spiritual prayer (chanting) discipline is required to build and maintain the power. Stock is limited.

**Jeweled-Aura Power**  
**Code:** Magick282  
This item helps to develop in the user a powerful auric presence--an amazingly strong and high-frequency magnetic-field. The presence of the user would cause others to have respect and acquire their sympathy. One's inner potentials, talents, and creativity would come forth easily with the power of this item. The powers of fascination would also unfold; as a result of the conferment of the power, the user's life would be filled with abundance, prosperity, love, happiness, success, etc. This is a self-empowerment item where ritual-sheruits and prayers are included.

**Kujang Khodam Prabu Siliwangi**  
**Code:** Magick283  
This empowered miniature "kujang" (empowered version of Athames08) possesses various powers formulated by local sufi saints of past centuries and transmitted by them to specially chosen disciples. This charm based on Allah's greatness, has several interesting properties or virtues, among which is the ability to attune and acquire the magical force/power of Prabu Siliwangi (historical
king and pendekar/martial artist) or other famous pendekars such as Si Pitung. The user of this item would automatically have 22 spirit-tigers of the Pakuan kingdom and they would protect the user against psychic attacks, black magick, and those that wish to harm the user physically--even disturbing them in their sleep. One would develop charisma by carrying this kujang charm and be overshadowed by the angelic khodam of Prabu Siliwangi thus acquiring the power punch, invulnerability, pencak silat movements, etc. Many blessingwould be conferred upon the user and divine attributes would develop within the one in constant physical contact with the charm. All of the virtues and spirit intelligence of this charm derive their power from the Word of the Divine One as written in the Holy Quran--this is a pure al-Hikmah item. Most powers function automatically.

Manggala Shakti Oil
Code: Magick284
One of the most amazing and multipurpose oil--the Manggala Shakti. This rare and costly formulated oil-blend has been empowered through strenuous rituals and disciplines. Its virtues: when ingested with rain water after being chanted over with a prayer-chant it confers protection, happiness, magickal powers/abilities, a holy aura, and angelic bodyguards--all with the permission and blessings of the Divine One. If you possess any talisman, keris or power-object that seems to have lost its power, just anoint the object with the oil and it will regain its former degree of force. The oil is also a good media for healing as it possesses tremendous panic energies. Anoint some of the oil to the center of your forehead as you pray or metaphysically create your desire for manifestation--you will find, with Allah's permission, that your prayers are answered dramatically or your mental creation would manifest successfully. Should you anoint yourself with the oil during exercises related to "Tenaga Dalam," "Chi-Kung," meditation, chanting, breathing, etc. you will find the outcome of these exercises in yourself to improve in quality, power, and strength. Apply the oil to your clothing and the members of your body and invulnerability would be conferred upon you. You would be protected against black magick, psychic attacks, bombs, guns, blades, etc. You will possess charisma, an authoritative bearing, self-confidence, a powerful aura, attractiveness, etc. Just a drop of the oil in your bathtub or in a bucket of water for a shower would cleanse you of negative energies and "curses." Use this oil to make talismans--they would be extra powerful! Comes in a vial approx. 3 cc.

Toloh Magickal Oil
Code: Magick285
Practically one of the many authentic magickal oils produced by the shaman Dayaks of Kalimantan (Borneo)! They call this "Minyak Toloh" or "Toloh Oil." This oil, thick in consistency, is used for healing and protection against psychic attacks, black magick, and negative entities. It is especially useful in healing the types of psychic or magickal attacks involving malicious imprints--organic/inorganic--transferred magickally by black occultists to their victims (such magickal attacks are called locally, "santet," "tenung" and "teluh."). Such harmful and negative implants may consist of etheric snakes, leeches, worms, maggots, rusty nails, needles, blades, etc. The method of healing is simple--just rub the oil on the affected area where an implant is suspected. This is a scarce and difficult item to acquire and our supply is limited. Comes in a vial 2-3 cc.

Nurul Asmor Tasbih
Code: Magick286
Word of the Divine One as written in the Holy Quran--this is a pure al-Hikmah item. Most powers function automatically.

The Great Munajad Power
Code: Magick287
One of the incredible powers transmitted by saints and adepts! Its purpose is to assist the user to overcome life’s problems and attain that which is desired or longed for. The user would be empowered with spiritual power and be able to request divine blessings for health; longevity; luck; charisma; popularity with friends; acquire a soul-mate or children; prosperity; protection, etc. This is a self-empowerment item--there is a talismanic capsule to swallow in an initiation-ritual. A certain prayer-ritual is to be conducted to request whatever is desired from the Divine One.

The Solar-Lion Power
Code: Magick288
This is a rare and wonderful power acquired from the beings of the magickal realms! Its purpose is to protect one against the physical attacks of riots, mobs and aggressors attacking in large groups--these may be from 10 to over 100 individuals! The power causes unusual occurrences such as causing the aggressors to fight among themselves! The power may also immobilize leaders of aggressors remotely. Use the power wisely and responsibly. The initiation-ritual requires 7 consecutive days of chanting before the power blends with the user. The chanting might require about 1-2 hour’s work. This is a self-empowerment item--there is a talismanic capsule to swallow.

Lucky Power Stone
Code: Magick289
Now reverse your bad luck in games with this Lucky Power Stone! This empowered item helps you to win games of chance, lotteries, quizzes, contests, races, etc. It neutralizes the negative energies in you and makes you lucky in everything that you do--if Allah be pleased! No difficult rituals or chanting involved--simple instructions that even a layman could follow!

Asmoro Kumbang Love Power
Code: Magick290
One of the outstanding love-spell and power of the Javanese occultists. Good for general and specific attraction--may be used by both sexes to attract a soul-mate. The rituals are simple. This item is more appropriate for non-Muslims and those involved in Al-Hikmah. Package consists of an empowered oil (type may differ from package to package) to be used in conjunction with a cloth inscribed with an occult diagram. For attracting a specific person, the subject’s photo is to be wrapped with the cloth after a simple magickal operation. Do not abuse this power! 1001 Nights Magickal Power Pearl
Code: Magick291
Processed with powerful and elaborate rituals of the Al-Hikmah tradition as handed-down by Muslim saints, this magickal empowered pearl (mother-of-pearl) is a dream come true for shamans, metaphysical practitioners, occultists, and ceremonial magicians. After the 15–30 day initiation-ritual (requires approximately an hour’s work per night), the powers and virtues of this pearl may be activated (through chanting-rituals) and applied immediately--the chants are short and simple, and not difficult to do.
Instructions are given for muslims and non-muslims! Virtues and powers of this item include acquiring a troop of khodams (spirit-servants) that may be commanded; the power to befriend jinns from all parts of the world; a high degree of clairvoyance; astral projection—transcend time and space; attract wealth and riches; ‘Ajian Rowo Rontek’—wounds and broken bones heal quickly and miraculously; invulnerability to fire-arms and protection against electrocution; love-fascination; power-hypnotism and telepathic mind-control; walk on water/speed-running; power-purification of bad-luck, curses, negative energies, etc.; Skin-beauty maintenance and healing; prosperity, career-advancement, success in endeavors, etc. This item provides you with the power to transfer magical virtues to others!

**Runaways-Vision Stone**
*Code: Magick292*
This magical stone helps one to see in dreams/visions the whereabouts and conditions of runaways—children, spouses, relatives, etc. that have run away from home—even though they may be in a different country. A day’s fasting is required to conduct the ritual—also chanting a short mantra is involved.

**Magickal Namru Stone**
*Code: Magick293*
A wonderful magical stone that helps you to foresee lucky numbers (3-days fasting required); conjure regional genies/nature spirits (Javanese mantra); and heal possessed individuals—the stone would have to be immersed in a glass of water and a short Javanese/Islamic mantra chanted. The water should be administered to the patient.

**Joyo Kusumo Talisman**
*Code: Magick294*
This item increases your personal magnetism and charisma—anyone looking at you would feel sympathetic and feel attracted. If you place the talisman beneath your pillow as you sleep and chant the name of a subject—s/he would have romantic/sexual dreams related to you.
Warning: do not misuse this power—it is only for mature use and with the prior agreement of the subject for conducting telepathic experiments!

**Soccer Power-Talisman**
*Code: Magick295*
Now a magical talisman for soccer and football players! Helps to strengthen your legs and increase the power of your kicks! Helps to increase your running speed and maneuver the ball right into the goal-post! Easy to use—just carry the talisman in the pocket of your shorts or in your socks—no observances or chanting!

**Magickal Turban**
*Code: Magick296*
Empowered cloth with magical diagrams/verses—for tying into a turban around one’s head. This magical cloth possesses divine and angelic energies. It helps improve one’s magical studies and activities. The main virtue of this item is that it helps the user to absorb (be empowered by) positive metaphysical energies/forces that would be of much benefit to him or her—this item is especially appropriate for those who are muslims and are treating the al-hikmah path. The power of the magical turban may be directed by the user according to his or her will. Among its virtues: magical protection; luck; spiritual blessings; personal magnetism; fulfilled prayers; helps to tame wild animals; invulnerability; healing, etc. This item may be passed on to one’s children. Magical diagrams/inscriptions are done by hand. Item should be worn daily especially during prayers, meditation, and magickal operations.

**Magickal Love-Attraction Stone**
*Code: Magick297*
Just by eye-contact (staring) the opposite sex would feel attracted to you. They would go crazy over you and would respond positively to your suggestions—as a result of the power of this magical stone.
Bonus: "Ajian Jaran Goyang Spell"—arouse someone amorously in a remote manner.

**Magickal Talisman of Influence**
*Code: Magick298*
With this magical item you will have the power to influence others easily so that they would be sympathetic to your cause or to your needs. Influence friends, clients, superiors, followers, etc.

**Neutralizer Talisman**
*Code: Magick299*
Talisman neutralizes and banishes all sorts of negativities in one’s life occurring as bad luck, difficulty in acquiring a soul-mate or making friends, distrust of people with oneself, etc. Simple to use—just carry the item.

**Totok Kerot Talisman**
*Code: Magick300*
Magickal item to assist in breaking-off a relationship without any resentments. Helps to sever unnatural relationships as a result of magical fascination. Just carry the item with you as you meet the person you wish to end the relationship with. No matter how attached the other party is with you, they will eventually forget you and “fall” out of love.

**Goddess of Love Talisman**
*Code: Magick301*
If your love is rejected or forgotten by someone, s/he will eventually return to you with love and affection even if they be across the seas. Use only if the relationship has love as a basis and the subject still has certain feelings for you.

**Stone of Power**
*Code: Magick302*
This power-stone is for those that fear losing their current status of power in any field of endeavor, politics, business, sports, etc. It helps the user in metaphysical ways to maintain what has already been acquired or attained.

**Aqua Janoko Khodam**
*Code: Magick303*
If this bottle of water is drunk, girls would be extremely attracted to the user—for men only. Powerful!

**Spirit-Bodyguard Stone**
*Code: Magick304*
By the Grace of God, carrying/wearing this stone one would be safe from aggressors, molesters, bullies, etc. If they attack, they would be thrown aside by an invisible force as a result of the powerful khodamic energies within this magical object.

**Snake Bodyguard Stone**
*Code: Magick305*
This stone has been empowered with a magical intelligence that protects the user/wearer against physical and psychic attacks; should the user be bothered by aggressors or molesters the power of the ring would appear to these trouble-makers in their vision as a menacing giant snake thus scaring them out of their wits and causing them to flee. This stone may be set into a ring and worn—a unique item empowered by a local shaman.

**Tiger-Bodyguard Stone**
*Code: Magick306*
This stone has been empowered with a magical intelligence that protects the user/wearer against physical and psychic attacks; should the user be bothered by aggressors or molesters the power of the ring would appear to these trouble-makers in their vision as a menacing giant tiger thus scaring them out of their wits and causing them to flee. This stone may be set into a ring and worn—a unique item empowered by a local shaman.

**The Great Oil**
*Code: Magick307*
Aroma and vibrations fascinated by angels and cosmic intelligences! This fully-empowered vial of oil of “master’s-level” is a blend of certain ingredients consisting of an extract of special varieties of
flowers: jasmine, amber, “1001 flowers,” etc. This oil has many virtues—as an example, it helps one to penetrate psychically into the magickal realms! There are no restrictions in regards to sex, religion, etc., and no negative side-effects to this item—just anoint yourself with this oil and allow the power to work for you—simple chanting is required to command the powers. Other virtues includes attracting the opposite sex—just anoint the palms of your hand and touch the subject; invulnerability; improving business/sales in shops; advancing one's career; influence others by contact or remotely; conjure a khodamic-spirit guide/guardian; retrieve hidden occult objects from elementals/Nature; re-charge talismanic/power items; healing, etc.! Transfer powers to others! No fasting.

Pedot Sih Belt
Code: Magick308
Especially empowered for breaking-up one's spouse with the interfering “third-party,” for stopping the illicit affair that causes domestic upheavals. Helps the spouse to realize the error of his/her ways and establish even stronger ties with the family. In the form of a belt, the item may be worn or placed beneath the mattress/bed which one shares with one's spouse—no difficult rituals to conduct.

Tantric Love - Talisman
Code: Magick309
Magickal item to help the user to quickly acquire a soul-mate—also helps to improve social and financial matters. It increases sales for those involved in businesses and strengthens business-relationships. Acquire sympathy and assistance easily.

Bondan Love - Talisman
Code: Magick310
Empowered talisman that confers to the user enormous attractive powers and personal magnetism appealing to the opposite sex. Those that are indifferent to the user would have a more affectionate and loving response—might cause them to fall madly in love!

Mountain-Princess Talisman
Code: Magick311
Once you acquire this item, you will instantly possess a unique attractiveness; your appearance would fascinate others—they will find you remarkably magnetic—your physical body would exude an incredible magical magnetism. You will appear differently to others and everyone who look upon your face would be enchanted.

Balak-Sengkala Talisman
Code: Magick312
Remove your bad-energies, vibes, hexes, and curses with this power-talisman. Enrich your life and prosper materially and spiritually with the aid of God's blessings conferred upon this item!

Tarub-Marriage Talisman
Code: Magick313
Acquire your ideal soul-mate with the help of this magickal item! It also helps the user to advance in career, improve business, prosper, etc. The power establishes domestic harmony between husband and wife.

Holy Oil of Love
Code: Magick314
This magickal item has the power of all the love-oils in the world! It aids the user to attract others, especially the opposite sex. Helps the user to be successful in courtship. If the power is directed to a spouse it would prevent illicit affairs and maintain domestic harmony—if an affair is ongoing the spouse would quickly sever the adulterous relationship and return to the waiting arms of the user.

Unifier Dragon Belt
Code: Magick315
Power item to unite family members in harmonious and loving relationships—even in hopeless conditions and situations!

Ilmu Kontak—Student’s Level
Code: Magick316
One of the famed metaphysical power applied in Pencak Silat or the martial-arts of Indonesia. The Ilmu Kontak power deflects any charging attacker/s—especially when they are fully emotional with just a hand motion of the user. Several attackers may also be deflected with a twist of the body/movement of the arms. This is a self-empowerment item—there are some items to swallow. In this student’s package the power is for the user only and not transmittable to others

Magickal Love - Fish
Code: Magick318
This is a magickal object traditionally used for attracting the opposite sex! Many Indonesian natives consider this as the "king" of love objects. The item is a certain fish from the South Java Sea; it lives about 600 meters deep. This fish live in darkness and never rises to the surface to be exposed to sunlight. Its eyes blinks like humans. It is said that whosoever carries this fish, the person acquires a magickal power—anyone he or she touches or call, that person will approach or turn to the user with interest, sympathy, love and desire. The fish comes in a dried, thin form in a pouch. It does not smell.

Mambang Hitam Mambang Putih Love Oil
Code: Magick319
This magickal love-oil can attract a subject without the need of touching him or her as required in most Indonesian love-oils. Whosoever you desire, the natural instincts of the subject will be aroused with this magickal oil so that you will be able to easily attract, sway and influence the subject.

Magickal Anti-Adultery Power I
Code: Magick320
Husbands who are concern that their wives might commit adultery or taken advantage of by other men may use this power to prevent unwanted situations. With this power the third party will magically not be able to locate the genital of one's wife.

Magickal Anti-Adultery Power II
Code: Magick321
Wives who are concern that their husbands might commit adultery or taken advantage of by other women may use this power to prevent unwanted situations. With this power the third party will have no satisfaction as the genital of one's husband will not be able to function.

Magickal Shell
Code: Magick322
This is a unique, un-hollowed shell—it moves easily without friction on a glassy surface smeared with lime juice. It's magickal power lies in improving business and finances. It has been metaphysically empowered to enhance its innate virtues. So long as you carry this object with you, if Allah wills it, your business will improve without any obstacles and problems.

Magickal Coin
Code: Magick323
Magickal coin with a high spirit-intelligence that may inspire and guide the user in regards to improving finances through dreams, hunches, feeling, etc. Those who are psychic enough may also communicate directly with the spirit-intelligence. Improve your luck within days of carrying this magickal item. This coin is believed to be unique in that if it is lost unintentionally it will magically return the owner by itself. A Javanese magickal item.

Magickal Projection of Image
Code: Magick324
Acquire the ability to project your physical image to others no matter where they may be. The subject will suddenly see you as though you were really in his/her presence, physically speaking. Depending on your purpose this power may instill longing in lovers, spouse or cause people to freak out. A Javanese magickal item.
Projection of Dreams
Code: Magick325
Acquire the ability to send sensual dreams to the opposite sex whenever you want. The subject will dream of being amorous with you which in waking reality, will result in the subject longing for your presence. A Javanese magical item.

Magickal Debt-Payment Solution
Code: Magick326
This magical item is especially empowered to help you pay-off your debts. Even large amounts can be cleared in a matter of days/weeks. Our solution differs from other magical solutions such as making pacts with dark entities. Our method requires no unusual sacrifice and carries no risk. A Javanese magical item.

Setan Koher Magickal Love Power
Code: Magick327
This is a powerful Javanese love empowerment and spell. After chanting a mantra 100x for attunement and energy-generation, chant the mantra for a further 7x with the name of the subject, and the subject will be in sympathy with you; chant 21x and the subject will be attracted to you; chant 41x and the subject will fall in love with you—during chanting the subject will feel uneasy and may have trouble sleeping. If the mantra is chanted 99x for three consecutive days, the subject will not desire anyone else but you. This spell must not be misused as the consequences are karmically severe. Play with fire and you will end up being burnt.

Kuntul Tulung Stone
Code: Magick328
Magickal stone with 2 khodams or spirit-servants that may be commanded for various purposes such as attracting customers for your business, call runaways, heal or protect people, influence others, attract the opposite sex, etc.

Julfior Ilham Stone
Code: Magick329
This enchanted stone has a khodamic-spirit that can help you to acquire any information that you require and reveal them to you in your dreams.

Pepper Orgasm Power
Code: Magick330
You only need to focus on a female subject while playing with an enchanted pepper-seed and chanting a certain spell—not long after she will get sexually aroused and this can lead to her having an orgasm. Tease your lover. The pepper seed may be used repeatedly until it crumbles—several provided.

Hypnotizing Love-Power
Code: Magick331
This empowerment item is a combination of a love-spell with a hypnotizing power. A single touch will cause a positive reaction in the subject. The subject will be overwhelmed by your presence—s/he will do whatever is requested.

Stone of Magickal Offence
Code: Magick332
This stone is empowered with the power to cause pain in enemies, trouble-makers, negative and tyrannical characters, etc. If the stone is rubbed while the subject is visualized, the latter will feel some pain in his body. If the stone is brought close to a fire, the subject will feel unbearable heat; if the stone is turned in circles the subject will be in a state of mental confusion and might get dizzy. Many other methods can be used to strike the offender. This empowered stone is scarce and sought for by many psychics, shamans, and occult practitioners! Beware—misusing this stone might have dire karmic consequences! We offer this item as a curio only. Under certain situations it may be permissible to use it for the greater good.

Magickal Soul-Call
Code: Magick333
You just need to close your eyes and chant the mantra and you will be able to evoke the soul of a subject living in a remote area, and you will be able to communicate and influence the subject—which can be done when the subject is sound asleep. In the waking state the subject will follow your suggestions. Power may be used to acquire information, heal the subject, correct disorders, etc.

Cloth of Clairvoyance
Code: Magick334
Just tie the cloth over your eyes and chant the 2-word mantra and you will awaken the ability to scry—not only will you be able to see the astral worlds but also observe distant locations in the physical realm. This item is most helpful to those who are not able to conduct strenuous psychic disciplines. This item is empowered with the secret formula taught in an ancient manuscript and is made in a limited amount.

The Khodams/Genies of the 7 Letters
Code: Magick335
The alphabet of the Hijaiyah consists of 28 letters; each one contains deep secrets as mentioned by spiritual teachers among whom, Imam Khawarazmi Rahmahullahu Taala. Certain seven letters or characters of the Arabic alphabet are referred to as "sawaajithul faatihah,” cause they do not appear in the Al-Fatihah verse. Each one of these characters has its own special khodam/genie and spiritual practice/sadhana—conjure these genies for their assistance. The secrets of the seven letters are revealed. This item is a manuscript of 7-genie formulas.

Big Guy Magickal Power
Code: Magick336
Let your lover “feel” your male organ to be whatever size you desire. The change is metaphysically felt as “real.” No therapy or application of herbal formulas required. Use the power right away just as soon as you undergo the initiation-ritual. This is a Javanese item and is similar to Magick43.

Sewu Jinn Business & Career Success
Code: Magick337
Once you receive and apply this item the jinn-khodam will exert his best effort 24 hours a day in helping you to manifest your desire to be successful with your job, advance your career, attain prestige, or promote your business to gain wealth and acquire riches. No unusual sacrifices or risks involved—there is but one obligation: to help others as you have been helped—also to donate to the poor annually. This powerful item is only for those who desire to be successful and wealthy in a relatively short period of time. This item has been sought for by many business people!

Singo Barong Magickal Stone
Code: Magick338
This stone has powerful magical energies. Suitable for those who spend their time with games, speculation and gambling. The khodam-spirit of the stone aids you to confuse the mind of your opponent and cause them to become nervous. The spirit-intelligence helps to strengthen your thoughts and mental creativity so that you may easily be a winner in whatever game you play.

Khodam-Spirit Power-Companion
Code: Magick339
With this empowered item/s you can request whatever help you require from your magical companion. You will be accompanied by a khodam-spirit wherever you go and no matter where you may be. A Javanese magical item.

Fascination-Dispeller Power
Code: Magick340
This item breaks up outworn and unwanted love-relationships without any pain for both parties. It also neutralizes malicious love-magick cast on oneself. Easy to use—the one that is involved in the relationship has to personally use this item—this is not a magical spell to break up a couple.
Love-Photo Magick
Code: Magick341
Love-spell using a subject’s photo! Just anoint the subject’s photo with the empowered oil while chanting her name, etc. – the full ritual is simple to do. Use this ritual to restore a broken love or one that has gone sour as a result of interfering third-parties.

Magickal Khodam of Nini Blorong
Code: Magick342
This magickal power will aid you to be prosperous, acquire financial security, wealth and abundance. The khodam/genie of Nini Blorong (a Naga queen) will do its work quietly without harming the user, his family, or anyone else in any way. It is simple to use. This is a Javanese-occult item (an effigy of Nini Blorong) to be installed in the home/office/shop.

Mermaid Amulet
Code: Magick343
This magickal item is especially designed for women who have trouble attracting men. The power-item makes you appear pretty, magnetic and desirable. Men would express their admiration for you. When they lay their eyes on you they would be charmed magickally and go crazy over you. This is a Javanese-occult item.

Health-Restoration Amulet
Code: Magick344
If it pleases God, this empowered amulet would help heal all sorts of ailments/illnesses permanently. The power of this amulet is permanent. No chanting required—simple to use.

Semar Gandrung Talisman
Code: Magick345
This is a powerful talisman for enchanting others and making them fascinated with you. Whosoever possesses this talisman and power would be able to influence the heart of any person. With this item you will appear attractive, charismatic and full of personal magnetism. If you have been humiliated in your attempts in seeking a mate, this talisman and power may be your answer—even ex-lovers may return to you.

Arjuna Magickal Intimacy Power
Code: Magick346
This talisman is especially designed for men who desire to appear attractive, handsome, macho, and self-confident as the legendary Arjuna. Be amazed by any woman! If you were jilted, betrayed and humiliated, your ex-lover may return to you with this power. This talisman, if it pleases Allah, is a powerful force in helping the user to possess a strong inner-force (Chi/Tenaga Dalam) - fill others with this force making them invulnerable! Empower objects—create healing-water! Immobilize aggressors by simply blowing in their direction! Acquire the power-punch! Have the power to conjure the spirit-intelligences of keresis, talismans, magickal objects, musikas, etc. Master wild animals; remove rain-clouds; acquire the 6th sense; increase your IQ, attract luck your way; charisma, romance, etc. Acquire treasures from the magickal realms! This is a Javanese occult item.

The Divine Blessing Empowerment
Code: Magick347
By swallowing the empowered magickal consumables you will possess the following: you will be protected against all harm and attack; invulnerability against all sharp weapons; physical strength; self-confidence; courage; you will acquire inner-strength that allows you to suck the energies of aggressors/opponents; you will be able to deflect charging aggressors at a range of 100 meters; you will acquire the ability to absorb the magickal powers of opponents with a touch; you will be protected against black magick, psychic attacks, malicious implants and poison; you will have the ability to heal others—be able to create healing aqua vitae; you will possess the powers of creation—whatever you visualize can come to pass; the empowerment builds your personal magnetism and charisma; you will have the power to remove energies of curses/hexes; you will improve your psychic faculties, intuition and ESP powers—you will acquire clairvoyance and clairaudience—you will be cognizant of a still, small voice that will guide and teach you in your daily life—you will be led to Truth and Salvation.

The Secret Magickal Home Protection
Code: Magick353
Protect your home with this magickal item--makes nocturnal intruders and robbers fall into a state of traumatic confusion. They will not be able to enter your home but will remain stuck in the premises as though trapped by an invisible force. The item also wards-off magickal sleep-hypnosis cast by robbers (who are versed in the occult) upon all those in your home.

The Blossom of Youth Empowerment
Code: Magick354
Just swallow the empowered item for physical regeneration. Regain a youthful appearance; acquire a radiant facial aura—amaze everyone
around you! Helps build personal magnetism! This is a Javanese occult item.

**Durga Balik Power**  
**Code:** Magick355  
Protect your home and family against all forms of black magic and psychic attacks! The power of this item especially offers protection against the malicious sending and materializations of hard objects and live creatures (in the Javanese sorcery called "Sanet" and "Teluh") in the victim's body by the sorceror, bokor, bomoh, dukan, etc. These attacks if untreated can cause intense pain and suffering and often lead to death. These intended implants will be returned to their sender!

**Dayak Magickal Oil Amulet**  
**Code:** Magick356  
This occult oil is a blend of over 50 different herbal substances held secret by a Dayak shaman and his family for generations. Collecting the items required for the oil-blend takes years of searching in the jungles for the scarce plants and roots. These herbs are considered magical and powerful. Each vial contains approximately 3cc of the oil.

**Magickal Fossilized Snake-Oil**  
**Code:** Magick357  
Deep in the jungle of Kalimantan/Borneo may be found a huge snake species that has a long life span said to reach up to 100 years. Certain of these snakes when they feel that it is time for them to die they plunge their tail to the ground; a strange event occurs when the snakes do this—the oil from their body flows towards the bottom of their tail in the ground where a natural vessel is formed to collect the oil. The bodies of the snakes then ossifies. The Dayak shamans regard this oil highly for its magical virtues, said to increase personal magnetism, a commanding presence, charisma, courage, self-confidence and strength.; the oil also attracts luck, prosperity, good fortune, windfalls and averts the evil-eye, black magic, psychic attacks, and malicious imprints. This oil is rare even among the Dayaks themselves—as a magickal protection and also for prosperity, luck, abundance. This is a rare item and not easily acquired in and outside the community of the Dayaks. The item is easy to use without any fasting or chanting. Each vial contains approximately 3cc of the oil.

**Magickal Shaman Stone**  
**Code:** Magick361  
This item is easy to use. Helps build personal magnetism! This is a Javanese occult item.

**Domestic Bliss Stone**  
**Code:** Magick362  
The power of this stone establishes domestic bliss; it can help prevent adultery and neutralize psychic influences having the objective of destroying one's marriage. The power may be used to unfold the intuition. The stone is a powerful tool for those engaged in spiritual work and metaphysical practices; it helps develop spiritual discernment in the practitioner and attracts guidance from the spiritual realms; it facilitates communication with subtle beings. The Magickal Shaman Stone is a healer of the soul and helps clear the traumas of the past that obstructs soul-development; it balances chaotic forces and unbalanced elements in the lower aspects of the microcosm and removes innate fears that cause psychological problems. The stone has been empowered with the energies of various power-spots and sacred-sites in Bali-Indonesia, including the blessings of their guardian spirits, some of whom are Spiritual Masters. These blessings from sacred sites such as Tanah Lot, Goa Gajah, Kintamani, Gunung Kawi, Ulu Watu, Tirta Empul, Yeh Pulu, etc. would affect and improve every aspect of the User's life which is inclusive of the spiritual and mundane. Carry this Magickal stone no matter what your background, race, religion, creed, or sex. Stock is limited.

**Solomon's Magickal Stone**  
**Code:** Magick363  
A magical stone that builds-up attractiveness, charm and a commanding presence. Protects the User against psychic attacks and black magic; safety during journeys. Helps the user to gain sympathy from superiors and peers. The stone may be used to heal tooth-ache, stomach pains, and bites of venomous creatures.

**Shamanic Stone of Protection**  
**Code:** Magick364  
Complete protection against psychic attacks, black magic, negative imprints, and obnoxious entities—all metaphysical attacks will return to their sender. The stone also protects a site, whether this be a house, a shop, an office, a factory, a store room, etc., of thieves, intruders, and thieves. The stone may be installed at the site to be protected or set onto a ring and worn.
Magickal Amulet of Progress  
Code: Magick365  
Especially empowered for attracting luck from unknown sources; helps the User to progress financially, to prosper, and to acquire abundance; also for advancements in career and for promotions. The power causes others to respect and honor the User. On the metaphysical side, it increases psychic sensitivity and calms the mind. The item is small and may be kept in one's wallet, purse, or carried in a pouch in a pocket.

The Key Magickal Development Empowerment  
Code: Magick366  
This special empowerment optimizes the magickal powers and all of the Javanese Ilmu that you already possess. It helps you to absorb Cosmic power and opens and activates the psychic centers of your energy-body. This is the power-key to accelerate your magickal development and unfold your occult potentials. Acquire a khodam (spirit-helper) and psychic abilities with this power. Rare and powerful item.

The Sacred Khodamic Power  
Code: Magick367  
Talisman with powerful magickal virtues, empowered with the spiritual essence of Ilmu Hikmah and Koranic prayers. Among its occult benefits: power to attract others and gain sympathy; helps the user to be influential and acquire a commanding presence; success in endeavors; prosperity; business/financial improvement; safety during journeys on land, sea, and air; attracts blessings to the home, office, shop, etc.; inner-strength/ch'i; protection against molesters whether these be man, jinn or demon; protection against natural and man-made disasters/catastrophes; physical vitality, youth and health; invulnerability against sharp weapons; power-punch; invisible when in danger of pursuit of negative attackers; gargantuan strength; lightness of body (agility); auto self-defense ability during emergencies; successful business negotiations, helps to charm one's superiors and win over opposition/enemies; helps people to believe in you; self-confidence, charisma; wards-off negative astrological influences, psychic attacks, hexes, entities, etc.; luck, abundance, ease in earning a living; helps to improve one's intuition, psychic sensitivity; an angelic khodam would be your companion to protect you; banishes negative entities from a site. Simple daily chanting of prayer-verses required for optimal effects.

The Stone of the Prophet Khidir & Sunan Kalijaga  
Code: Magick368  
Magickal Stone embued with the powers of the famed Prophet Khidir and Kalijaga, the Javanese Muslim Saint. The user of this magickal item would be protected by thousands of angelic beings against any form of danger; the user would possess charisma and a commanding presence--will be respected by everyone. Opponents possessing whatever magickal power or force would weaken in the user's presence so long as the user is on the side of righteousness and Truth. Aggressors, enemies and molesters would be filled with anguish and pain--they will cease their attacks on the user. The user would possess invulnerability against all weapons in dire situations--user's body would emit sparks during the strikes of sharp weapons. The user would possess the magickal power of "Panchasona"--if killed in a fight, he would resurrect if it is not a righteous death. The power of the stone may be used for healing, for acquiring the power-punch, and for many other purposes. The blessings and aid of the Prophet Khidir and Sunan Kalijaga may also be invoked.

The Great Power  
Code: Magick369  
Special power for improving your life and to neutralize the effects of the negative influences of stars. Attain success and manifest desires; realize the fulfillment of ambitions and aspirations easily and astoundingly. Whatever your desire you may submit your appeal to the Cosmic Intelligence through a simple prayer-ritual done nightly. This self-empowerment item (something to consume) helps you to possess magickal energies and to attune yourself with the Universal Cosmic Intelligence making your prayers much more effective. The power remains permanent within you so long as you maintain it by regular prayers of devotion.

The Golden Prosperity Amulet  
Code: Magick370  
This magickal item helps to improve your luck; neutralize bad energies that attract unwanted conditions and situations in your life; it aids you in your endeavours, business and in your financial affairs. Its power can help you get promotions and advance your career; it increases your popularity, your charisma and make you well-known and liked. The energies of this item establish domestic harmony. By possessing this magickal item you will not experience pain, suffering and poverty--so long as you cooperate in improving your life through personal efforts.

The Ring of Luna  
Code: Magick371  
Wear this ring for magickal protection and safety. It increases your commanding presence and makes you well-respected--it protects you of attack's and vengeance by envious, jealous and misguided individuals. Its energies strengthen your body and increases the power of your punch--your punches will leave black marks on aggressors. Inneutralizes the magickal powers of opponents during physical combat.

Blessings of the Trimurti  
Code: Magick372  
This item helps to awaken one's spiritual nature and the three-fold aspects of the divinity slumbering within. It confers upon the user the grace and blessings of the Trimurti Lords; Brahma, Vishnu and Shiva--corresponding to the Trinity of Christianity and the Triune Spiritual Lights of Islam--Nur Insani, Nur Muhammad and Nur Allah. When applied and practiced this magickal item connects the user to the higher consciousness of his/her inner-being and strengthens his/her spiritual relationship with the personal Solar Guardian Angel. As a result of this empowerment, talisman, practice and discipline, the user would accelerate his/her spirituality; the basic personal frequency would increase, certain psychic obstructions are neutralized and the blessings of God would flow freely into one's life. The nature and power of this item is not associated solely with a single religious or spiritual tradition (though it has Hindu leanings) but rather as a blend of their essences that transcends all dogmas and superficial differences. Most appropriate for New Age practitioners/devotees.

Mahalakshmi Prosperity Pearl  
Code: Magick373  
Carry this consecrated and empowered magickal pearl of the goddess Lakshmi for prosperity, wealth, treasures, financial improvement, luck, windfalls, advancement in career, promotions, business success, abundance and general blessings. This pearl comes from a coconut--the latter is associated with the goddess Lakhsmi who is the Divine Mother of Abundance, Wealth and Riches. The pearl was formed in the interior of the coconut through Nature's alchemical process. The pearl carries an abundant degree of prana or cosmic-energy. It has been empowered with mystical energies/forces through a secret tantric sadhana-ritual (with its mantras) associated with Lakshmi and consecrated with the blessings given by the goddess. This makes the pearl a powerful item for those that require monetary and financial assistance of a divine nature. This is a tantric Hindu item.

Serpentine Stone of the 5 Elements  
Code: Magick374  
Be empowered with the power of the 5 quintessential cosmic principles/forces imbued upon a snake-stone. When carried, the stone will emanate these 5 cosmic energies through your aura making it powerful, magnetic, attractive, vital and positive. Your thoughts and words are made potent and creative. The basic energies of the snake-stone and the penta-cosmic forces will protect you against mishaps, negative forces/entities, psychic attacks, black magic, molesters, trouble-makers, etc. The power builds-up your power to influence others and gain popularity. It increases your luck and improves every aspect of your life. When carried or worn during magickal operation and rituals it helps you to overcome chaotic forces, command spirit entities and to add to the effectiveness of your occult spells. The stone is produced from a snake and is called a "mustika" among local
forces of luck and abundance into your life. Acquire a troop of cosmos working for you! Magickally and miraculously invite the magickal worlds unveiled unto you and acquire mystical Magickal powers of the ancient wizards! Have the hidden mysteries personified, a representation and an embodiment of certain Hindu trantric item, it may be carried and used by those of any presence, charisma, etc. Hanuman's Victory Bell is small and can be empowered with Hanuman's energies/virtues of Hanuman and his divine presence, charisma, etc. This item offers mystical protection and builds-up self-Keeper to be successful in endeavors, missions, work, court-trials, etc. This item offers mystical protection and builds-up self-confidence, self-reliance, self-assurance, leadership, a commanding presence, charisma, etc. Hanuman's Victory Bell is small and can be carried in the pocket—a simple ritual-chanting is required. Though a Hindu tantric item, it may be carried and used by those of any religion, creed, sex, etc., keeping in mind that Hanuman is a personification, a representation and an embodiment of certain attacks of the Almighty God.

The Ancient Power of the Pendekars
Code: Magick375
The power of magickal defence! This is an empowerment for Pendekars—master martial artists! Add a magickal dimension of ancient power, magical might (with its mind-sets) associated to your presence. The power long kept secret by local Javanese occult Pancak Silat practitioners. You may use the power for various mundane purposes such as magickally protecting someone or a site against harm; increasing luck; healing; purification, etc. This is a Javanese occult item.

Saraswati Intelligence-Creativity Pearl
Code: Magick376
This magickal item develops persuasive speech and gives power to one's spoken word; it assists the user in his/her academic, artistic, spiritual, musical and creative endeavors. This empowered item holds the blessings of the goddess Saraswati assists adults/children to do well in school. It helps to increase the native intelligence and the mental capacity to retain impressions, to learn and memorized facts. It assists the mind to receive the spiritual teachings and unfold understanding and wisdom. This pearl comes from honey—the latter is associated with the goddess Saraswati who is the Divine Mother of Speech, Creativity, and Intelligence. The pearl was formed in a bee-hive through Nature's alchemical process. The pearl carries an abundant degree of prana or cosmic-energy. It has been empowered with mystical energies/forces through a secret tantric sadhana ritual (with its mantras) associated with Saraswati and consecrated with the blessings given by the goddess. This makes the pearl a powerful item for those that require an upgrade of his/her intelligence and creativity through the assistance of a divine nature. This is a tantric Hindu item.

Hanuman 's Victory Bell
Code: Magick375
The story of Hanuman is told in the Hindu epic, "Ramayana." He was the loyal servant of Lord Rama and instrumental in the defea of the dark forces represented by Ravana. This magickal item empowered with the energies/virtues of Hanuman and his divine blessings assists its Keeper to be victorious in all affairs that require interaction with opponents and afflicting/opposing forces. It helps the Keeper to be successful in endeavors, missions, work, court-trials, etc. This item offers mystical protection and builds-up self-confidence, self-reliance, self-assurance, leadership, a commanding presence, charisma, etc. Hanuman's Victory Bell is small and can be carried in the pocket—a simple ritual-chanting is required. Though a Hindu tantric item, it may be carried and used by those of any religion, creed, sex, etc., keeping in mind that Hanuman is a personification, a representation and an embodiment of certain attacks of the Almighty God.

Power of Advancement
Code: Magick381
A special talisman that aids in various ways to improve the user's life. It's virtues: helps to attract luck; popularity; attraction of the opposite sex; invulnerability; helps in business negotiations, interviews, public speaking, social interaction; protection against supernatural incidences; to change heart intentions of others; to secure personal protection; to prevent accidents, calamities, black magic, psychic attacks, evil entities, robbery, molestation; advancement in office, career—worldly success.

Talismanic Luck Attractor
Code: Magick382
Especially empowered item to bring blessings and increase one's luck-potential. The talisman helps to remove bad energies/forces in and around the user. It opens the door to opportunities at all points of the compass even should the user be currently down, jobless or without income. The power of this item is divine and comes from one Source—there are no side effects.

Talisman of Power
Code: Magick383
Here is your chance to become a person of power, someone with a commanding presence and possessing the power of the spoken word (directed to aggressors; unrighteous, evil, and tyrannical persons) to help avoid fights and unwanted circumstances. Your words and voice would cause them to tremble. When the item is installed in the home it protects the inhabitants against black magick, psychic attacks, negative implants and other metaphysical influences that are destructive in nature. When carried it makes the user invulnerable against sharp and magickal weapons and punches. It causes robbers, aggressors, and molesters to fail in their intent of harm.

Talisman of Love
Code: Magick384
More powers and secrets of the ancient wizards and Islamic mystics to possess! Do amazing things with the aid of the empowerment of this magickal item. Acquire unusual occult abilities with the discipline and practices of the hidden spiritual teachers! In this package you will learn how to acquire the following abilities and powers: the power-punch; the distant-punch; reflex self-defense; enhanced psychic-sensitivity; various forms of ESP; the ability to neutralize and ward-off black magick and psychic attacks back to their sender; the power to open the doors of luck; improve the I.Q.; attract and bind a lover; influence others remotely; manifest
hidden/buried treasures magically; locate or have lost objects returned to you; “pencaak stroom”-manifest any martial-arts style; astral travel; the power to retrieve magical objects from Nature, from the etheric worlds or that which is hidden physically; manifest wealth, prosperity, financial improvement; the power to make “seed-money” that replenishes and multiplies magically by itself; learn how to transfer “virtue” to others; spiritual purification and life-regeneration; gain hypnotic/telepathic powers; improve sales/business.

Invocation of the Cimande-Lineage Masters
Code: Magick385
This item is a magically-empowered piece of special incense. It helps the Pencak-Silat practitioner to attain and to come into psychic/spiritual contact with the lineage-masters of the Cimande Pencak Silat and cause them to watch over your activities and training. This item welcomes the Cimande-lineage masters into your life! Practice the invocation-ritual before your actual Pencak-Silat work-out to enhance and speed-up your progress. When burnt in one's home, it also causes a spirit-tiger to watch over the premises. Supply is limited.

Embah Kahir's Hikmah Oil
Code: Magick386
Improve your Cimande Pencak-Silat martial-arts training with the power of this magical Hikmah Oil! Invoke the style, movements and power of Embah Kahir (the founder of Cimande Silat) with the secret invocation and Hikmah Oil said to have been empowered by the great man himself. This is not a 'Cimande'-oil—it is regarded as the latter's precursor and much more powerful. Possess the magical forces and powers of Embah Kahir (sometimes spelled "Khair")—he who is said to be a physical immortal. This magical Hikmah Oil was acquired in a cave from a mysterious old man! Stock is limited—once gone this rare oil will no longer be available again. Approx. 10cc/bottle.

Magickal Talismanic Handkerchief
Code: Magick387
This magical item though created/empowered for general blessings is focused primarily on physical and psychic protection. Its virtues includes: financial improvement; business success; charisma; healing; safety in accidents; invulnerability; attraction; neutralizes or wards-off negative energies/black magic/psychic attacks/obnoxious entities; auto-martial-arts movements; auto-invisibility from the sight of enemies; power-punch; helps to absorb the inner-strength of opponents; power-transference to others, etc. It is convenient to carry in one's pocket. Design and color of item may differ from package to package.

Magickal Steel Bracelet
Code: Magick388
A magickal steel bracelet with engraved inscription empowered to confer upon the user the following virtues: protection from enemies/aggressors/molesters; power-punch; weakens opponents in fights; protection against black magic, psychic attacks, negative implants; charisma, courage and a commanding presence; protection/invulnerability against sharp weapons; healing. May be worn or carried in the pocket.

Magickal Sale-Power
Code: Magick389
This magical empowered item helps you to sell properties, houses, cars, etc. easily. Potential customers would be affected by the power and become passionate over that which you are selling. The item is easy to use—simply place it at the property or car that you have for sale. May be used over and over.

Talisman of Sexual Power
Code: Magick390
A wonderful magickal talisman to aid you to have an improved sexual-life—strengthens your sexual prowess and prolongs the sexual experience. This item is easy to use—no chanting or rituals required.

The Power of the Scarlet Dugong
Code: Magick391
A self-empowerment item in capsule form; helps the user to heal all sorts of illnesses and ailments, both medical and non-medical such as psychic attacks and black magic. The item builds-up charisma and personal magnetism—it causes others to be enchanted with the user. The empowerment confers upon the user the power to be highly attractive and appealing to the opposite sex. The power conferred also attracts luck and fortunate circumstances to the user. It helps improve all aspects of the user's life including social and business. It protects the user against accidents, mishaps, catastrophes, etc. The rare ingredient of this magical item comes from the interior of a dugong bone, a creature well-known in shamanic circles for its magical virtues. This material has been processed metaphysically and is empowered with a magickal force through a secret ancient ritual known only to a few.

The Sapujagad Tasbih
Code: Magick392
The power of this islamic rosary helps the user in the following matters: it protects the user against slander and thefts; it protects the user against black magic, psychic attacks and negative implants; it establishes domestic harmony; it improves sales/trade/business negotiations; it builds-up charisma and a commanding presence; it protects the user against tyrannical/negative/obnoxious characters; it confers the power-punch when used as a weapon against an aggressor—the latter would fall unconscious instantly. The item also helps to cure poisonous bites and may be used for general healing. The tasbih may be used as a counter for chanting purposes—it helps to empower your prayers and recitations and bring you closer to God.

Mind Enhancement Empowerment
Code: Magick393
This empowered consumable helps the user to overcome mental indolence, improve memory/recollection, increase the IQ and the comprehension of studies. A simple to use item—suitable for young and adult students including gray-haired professors.

The Magickal Tasbih
Code: Magick394
When held and used in the hands, this tasbih emanates cool vibes and energies. With the divine power that permeates the beads, the tasbih helps its user to be free of debts and struggles in life. It removes sadness and negative thinking and attracts luck and abundance that assists the user to prosper and become wealthy. It attracts windfalls and unexpected monetary aid from all points of the compass. What might seem impossible could happen or manifest in an unusual manner! The power of the tasbih inspires its user with magickal knowledge, understanding and creativity. It can be used to heal others suffering from problems of a medical and a non-medical cause. Its amazing power builds-up a force-filed that protects its user against psychic attacks, black magick, negative implants, etc. The powers of this magical item function according to the user's desires, faith and intent.

Magickal Male Potency
Code: Magick395
Empowered with magickal forces using the rituals and secret mantras as transmitted by ancient occultists and mystics to a few selected practitioners, this talismanic consumable has proven itself time and time again to help the user solve domestic matters related to sex. With the grace of God, by being empowered with this item you will acquire sexual potency and be able to bring joy to your wife and fulfill her biological needs. This item helps you overcome premature ejaculation and impotency. Comes with a bonus section of secret methods for strengthening and increasing penis-size.

The Saint's Blessing-Nail
Code: Magick396
A magickal nail that protects a house, building, site, etc. from obnoxious spirits while simultaneously blessing the area with positive vibes that improves the lives of those within its field of influence. It helps to save those afflicted with illnesses, poverty, debts, tyranny, threats from enemies, physical intruders/attackers,
burglars, deceivers, psychic attacks, black magic, and obnoxious entities. It helps those living under its influence to gain sympathy from others. Those of evil intent that seek to break into the premises will hallucinate and see the area as a vast forest and would get lost or flee. It protects the area where it is installed from the outbreaks of fire.

**Ring of Solomon**  
**Code: Magick397**  
Empowered ring with talismanic inscriptions for invulnerability against sharp weapons wielded by aggressors; the power builds up courage, charisma, a commanding presence and self-confidence; it confers the power-punch that causes opponents to faint or tremble in fear; it protects the user in accidents and physical threats; it blesses merchants and traders with prosperity. There is a slit at the bottom of the ring that may be extended to fit large sized fingers.

**Magickal Mesmerism Power**  
**Code: Magick398**  
With the help of this magickally-charged stone and empowered talismanic inscriptions inside the ring the user may project the power, just by gazing and tapping on subjects they would be under your power and you would be able to influence and command them easily just as masters of hypnotism demonstrate on television and shows. The power may be applied in daily life to influence others or used for entertaining people. We caution you not to misuse this power for egocentric purposes or to harm another as the negativity that you put out will surely recoil back to you with a stronger force. A certain exercise is given in conjunction with a mantra to enhance your hypnotic-gaze.

**Magickal Power of Cupid**  
**Code: Magick399**  
With this magickal empowerment you will quickly master the various traditional love-spells (called “pelet”) of ancient Javanese shamanism. Some of these power-chants require fasting. The love-spells include enchanting the opposite sex through whistling, through touching, through scent, through gazing, through the voice, through potions, through cigarette smoke, through the facial expression, through calling the subject’s name out aloud, etc. Famous love-spells of fascination are revealed and explained such as “Kinjeng Mas,” “Kencana Wungu,” “Jaran Goyang,” “Madu Selasih,” etc. The love-spells although requiring a reasonable amount of effort in their application, they are powerful and well worth the trouble. Please do not abuse the privilege of wielding the power--use it with the intent of marriage.

**Minyak Bintang Biru**  
**Code: Magick400**  
One of the most powerful and powerful magickal oils of the Dayaks of Kalimantan! The Dayaks are well-known for their magick, especially the occult practices of the darker domain. The effects of their black magick/psychic attacks are not easily removed or ward-off except by their very own antidote and power. Dayak shamans aligned with the Positive Force offer this potent traditional oil to help heal and ward-off any forms and types of psychic attacks, black magick, voodoo, malicious spells, noxious psychic/etheric energies, hexes/curses, the evil-eye, etc. The magickally empowered oil is a blend of secret ingredients—it comes in a vial of approximately 2–3cc. It is easy to use and can be carried in a white pouch as a talisman.

**Minyak Tunggul Naga Naga**  
**Code: Magick401**  
A traditional love–power oil from the tribal shamans of Irian Jaya/Papua. This empowered oil is a blend of magickal herbs and natural ingredients used for attracting members of the opposite sex and arousing their passion. The ingredients may contain pheromone which accounts for its power to arouse sexual instincts. It comes in a vial of approximately 2–3cc. It is easy to use and does not require any chanting whatsoever. This is a rare item and difficult to acquire--stock is limited.

**Minyak Tunggul Naga Raja**  
**Code: Magick402**  
Another powerful magickal oil from the tribal shamans of Irian Jaya/Papua! It is a blend of natural, magickal ingredients and empowered through an occult process for the purpose of increasing your charisma, personal magnetism, authoritative bearing/commanding presence. The power of the oil attracts the opposite sex and gains the sympathy of peers, inferiors and superiors at the work place. When used regularly the occult properties of the oil build-up the magnetic-field surrounding the user making it positive and attractive. It attracts benevolent and beneficent spiritual forces that help the user to improve his/her life. The power of the item neutralizes negative energies, psychic attacks, black magick, etc. It may be worn in a small pouch as an amulet—it is easy to use. The oil comes in a vial of approximately 3cc. Stock is limited.

**Minyak Hadangan**  
**Code: Magick403**  
One of the most scarce magickal love-oils of the Pasir tribe of Kalimantan! This magickal oil is derived from the “Hadangan” buffalo—it is considered as the supreme love-oil and also as a rare curio by collectors of magickal items. The Hadangan oil is known as a powerful medium for attracting the opposite sex; for gaining the sympathy of others whether in a business or social context; for warding-off psychic attacks, black magick and negative forces. The oil is easy to use and its power can be increased by empowering it with the power of a certain traditional mantra. In the situation of influencing the opposite sex, after applying this oil the subject would have the user constantly in her/his thoughts and would strive as much as possible to be near the magical operator even if prior to its use the subject was aloof and inattentive. The oil comes in a vial of approximately 2cc.

**Amulet of Magickal Woods**  
**Code: Magick404**  
This small, unique amulet is hand-crafted and is composed of several magickal woods such as Galih Kelor, Sechang, Stigi, Nagasari, Akar Bahar Puthi, Liwung, etc. It can be made into a pendant or simply carried in a pocket/pouch. The overall power of the amulet protects one from negative forces, psychic attacks, black magick, maleficent entities, etc. It attracts luck and helps the user to build-up self-confidence, charisma, an authoritative bearing, etc. No two pieces are alike. Simple chanting recommended.

**Angelic Psychic-Sight**  
**Code: Magick405**  
The power to perceive clairvoyantly! See all sorts of spirits: jinns, fairies, souls, nature-spirits, astral/etheric forms, familiars of objects, etc. Many have been successful using our method of development and practice--students have penetrated into the astral realms and were amazed! Many practitioners have acquired experiential knowledge and acquired important information from the metaphysical worlds--these have built practitioners’ faith in God’s omnipotence. This item requires realistic chanting during the practice.

**Spiritual Invisible Helper**  
**Code: Magick406**  
Have your own invisible helper from the higher astral worlds! This magickal item has a spiritual helper, an ancestor human spirit associated with it. It causes the spirit to follow you and be your constant companion. The invisible ancestor-spirit will be there to guide, inspire, protect and aid you in many ways. It will know and understand your thoughts and feelings and the background and circumstances of your life. The spirit cannot be commanded but it will function automatically on its own accord to help you fulfill your mission in life, to help fulfill your needs, to inspire you. Invisible helpers are human spirits sworn to serve their human charge--this work helps them to evolve rapidly into the Light. Stock is limited.

**Power of the Seventh**  
**Code: Magick407**  
The Violet Seventh Ray of Life is associated with organization, transmutation, freedom, transformation--and finances. This magickal
item helps the user to attain prosperity, abundance, and financial independence. The talisman is simple to use without any rigorous rituals or chanting—just carry it with you in your wallet, purse, pocket or place it in a safe place in your home, shop, office, etc. The item functions automatically by sending out the correct powers and forces to influence the user’s being and to influence the material situations and conditions surrounding the user.

Minyak Kijang Kencana
Code: Magick408
Specially formulated, secret occult oil from the fat of the golden deer blended with aromatic oils of sacred, magickal woods. This oil empowers the aura of the user and helps to attract the opposite sex; it helps the user to acquire sympathy and to influence others easily socially and in forming business relationships. The oil makes the user sexually magnetic and charismatic. The scent and metaphysical emanations of the oil is pleasing to spiritual, positive spirits; these would be attracted to the user of the oil assisting the latter to improve his/her life in various ways—use this oil when conducting angelic invocations and in prayers. The oil is perfect for anointing talismans and amulets recharging and vivifying them with renewed energy and power. This is a rare occult item that carries Nature’s spiritual fire. The oil comes in a vial of approximately 3cc. Stock is limited.

Minyak Kelapa Mata-Satu
Code: Magick409
The famous one-eyed coconut (an anomaly) is traditionally known in Asian cultures as an occult object that attracts beneficent and positive forces and spirit-intelligences that bless its Keeper. It is a rare and scarce item that only certain people are destined to find and possess. This present item is an oil-extract from the magickal one-eyed coconut. Its virtues are well-known in the occult tradition of Indonesia and one of the most important oils valued by Javanese shamans. Not only does it possess all of the virtues of the whole coconut itself when kept in its natural state, by virtue of its liquid form it can be used for many magickal applications as well. The one-eyed coconut and its oil are magickally empowered by Nature’s forces and Spirit Intelligence—the present oil-extract comes ready to use in a vial of approx. 3cc. It may be applied for certain purposes or just carried as an amulet—its vibrations functions mystically to bless its Keeper in all aspects of life. The power of the oil may be used for healing, for attracting luck and blessings, for protection, etc. This is one type of oil that shamans often appropriate for any magickal purpose—it is one useful tool for spiritual and metaphysical practitioners. Its uses are countless and the practitioner will discover many ways how its power can be tapped and applied. Because of its high vibrations it is suitable for fortemple rites, initiations and meditations. This occult oil comes with various mantras and methods for the following: for preventing nightmares; for protection against evil/accidents; for general attraction; for attracting a noble; for one’s child; for neutralizing poison; for increasing sales; for spiritual blessings and cleansing; for acquiring psychic energy/power; for safety from shots of firearms; for a youthful complexion; for healing black magick/psychic attacks/possessions; for a healthy long life; for healing depression/anxiety/psychological problems; for removing entities from a site. This oil is the genuine article-do not be fooled by products sold in the wide-market purporting to be the one-eyed coconut oil.

Home Purification
Code: Magick410
Family suffering from bad luck, repeated accidents, sleep-disorders, weakness, headaches, bickering, constant mishaps and other adverse circumstances? This can be the result of one’s living space, one’s home filled with negative energies/forces, psychic toxins/debris and negative entities. Purify your home with the secret, ancient method and the empowered object of this magickal item. Get rid of the metaphysical darkness plaguing your home now. Some chanting is required but it is not difficult to do. It has both muslim and non-muslim versions!

Black Magick -Entity Possession Removal
Code: Magick411
Magickal item and secret method for healing oneself or those suffering from the effects of psychic attacks, black magick and spirit-possessions. Some chanting is required but it is not difficult to do. It has both muslim and non-muslim versions!

Child Behavior Improvement Power
Code: Magick412
If you have a child that you have trouble taking care of because of its tantrums, naughtiness, crankiness, etc., use this magickal item and methodology to help you out. It has worked wonders for many frustrated parents. Some chanting is required but it is not difficult to do. It has both muslim and non-muslim versions!

IQ Magickal Power
Code: Magick413
Improve your mental faculties and increase your IQ with the power-tasbih and secret methodology of this item! The method comes from ancient occult practitioners of Java! Simple chanting involved. Has both muslim and non-muslim versions!

Ilmu Haq Trawangan
Code: Magick414
Learn how to develop your second-sight! Know things before they happen; scry into the distance; know what lies in a magickal object or the spirit inhabitants of a certain site; know the hidden causes of effects, events, and incidents; know the level of power a spiritual practitioner possesses; know whether an occult/spiritual establishment or a psychic/occult practitioner is genuine or a fraud. With the unfoldingment and growth of your dormant spiritual psychic sight all of the above can be known! It has both muslim and non-muslim versions!

Ilmu Khodam Jolotundo
Code: Magick415
Conjure and acquire your own personal, angelic, spiritual khodam (genie companion) with this rare magickal item and formula! Regular conjuration formulas require a 11, 21 up to a 41-day practice. The methodology of this item requires only 4-days work and with results comparable to the longer versions. It comes with a talismanic-cloth and is the Ilmu Khodam Level I not mentioned in the article on Ilmu Khodam (at our website)! Intensive chanting, fasting and secret movements are required as in most khodamic formulas. To master this formula you will need to have self-confidence; faith in the Almighty/Heaven; believe in the power of prayer/chanting; sensitivity to psychic energies and the willingness to allow the generated energies to completely possess you—this item is not for novices but for the seasoned occult practitioner used to chanting for hours. After successfully completing this 4-day ritual you will acquire a khodam who will help you to perceive the spirit realms; to see clairvoyantly; to evoke and communicate with spirits; to retrieve magickal objects from the inner planes; to evoke your spirit guide; to transfer spirit-familiars from one object to another; to possess self-defense movements that emerges automatically during emergencies; to acquire a strong protective force-field; to become a psychic medium and to acquire any sort of power desired; to possess a powerful commanding presence and charisma; to possess the power-punch/distant-punch; to become sensitive to Nature’s warnings, omens, etc. You will experience unusual and paranormal events after completing the rite and acquiring a khodam. Please note that after completing the 4-5 day rite and you are successful in acquiring a khodam, all of the powers and virtues mentioned above you will come to realize and learn intuitively. Though this Ilmu Khodam is designed for muslims, non-muslims may also practice the ritual of this item and acquire good results. This is a long-awaited item—get yours now before the adept-producer decides not to offer this to the public.

Ilmu Khodam Mahameru
Code: Magick416
This Ilmu Khodam conjures the angelic intelligences and forces represented by the Arabic letters to be one’s daily companions! This item is a class higher than Ilmu Khodam Jolotundo. An empowered talismanic cloth accompanies the secret methodology/formula given
in this item. After successfully completing this formula and acquiring khodam-companions, you may conduct the various steps/rituals mentioned in the article Ilmu Khodam. The ritual-formula of this item lasts for 7 days and consists of fasting, chanting, and conducting the secret movement. To be successful with this formula the practitioner must possess spiritual qualities such as nobility, compassion, love, sincerity, humility, kindness, etc. The practitioner must also have self-confidence; faith in the Almighty/Heaven; believe in the power of prayer/chanting; sensitivity to psychic energies and the willingness to allow the generated energies to completely possess him/herself—this item is not for novices but for the seasoned occult practitioner. Endurance, patience, perseverance, self-confidence, faith, etc. are likewise required to complete this 7-day course successfully. After completion of this course in a successful manner, you will become a powerful metaphysical practitioner with all sorts of magickal abilities and would be able to help others such as helping troubled couples experiencing conflict; help others to be prosperous and to acquire psychic powers; you will possess the power to construct effective and powerful talismans that can benefit others, or help them to neutralize negative energies; you may heal or be a channeler (psychic medium) for khodams/spirits that can offer people advice, etc. You will experience may unusual and paranormal events after completing the 7-day formula and acquiring khodam-companions. A simple key-chanting is given for you to use khodamic powers to help others. This Ilmu Khodam item can only be conducted successfully after having undergone the Ilmu Khodam Jolotundo. Though this Ilmu Khodam is designed for muslims, non-muslims may also practice the ritual of this item and acquire good results. This is a long-awaited item—get yours now before the adept-producer decides not to offer this to the public.

**Minyak Bulu Perindu Kekuatan 40**
**Code: Magick417**
This is a special oil-formula with essences traditionally used for attracting the opposite sex. It is tinctured and empowered with the “Bulu Perindu” grass from the depths of the Kaliman forests and is well known for its “pheromone” content. The oil has the strength of “40” which refers to the many Bulu Perindu grass steeped in it, making the fluid of concentrated power. This potent oil helps you to attract the man or the woman you desire! Attract the opposite sex with ease. Large vial—contents approximately 25cc. Only a few in stock—once this item runs out it may not be available again. A real magickal, collector’s item.

**Minyak Bambu Perindu**
**Code: Magick418**
Another spectacular oil from the Dayaks of Kalimantan! This oil is an extraction from a certain bamboo-variety traditional known for its magickal powers of attraction. Many local Dayak men and women use this oil to attract and appeal to their partners in their courtship rituals and customs. The oil’s magnetic life-force and provocative subtle scent stimulates the sexual instincts, and they work wonders to captivate the subject that the user of the oil wishes to attract. The power of the oil is well attested by countless native users throughout the centuries. Like most magickal oils, the Minyak Bambu Perindu is easy to use regardless of your religious persuasion. This is a scarce item and long sought-after by occultists and shamans. Contents approximately 2cc.

**Minyak Kerbau Bule**
**Code: Magick419**
A magickal oil from the sacred albino buffalo of the “keraton” of East Java—very much related to the Hadanggan-oil buffalos of Kalimantan. Like the latter, the Minyak Kerbau Bule is a powerful love-oil with high spiritual vibrations that wards-off negative energies, psychic attacks, black magic, and malicious entities. It neutralizes hexes, curses, emanations of the “evil-eye” borne by the user. It helps the user to gain sympathy from others. It increases the user's charisma and personal magnetism. This oil is a curio and is scarce as the albino buffalo of the keraton is religiously sacrificed only once in several years. The reddish-hued love-oil comes with a powerful traditional mantra and when applied, can cause the subject of one's desire to yearn constantly for one's presence. The oil comes in a vial of approximately 2cc.

**Minyak Kerbau Dablang**
**Code: Magick420**
The two sacred buffalos of the Keraton in East Java are the “Kerbau Bule” and the “Kerbau Dablang.” These two buffalos are “anomalies” or “freaks” as their appearances differ from the norm. The Kerbau Bule is an albino buffalo whereas the Kerbau Dablang has its horns growing at an angle that do not conform to the positioning of the horns of regular buffalos. Not only are these buffalos considered sacred by the natives, they are also regarded by the local shamans as magickal cause they possess strong pranic life-force and vital magnetism which are especially abundant in their oil-extracts. Like the oil of the Kerbau Bule, the Kerbau Dabalang oil wards-off negative energies, psychic attacks, black magic, and malicious entities. It neutralizes he who's magnetic allure and the will to do good. After completion of this course in a successful manner, you will become a powerful metaphysical practitioner with all sorts of magickal abilities and would be able to help others such as helping troubled couples experiencing conflict; help others to be prosperous and to acquire psychic powers; you will possess the power to construct effective and powerful talismans that can benefit others, or help them to neutralize negative energies; you may heal or be a channeler (psychic medium) for khodams/spirits that can offer people advice, etc. You will experience may unusual and paranormal events after completing the 7-day formula and acquiring khodam-companions. A simple key-chanting is given for you to use khodamic powers to help others. This Ilmu Khodam item can only be conducted successfully after having undergone the Ilmu Khodam Jolotundo. Though this Ilmu Khodam is designed for muslims, non-muslims may also practice the ritual of this item and acquire good results. This is a long-awaited item—get yours now before the adept-producer decides not to offer this to the public.

**Super Invulnerability Power**
**Code: Magick421**
This is a high class magickal invulnerability item against all sharp weapons wielded with strikes, stabs, slicing; etc.; it also protects against bullets, hits, and punches. It gives one the power to withstand boiling water, strong acids and even the shaving/cutting blade. Test the power of this item by shaving/cutting your hair! This is a scarce item and power, stock is limited.

**The Magical Macho Tool**
**Code: Magick422**
A magickal power sought for by many men. In a magickal manner of just minutes it transforms the male vital organ into something that one would be proud of—huge, long, and the ability to prolong coitus. The effects are permanent—those suffering from impotency are healed almost instantly. No need to wait for days for the healing process—it works in minutes!

**Magickal Victory Amulet**
**Code: Magick423**
If you are involved in any legal situation in the courts of law and desire a positive outcome in your favor, this might be the item for you. With this magickal item, whatever crime you are charged or prosecuted with, it helps to cause a quick deliberation among the judge/jury and a verdict that frees you from incarceration. No longer do you need to be confused or apprehensive! Please note that this item works best if the accusation of your “crime” is unjustified and that you are truly innocent and wrongly charged. The magickal item helps you to be victorious over those whom you have conflict with in any matter.

**Wealth Power Amulet**
**Code: Magick424**
A sacred power to help you acquire wealth magickally! This power never fails and works in just a matter of days without any risks or danger to yourself or to anyone else. Prove this to yourself now! As an added bonus, the item may also be used as a tool to conjure regional spirits of wealth! A magickal method is given, however, it is offered merely as an occult curio. Stock is limited.

**The Flower Fairy**
**Code: Magick425**
A high-class fairy of joy, love, abundance, success, creativity, healing, and popularity! This fairy can be your daily companion to assist you with the foregoing—allow it to be your muse, your guide and helper! Special ritual prayer to the Supreme Being for assistance in any matter—the fairy will function and aid you under the command and authority of the Supreme Intelligence—the fairy works best if your problem or need is in its field of expertise. The fairy can follow you around to do its work. The name of the fairy is given with the occult object that it associates with. If you are psychically sensitive and are clairvoyant you may see the fairy and converse directly with
it. The item is easy to use even for the novice in occult matters. Stock is limited.

### The House-Hold Genie
**Code: Magick426**

If you require a genie that can aid you in various matters then this genie is the one to choose. The manner in which it functions and works is through divine commandment—the Supreme Being assigns tasks to the genie that will help take care of your need or to fix a problem—your need is conveyed to the Supreme Being through prayer. The genie is especially skillful in matters that a householder would encounter—finances, domestic issues, environmental problems, protection of the home, etc. The genie is an invisible companion and will follow you everywhere you go if it has no task to perform—you may feel its presence often through signs and sensations. If you are clairvoyant you may even see it before you—direct conversation with it is then possible. The genie has a name and this is given with the occult object that it refers to as "home." Those limited in magical knowledge and skill will find this item easy to use even with the simple chanting required. Stock is limited.

### Golden Khodamic Nails
**Code: Magick427**

Acquire wealth with the aid of magickal, khodamic, spiritual forces! The power is activated without any fasting or difficult rituals. With the grace and mercy of Allah, seekers of prosperity, opulence and abundance can now tap into the powerful forces of this package to improve their financial status. With the Golden Khodamic Nails and its companion, the high-class magickal, khodamic tashib, your aspirations for financial freedom would be fulfilled. This powerful item is especially suitable for those who have repeatedly failed in their businesses and seek to break through the veil of bad-luck and unite with the true magikal source of cosmic supply. With the use of this item your personal assets would increase and you will enjoy life here and the hereafter—you will be assisted by a thousand angelic khodams. This item is the highest in its class—you will receive ten empowered nails including one unique talismanic item to install at your place of business/trade—these would create a powerful magnetic center that attracts spiritual light-beings and lucky forces from all over the cosmos. Included in the package is an empowered tashib for you to carry with you so that wherever you go the forces of light follows you to help you improve your life.

### Javanese Treasure Vase
**Code: Magick428**

A well-known Tibetan power-object and concept now available in a remarkable Javanese design! This powerful and magnificent Javanese Treasure Vase is filled with occult treasures from all over Java! Its occult strength and power are incredible and intense. This object with talismanic energies and khodamic spirit-forces blesses the home and family where it is installed with wealth; prosperity; financial/business success; windfalls; abundance; protection; advancement in career; high intellectual attainment; creativity; charisma; personal magnetism; respect; honor; sympathy from peers, superiors and inferiors; social-advancement; psychic sensitivity; health; spirit-guidance; and 1001 other virtues that cannot be described, but the family who possesses this unique item will discover the many great blessings that this item confers. The vase functions as a spiritual focus for many angelic, spiritual beings. This carefully-designed vase contains talismanic and natural occult items of high pranic energies including stones; lucky bamboo/rottan-stem; magickal oils; seeds and plant matter; metals, wood, etc. It is filled with the soil from the burial ground of famous Javanese kings, occult adepts and saints, including the soil and relics of wealthy and powerful persons. Empowered and enchanted water from over 7 springs of sacred sites are among the many sacred treasures in the vase. The metaphysical energies and vibrations related to wealth, prosperity and other virtues have been carefully sealed into the vase and its contents. Angelic/cosmic forces and intelligences were invoked during the long chanting rituals conducted for the empowerment and consecration of the contents of the item, and again on the vase as a whole. Specific magikal hours were observed in the empowerment of the vase. This vase has khodamic spirit-intelligences associated with it; the powers of the Divine Names of Allah were also imbued upon this attractive vase. Not only does this item blesses a single individual, but the whole family of the Keeper of the vase—this item can be later handed down to one's chosen child and grandchild for generations and generations to come ensuring a strong and powerful line of descendants. No rituals, chanting, or fasting required for this item—it is easy to use with no difficult maintenance necessary. There are no restrictions or observances. The vase may be kept and preserved by any worthy Keeper regardless of gender, age, religion, beliefs, race, etc. Not many of these vases can be made or stocked (some items in the vase can only be acquired on a certain day each year)—get yours now before it runs out. The vase comes in three sizes: small, medium, and large—the larger the vase the greater the power. The size determines the volume of the contents.

### Wealth Genie
**Code: Magick429**

A powerful genie to help you out with improving your business and financial affairs. It helps you to acquire wealth, to be prosperous and to have abundance. If your business is facing a financial crisis or problems of bankruptcy, if you ever find yourself deep in debt, this genie will also help you out of your problems. The Wealth Genie is a specialist in this field of finances and can help to inspire you with ways in making money; it certainly helps to influence people to your advantage and to arrange for you to be offered opportunities and to help you have favourable outcomes in deals and negotiations. The genie works under divine command—your prayers of need are submitted to the Supreme Being and the genie is assigned the task of helping you out. The genie would be your constant companion and you may sense its presence regularly—you may even see it under the right conditions. The genie associates itself with an object that it regards as 'home.' Suitable even for novices of the occult. Stock is limited.

### The Violet Fairy
**Code: Magick430**

This violet-fairy helps you to solve problems—it is a trouble-shooter. If you have any difficulties this fairy-spirit, under the authority of the Supreme Being, will offer its aid and help you to overcome the crisis or situation that you need controlled or resolved in your favor. The violet-fairy can transmute your problem into nothingness so long as you are on the path of righteousness and your request is supported by Divine Law. Wherever you go the fairy may follow you around—its presence can be felt and if you have some clairvoyant ability you may even see it. When this happens you may converse freely with this beautiful fairy. It is possible that you may also meet the fairy in your dreams or when you are in the borderline state between dreaming and being physically conscious. The fairy comes with an object which it associates itself with—and its name is given. This item is easy to use with a simple prayer-ritual for submitting your requests to Heaven. Stock is limited.

### The Solar-Rayed Genie
**Code: Magick431**

The Solar-Rayed Genie specializes in protecting its Keeper against misfortunes, accidents, physical/psychic attacks. It is basically a bodyguard but can help you out in matters of healing, career, collecting or paying of debts; it can help you increase your commanding presence, charisma, personal magnetism, and social popularity. The Solar-Rayed Genie can help your business to grow and the sales of your goods to increase—help your shop, restaurant or any business establishment to have more customers and clients. The genie follows you around to ensure of your constant safety and protection. The genie associates itself with an object—this is given along with the name of the genie. The latter works under divine command as you submit your prayers to Heaven. The genie may be seen if you have your clairvoyant faculty functioning, otherwise, you may just sense its presence every now and then. The prayer-ritual requires chanting but it is not too difficult to do. Stock is limited.
Khodamic Stigi-Wood Tasbih
Code: Magick432
With this magical item your desires and prayers are quickly answered—you will be free from poverty, depression, difficulties, confusion, problems, and suffering. Your social/financial status would improve. The khodamic spiritual intelligence and force of this magical rosary-item is willing and able to help you attain success in your field of endeavor. This item is suitable for anyone to possess/use regardless of race, religion, age, gender, etc. No fasting is involved; chanting of the prayer verses is not difficult—all of the hard metaphysical, ritualistic work had been done for you! You will pay your debts with ease; acquire the sympathy and affect ion of those around you; acquire charisma, psychic sensitivity, and develop clairvoyance; influence and attract the opposite sex; astral projection with ease; invulnerability against weapons; advancement in career; protection against those who seek to destroy you! This item is a money-magnet! Many other virtues blessed by Heaven! There are no negative side-effects—no risk for the user and his loved ones, or to anyone at all. Just carry this item for general purposes; a 30-day chanting discipline suggested for enhancing and increasing the power. Since the actual occult work for directing the Magickal force of the tasbih for certain purposes. The power of the tasbih (rosary) lies not only in the magical force and the khodamic intelligence, but also in the inherent power of the stigi-wood!

Business Success
Code: Magick433
If you wish to improve your business in every aspect we present to you this Magickal service offered by one of the occult adepts of Java. A ritual will be done on your behalf and a custom-made, magically empowered object will be made for you—for your use alone, and focused on promoting your personal business endeavors and enrichment. The nature of this object will be determined by the adept after receiving your personal data which you will have to provide us (full name, photo, address, name of parents, date of birth, and some background of your business). The adept will empower this object with spiritual force and khodamic intelligence for improving your business and promoting your prosperity, wealth, and financial status. Once you receive this object you will only need to store it in your home, shop, restaurant, etc., or carry it with you (depending on the nature of the object). No fasting, chanting or any rituals required on your part—all of the heavy metaphysical work will be done for you. The cost for this service is not fixed and variable—it might range from US$1000–$8000. Only after receiving your personal data and evaluating your situation/background in a metaphysical manner by the adept will the actual occult work involved and ritualistic consumables required be known and a cost can then be given. The cost may be high, but worthwhile in the long run—you may freely choose to accept or decline the service after having received the response from the adept. The adept is an “Ustad” or Islamic teacher and is well-established in the occult-field and has had over 90% success in assisting failing businesses and/or promoting their growth. Neither Indotalisman nor the adept make any guarantees but offer this service to entrepreneurs and business persons willing to speculate and take a chance—the service is offered in good faith and in full sincerity. If interested do send us your particulars as well as US$10 or more as donation to cover administration costs; this is non-refundable; however, should you choose to go through with this service the initial donation can be deducted from the total cost. After receiving your donation/particulars it might take 2 weeks or so for us to submit your particulars and getting a response from the adept which we will forward to you via email.

Healing Stone
Code: Magick434
Power-stone for promoting health and stimulating the healing process in a sickened and weakened body. Helps to heal medical and non-medical problems—illnesses related to psychic attacks, black magic and negative entities. Usage is easy—just carry the empowered object in your pocket or somewhere close to your body—may be tied to the affected part. Item may also be steeped in water and the latter drunk for internal problems. Pray according to your faith.

Wings of Love Oil
Code: Magick435
Magickal-blend of empowered and naturally powerful occult items: water from 5 sacred springs, buluh perindu grass, talisman, and occult oil. Using long and difficult rituals, this item has been consecrated and charged with cosmic power, with the energies of famous Javanese spells and spiritual powers. This will help you attain success in the field of love. Be loved by many; acquire the affection of the opposite sex; increase your personal magnetism and charm; win the heart of your soul-mate; establish domestic and romantic bliss; acquire the sympathy and respect of your peers, inferiors, and superiors; maintain and improve the relationship that you presently have with the person you love. The oil is easy to use with simple chanting.

Magical Talisman of Protection
Code: Magick436
This talisman possesses incredible powers. Aggressors with malicious intent towards the user may suddenly collapse, cough-up blood and weaken during a confrontation. The user of this item is cautioned not to hit, strike or punch anyone unless forced to for self-defense. This object is powerful as the 7-Day Purification Ritual. The user of this talisman will be protected against black magic and all forms of psychic attacks. The user is not to brag of his invulnerability and power and be humble in the presence of the Omnipresent God who alone wields True Power. The talisman functions as a channel for God's power and one must maintain humility for God's blessings, grace and protection. Usage of this item is simple.

Golden-Light Talisman
Code: Magick437
The Golden-Light Talisman possesses virtues for warding-off negative energies, psychic attacks, black magic, malicious entities, aggressors, tyrannical persons, etc. It fills the aura of the user with light and protects the user from accidents. It builds-up in the user a commanding, authoritative presence like a tiger; it attracts the opposite sex; helps the user to improve sales (if involved in trade) and acquire more customers; causes the user to be liked by many people; attracts a soul-mate; establishes domestic bliss. This empowered, talismatic object is meant to be tied around the waist—it is not a regular belt. It can be worn as an under garment. The item has been charged with powerful metaphysical energies, psychic/spiritual-force, indonesian power-spells. If it pleases God, by wearing this magical object and if the user does not violate religious precepts and the law of the country where s/he lives, s/he will always be divinely protected from all physical and metaphysical harm. No fasting or chanting required.

7-Day Purification Ritual
Code: Magick438
If you are having a series of bad luck; if you are experiencing negative incidents, accidents, relationship problems, hostility from the people around you, etc., the metaphysical solution is to purify yourself and the house where you live (or the shop/place where you do your business). Once the negative energies/psychic toxins in your force-field and the places where you spend most of your time are neutralized and cleansed and the void filled with positive energies, your luck would turn for the better and every aspect of your life would improve. Our ritualistic method is effective in turning the tides of your life for the better and getting rid of the negative effects of astrological influences. Chanting is involved but it is not difficult.

Oil of Purity
Code: Magick439
The power of this oil helps to remove and neutralize bad/negative energies, psychic toxins, negative effects of astrological influences, the effects of the evil-eye (“jettatore,” “ayin”), etc. If you are struggling through life without lucky breaks or opportunities of advancement, if you find people reacting to you in negative ways or constantly oppressing you, if circumstances in your life always seems to be against you, etc.—it may be because of the negativity within your energy-body and force-field. Generate and maintain a positive frame of mind now while applying this purifying oil—this combined
effort will neutralize the "bad star" hanging over you and help your life to improve in every way. The oil is approx. 3cc in volume—for a single application in a shower-ritual.

**Anti-Cupid Stone**  
**Code: Magick440**  
If you are aware of being involved in an unnatural relationship such as a nefarious love-spell cast over you, or if you know someone close to you who is under such a spell and wish to dispel the harmful influences and break the relationship, you may apply the power of this stone to sever the relationship between the two parties involved in the romantic tie. Also works if your spouse is involved with a third-party but feels it difficult to break up the relationship yet wishes to do so. The effects of this stone with its accompanying ritual and metaphysically empowered items will not result in any emotional pain. Easy to use.

**Life-Improvement Package**  
**Code: Magick441**  
This magical package and its rituals help to improve your life in every way. No matter what your problem may be there are always solutions with the grace of the Almighty—the rituals and empowered items in this package will help transform your life! The virtues of this package include the establishment of joy, bliss, happiness, and harmony in your social relationships and domestic life. Also attracts luck and wards off negative influences and circumstances; improve sales and business life; removes psychic attacks upon your shop/stall; heal psychic attacks, influences, etc. Helps you to attain high attractive powers and gain the respect of others. The rituals are easy to do without any chanting required. Package contains consumables and an empowered stone.

**Psychic Vision Oil**  
**Code: Magick442**  
A third-eye oil that helps unfold clairvoyant ability, helps the occult practitioner to see ethereals/astrial beings, human spirits, jinnis, elementals, and nature-spirits that are hidden to physical perception. With the help of this especially prepared oil the practitioner would acquire the ability to perceive psychically with ease so long as the approach and usage are done correctly and during the appropriate hours. Chanting is required. Oil approx. 2cc

**Power-Perception of the Kejawenese Adepts.**  
**Code: Magick443**  
A high-class item from the Javanese adepts of shamanism and kejawen. This is a third-eye activation powder made from scarce ingredients based on formulas given in an ancient local occult tradition. Just smear it on your brow—some simple chanting required. This will unveil the magical worlds to your perception.

**Love-Oil and Spell of the Green Frog**  
**Code: Magick444**  
A traditional talismanic love-oil formula and spell with amazing attractive powers! Whosoever uses this would surely attract the opposite sex. If used to attract a specific person, the subject would go “crazy” if his/her love is not reciprocated—for this reason use only if marriage is intended. Do not misuse or abuse this item as this would eventually cause self-suffering. Oil approx. 3cc

**Stone of the Wali Qutub**  
**Code: Magick445**  
A high-class metaphysically empowered stone!. If it pleases Allah this stone is almost comparable to the magical ring of King Solomon (Nabi Salaiaman). Though not as potent as the latter, this stone is empowered with various blessings and virtues requested of Allah accessed through the mystical prayers of Syed Abdul Qodir Jaelani—the master of all of the walis (saints). When worn or carried with faith in the Supreme Being, if it pleases Heaven, the stone confers the following upon its user: protection on land, sea and air; courage; the power to overcome adversaries; a commanding presence, charisma, personal magnetism; luck; ease in solving problems and overcoming grave situations; physical-invulnerability to weapons during threats; spiritual/panic weakness; prosperity, abundance, financial stability, advancement in business matters, finances and career; spiritual progress—aid is given by the khodam of this stone for the user to thread the path of purity and righteousness; protection against all forms of black magick, psychic attacks, negative and maleficient spirit entities; helps the user to recover from illnesses and to attain health and vitality; helps the user to be respected and honored in society; opens doorways to opportunities for mundane and spiritual progress, etc. Recitation of certain simple prayers required on a regular basis.

**House of Wealth**  
**Code: Magick446**  
A magical means of attracting wealth and prosperity—the power and observance of this spell requires that your house be renovated every 2 to 5 years and the furniture moved to a new position once in 3 months. This is a 7-day ritual that requires some preparation—it invokes the power of what the Javanese call “Sedulator Papat” or 4 brothers. Your house will be transformed into a cosmic-magnet attracting beneficent forces of luck and prosperity! This is not for the novice—it is for the serious occult, shamanic practitioner.

**Power of the Crone’s Undergarment**  
**Code: Magick447**  
A magically empowered item by a Javanese shaman. For improving business and sales. Just install somewhere in your shop, stall, restaurant, office, place of business, etc. It will attract lots of consumers and clients. The item when installed at an appropriate building/site can also attract and induce swallows to build their costly “birds-nest.” Carry the item for a commanding presence, charisma, attractiveness—acquire sympathy/sexual favors from the opposite sex!

**Virginity Restored**  
**Code: Magick448**  
This empowered consumable helps women to return to their original purity, their virginal-state—physically speaking. The “ hymen” would re-form and sexual intimacy could cause the usual virgin’s bleeding. Easy to use.

**Genie & the Mystic Vessel**  
**Code: Magick449**  
An exquisite and wonderful mystic-vessel with its very own genie! The genie of this mystic-vessel is accomplished and helpful in the following matters: increasing one’s luck potential; protection against all negative forces, entities, psychic attacks, accidents, aggressors, etc.; an attractive and magnetic presence; charisma and a commanding-presence; helpful in healing physical ailments; success in business transactions, negotiations, and tenders; advancement in career, rank, social status, political station, etc.; payment of debts; acquisition of a soul-mate; protection of your home or any site against intruders. The genie works under divine command—your prayers of need are submitted to the Supreme Being and the genie is assigned the task of helping you out. The genie would be your constant companion and you may sense its presence regularly—you may even see it under the right conditions. The genie associates itself with an object that it regards as “home.”Usage is simple and the prayer-ritual is not too time-consuming. Suitable even for novices of the occult. Stock is limited.

**Occult Powers of the Pendekar**  
**Code: Magick450**  
The empowerment causes rushing, attacking aggressors to be repelled several meters! If it pleases God you will also gain the power to immobilize people or moving vehicles on their tracks! You will possess the power to heal the sick of their medical and non-medical (psychic) ailments—gain this power to serve humanity! You will be a changed person—calm, confident, able to neutralize negative energies within yourself and others! You will be protected against malicious hypnotism and psychic attacks! Intensive chanting required for the initiation rituals and for many days—not suitable for novices. 11-day chanting for the initiation-ritual, 7-day fasting and chanting required for immobilization powers. This is a blend of Islamic and Javanese occultism. A little difficult to do but the powers are worth it and are permanent.
The Mystic Horse-Power Talisman of Attraction
Code: Magick451
This magical power will help you to attract the person whom you desire. It is easy to use—no chanting or fasting required. The talisman has to be carried on your person after a ritual shower and an empowerment. Please do not misuse this power for frivolous purposes as it can only eventually result in pain and suffering for yourself—use it if the desire is for marriage.

Aji Joyo Bromo
Code: Magick452
With this ancient Javanese spell and empowerment you will gain the power to lick hot iron without any pain! This item is offered as an occult curio, for educational purposes only and with no guarantees. Stock is limited.

The Spell of Sleep
Code: Magick453
An unusual power and empowerment offered by the Javanese occultists—the power to put others to sleep by chanting a special mantra. The chanting of the initiation—ritual is intensive and is done at midnight for 7 consecutive days. Fasting is also required. Please do not misuse the power as it can result in grave consequences. Apply as a healing, soothing, and comforting virtue to those who require rest or suffer from insomnia.

The Power of Saints
Code: Magick454
A rare power—tradition conveyed over the centuries to our modern generation via a series of masters and saints—the occult current/tradition and power of this item is said to have been applied by the early Muslim teachers and leaders of Java to overcome the magickal power of those of other traditions and belief-systems who opposed and made themselves the enemies of Islam—it is for this reason that this power is regarded highly by the Muslim occult practitioners—even more so than the other magickal occult—currents. Ritual—shower required in the Initiation. This is an empowerment—something to swallow. Maintenance of the power is through regular chanting. Among its virtues: the neutralization of the magickal powers and abilities of enemies and tyrants; enemies or those who are hostile and attack the user of this item in any way will quickly experience the effects of their own "poison"; safety during travels on land, sea, and air; guard (Spirit) bodyguards that will, with the grace of God, protect the user against all sorts of danger, weapons, and attacks; the ability to display the same sort of magickal powers as one's enemies; helps to strengthen will-power and to fulfill prayers; charisma, an attractive mien, a commanding presence; luck and spiritual aid in daily life; helps the user to acquire courage, calmness, and to be influential; the ability to gain sympathy from superiors, business associates, the opposite sex; overcome bad-luck, negative karmic effects, ancestral family curses; acquire abilities to heal and to ameliorate sicknesses; prosperity, business success, improvement in financial status; acquire the power of the spoken word—whatever you say can come true; helps the user to acquire clairvoyance—just chant the mantra and focus the mind on the subject/object that you wish knowledge of. This item is a blend of Islamic and Javanese occultism.

Rings of Sexual Power
Code: Magick455
Wear this ring on your finger as you engage in sexual intimacy. It helps to increase your sexual prowess and prevent premature ejaculation. Orgasm only occurs as the ring is removed from your finger—some chanting required. An unusual Javanese magickal item!

The Dream Oracle Stone
Code: Magick456
A Javanese power-stone that helps reveal hidden things and the future through dreams. Helps the user to acquire and know winning lottery numbers, winners of sporting events, the outcome of elections, the perpetrator of criminal acts, etc. Some chanting required. The item is easy to use.

Stone of Lust
Code: Magick457
This stone vibrates when immersed in any kind of liquid. The power of this stone helps the user to sexually arouse the opposite sex and cause the members thereof to lust after himself. The subject would feel intense warmth, wetness and vibrations in her genital region as the simple ritual is conducted in her proximity. A Javanese occult item—easy to use.

The Semar Amulet
Code: Magick458
Carry this magickal item in your pocket/wallet as you go courting, propose for marriage, and request permission/blessings (hand in marriage) from your beloved’s parents. The power of this item will ensure that all goes well and that your beloved’s family will accept and love you as their own son. This Javanese magickal item is easy to use.

Magickal Potion of the Troll
Code: Magick459
Give this to a child to ensure that all goes well and that your beloved’s family will accept and love you as their own son. This Javanese magickal item is easy to use.

Magickal Spouse
Code: Magick460
Conjure and “marry” an attractive genie with this magical formula! Once successful with the conjuration the genie will be by your side and may aid you in any aspect of your life; it may help fulfill your needs, to fulfill any purpose so long as it is selfless and does not harm others; it can aid in such matters as improving finances, protecting a place, increasing one's charisma/personal magnetism, etc. The genie may even grant sexual favors! Be sexually intimate with the genie!—this may occur during dreams while one is asleep. A special room is required for the conjuration—ritual which may require up to 7 days of work. Intensive chanting is required. Some items are needed for this ritual that can easily be acquired from around the house, garden or store. Certain empowered consumables are included in this package. Please note that this magickal item is not for the novice practitioner, those who are simply intellectually curious, or for those who simply wish to acquire power for self-centered purposes—it is for those who wish to tread this path to better serve humanity. Contains complete occult instructions for the ritual—ceremony. This is a Javanese occult item.

Cosmic Light Power
Code: Magick461
This item helps to amplify the power of all of the empowerments of the magickal items that you have been initiated with and had undergone, while simultaneously conferring additional virtues so that all that you desire would manifest in an amazing fashion and quickly no matter whether your desire relates to your worldly ambitions or spiritual/magickal aspirations. Saintly persons of the past used the powers of this empowerment to overcome the wicked, the tyrannical, and the unjust. With this great power bestowed upon your being, you would become a different person with many abilities, and you will possess higher magickal skills to serve others for the greater good. Intensive chanting required for this item—this package is for the advanced practitioner who have taken previous empowerments as given in many magickal items offered by Indotalisman.com. This particular item is a blend of Javanese and al-Hikmah occultism. The Cosmic Light Power derives its essence and force from spiritual, divine realms, it is more potent than most magickal powers that have their sources and basis in the astral dimensions. This Cosmic Light Power was attained, accessed, and processed through spiritual, mystical rituals related to Divine Names and Cosmic Energies, and required intense preparation, purification and inner development on the part of the adept who developed this item. Therefore, in the name of the Most High, he who is empowered and practices this Cosmic Light Power in full faith, sincerity, purity, and devotion to God will
find that nothing is impossible and that all can transpire by the grace and mercy of Allah.

**Dakini's Power Stone-Small**  
**Code: Magick462**  
A rare power-stone acquired from the kingdom and "palace" of the Dakinis in the astral world of Java. This power-stone is one among several given to the occult-adapt with the blessings of the Queen—he was requested to offer these stone to aid those in need, especially to spiritual devotees who wish to attune to the magickal currents of the Dakinis and Devas. This stone attract luck, prosperity and good fortune; it confers personal magnetism, high attractive-powers, and charm. It wards-off negative forces, black magic, psychic attacks, and malicious entities. It protects one from mishaps while travelling; its power helps to advance one's career and furthers one's political and business ambitions and aspirations. Spiritual practitioners of meditation and other spiritual training will find this stone of great aid in helping one overcome obstacles and hindrances in the astral and physical planes. Those involved in psychic development practices will find this stone to be of great assistance in accelerating their growth. Each stone is unique and differs from package to package. This magickal shamanic Javanese item is easy to use—chanting and maintenance required though. Stock is limited—get this unusual artifact now.

**Dakini's Power Stone--Large**  
**Code: Magick463**  
A rare power-stone acquired from the kingdom and "palace" of the Dakinis in the astral world of Java. This power-stone is one among several given to the occult-adapt with the blessings of the Queen—he was requested to offer these stone to aid those in need, especially to spiritual devotees who wish to attune to the magickal currents of the Dakinis and Devas. This stone attract luck, prosperity and good fortune; it confers personal magnetism, high attractive-powers, and charm. It wards-off negative forces, black magic, psychic attacks, and malicious entities. It protects one from mishaps while travelling; its power helps to advance one's career and furthers one's political and business ambitions and aspirations. Spiritual practitioners of meditation and other spiritual training will find this stone of great aid in helping one overcome obstacles and hindrances in the astral and physical planes. Those involved in psychic development practices will find this stone to be of great assistance in accelerating their growth. Each stone is unique and differs from package to package. This magickal shamanic Javanese item is easy to use—chanting and maintenance required though. Stock is limited—get this unusual artifact now. Larger and more powerful than Magick462.

**Gay-Lesbian Love Oil**  
**Code: Magick464**  
This item is especially designed for homosexuals and lesbian feeling to attract those of the same gender with the same sexual preference. The power of this Love Oil helps you to influence others of your gender to agree to your desires and demands. This Javanese magickal item is easy to use. Attract someone specific with the power of this oil or use it for general attraction. Use it to influence others remotely or through physical contact. Contents of oil approx. 2cc.

**Skin of Steel**  
**Code: Magick465**  
Acquire complete invulnerability powers with this empowerment and the power of the Javanese mantra of this package—invulnerability against strikes of blades, cuts, stabs, bullets, and hot water. The empowerment requires a complete fast and retreat in darkness for 24 hours, and without sleeping as well. This item is not for the novice practitioner to fully acquire this power. This empowerment requires a complete fast and retreat in darkness for 24 hours, and without sleeping as well. This item is not for the novice practitioner to fully acquire this power. The adept has done most of the work here and conveys the power to the recipient through the empowerment—only some slight effort is required on the part of the practitioner to fully acquire this power.

**Wish-Fulfilling Genie Cow-Bell**  
**Code: Magick466**  
Those in love in commerce, business, and trade will find this item most useful. The power of this empowered cow-bell is due to the 3 servant genies of Allah who are associated with it. This magickal item assists you to become prosperous and wealthy—succeed in your business and to pay your debts easily. With this item luck will come your way from every direction. You will have an abundance of every essential need. Submit your wish and desire in regards to whatever matter to Allah and the genies would be appointed to help you out; they would also assist you automatically without asking should you tread the path towards the heart of Allah. Chanting of Islamic verses and Divine Names are required—the bell is to be rung 3x during the ritual. Stock is limited.

**Empowered Dayak's Bulu Perindu**  
**Code: Magick467**  
A magickal empowered item and mantra for influencing and attracting through remote means a female subject whom you wish to attract. With this item you will not have to meet the subject in order to influence magickally, the item will assist you to contact the person whom you wish to attract in a telepathic manner and on a subconscious level. Knowledge of the subject's name is of little importance with this spell of influence—with the power of this item it suffices to know just the appearance of the subject (the subject must also have seen you previously). Lick the magickal item 3 times at the night and the subject would find you agreeable; lick it 9 times and the subject will have a sexual dream related to you. Lick the item 12x and conduct the ritual twice a day and the subject would feel anxious and have the desire to meet you—she will think of you constantly. Simple chanting is required. The Bulu Perindu reacts to moisture and heat—it moves and wriggles on its own. Working with this item is easy—chanting is required but it is not complicated. This is a Javanese occult item.

**Magickal Ring of the Princess**  
**Code: Magick468**  
Especially designed for women (though men with slender fingers may use it as well), this magickal ring has a couple of genies associated with it. By wearing the magickal ring of the Princess you will appear highly attractive and charming. People would be attracted to you—especially those of the opposite sex. The item helps to improve every aspect of your life—social, business, career, domestic, etc. You would be successful in all of your endeavors. The item confers protection and lots of luck, blessings, etc. All of your problems would easily be solved and you will have the courage and strength to face them. This magickal item is a blend of Javanese occultism and Islamic ah-Hikmah. The spirit-intelligences work under divine command as you submit your prayers to Heaven. The genie may be seen if you have your clairvoyant faculty functioning, otherwise, you may just sense its presence every now and then. The ritual requires some simple chanting. Most virtues function automatically.

**The Lucky Bill**  
**Code: Magick469**  
A talismanic bill that attracts luck—it has an unusual property: if the bill is unintentionally left some place it can return in a magickal manner to your pocket, wallet, purse, handbag, etc. The genies of the item ensure that you have the necessary aid to be successful in your endeavors and to have help from unexpected sources. You will always have money to spare. Your finances would improve. Some chanting required, however, it is an easy item to use. This is a Javanese occult, genie item that basically functions automatically and without the problem of fussing over too many details.

**The Albino Crocodile Genie**  
**Code: Magick470**  
With this magickal item your financial status would improve and progress at an accelerated pace. Your sales would soar; your career would advance, and you would have the courage and strength to face them. This magickal item is a blend of Javanese occultism and Islamic ah-Hikmah. The spirit-intelligences work under divine command as you submit your prayers to Heaven. The genie may be seen if you have your clairvoyant faculty functioning, otherwise, you may just sense its presence every now and then. The ritual requires some simple chanting. Most virtues function automatically.
would improve; you will close business deals and win tenders; debts will be paid, you will receive promotions and win elections, etc. This genie item is a blend of Javanese occultism and Islamic ah-Hikmah. The genie associates itself with an object--this is given along with the name of the genie. The latter works under divine command as you submit your prayers to Heaven. The genie may be seen if you have your clairvoyant faculty functioning, otherwise, you may just sense its presence every now and then. The ritual requires some simple chanting. This item is named after the special power-mantra used in the ritual. Stock is limited.

### Etheric Power Vision
**Code: Magick471**
Be empowered with this magickal item and acquire powers of extrasensory vision! See behind closed doors, walls, locked cabinets and objects hidden from view. Acquire etheric and clairvoyant vision! The empowerment-ritual requires a 3-day fast and intensive chanting. This is a Javanese occult item.

### Tiger's Power Presence
**Code: Magick475**
This is an empowered item based on the Law of Similarity and Contact. By carrying this small, inconspicuous item in your pocket or wallet, you will be respected, honored, heeded and feared. You would possess a commanding presence, a magnetic personality and charm. Your requests and orders would be followed. Most suitable for those holding management and supervisory positions in firms and companies--it also helps one with difficult spouses to establish a more congenial domestic situation. Simple chanting of a Javanese mantra is required. Stock is limited.

### Sexually Bound!
**Code: Magick473**
This item prevents and hinders your husband from committing infidelity or adultery. It will cause sexual impotency on his part should he try to be unfaithful, but conjugal relations and intimacy with you would still be as normal. This is a potent al-Hikmah occult method used in conjunction with a shamanic Javanese spell and empowered object. It is easy to use.

### The Naga Queen
**Code: Magick474**
A mysterious and unusual method for acquiring riches--not to be used frivolously. There are safer and easier magickal items for gaining wealth and prosperity--this item could be harmful to the inexperienced occult practitioner. We offer this item simply as a curio item and for educational/entertainment purposes only. In essence, the application of the magickal formula and empowered consumables of this package conjures a Naga Queen--a spirit being that is said to be “half-human half-snake.” She appears as a beautiful woman with bare upper body, but with the lower body of a snake. A special room or site for the conjuration is required and is done on a special night. When successfully conjured, the queen requires that the practitioner engages in sexual intimacy with her and at the end of the session she may offer a scale from her body--this object is solid gold and can weigh as much as 2 kg. Fasting and intense chanting required for up to 7 days for a successful conjuration. The conjuration and the session with the Naga Queen can be repeated again at later dates. This is not an easy ritual to conduct--the chanting is intense requiring hours per session. This is a rare and scarce Javanese occult formula--deserves a place in your grimoire.

### Genie-Spirit Mammkin
**Code: Magick475**
An old, experienced genie associated with a miniature replica mummy-manikin. The genie may be commanded to carry-out various tasks such as aid in acquiring a soul-mate; healing; improving finances, business, sales, etc; unfold/increase psychic faculties and sensitivity; aid in acquiring gold, windfalls, etc. Simple ritual chanting required. Rare and scarce Javanese shamanic occult item--stock is limited.

### Tiger-Power TalismanicBelt
**Code: Magick476**
A belt with powerful magickal, metaphysical and khodamic powers! Virtues and powers: protection from harm and accidents; invulnerability against sharp weapons; confers power-shout that causes aggressors/opponents to become weak; commanding presence; personal magnetism; charisma; luck from all points of the compass; business and social improvement; domestic peace and bliss; causes one to be feared by enemies and to be loved by friends; unfoldment of psychic and spiritual power, etc. Simple chanting required during usage. This men's belt is suitable for those having a medium to small waist--under 32 inches.

### Javanese Guman Tong
**Code: Magick477**
In Thai occultism, the Guman Tong is a spirit being appearing as a boy (sometimes as a girl); he aids his Keeper and Master in matters of finances, wealth and prosperity. He is of great aid to those who have shops and stalls by whispering to people to stop by and purchase items. In times of great need the Guman Tong can also help acquire money in a magickal manner to relieve suffering. This Javanese Guman Tong is of the same class of being as its Thai counterpart and has the same characteristics and abilities. Its eyes are round and its mouth is small. It is agile and smart. The Guman Tong is not to be confused with the Javanese "Tuyul" which is an inferior class of being. This is a package containing the Javanese conjuration formula, empowered items and consumables. The ritual requires intensive chanting and some preparation. This is a rare Javanese shamanic occult item not for the novice.

### Stone of Domestic Harmony
**Code: Magick478**
If you are having trouble, quarrels and conflict with your mate/spouse, apply this item to harmonize the situation. It is easy to use. Aside from its main application, a simple ritual is required to maintain domestic bliss and peace.

### Stone of True Love
**Code: Magick479**
Magickally empowered stone for attracting the opposite-sex, one's soul-mate, and customers/clients. Helps to maintain healthy relationships between married and unmarried couples. This package is an empowerment and comes with the power-stone. Easy to use! The stone may be set into a ring.

### Stone of Protection & Charisma
**Code: Magick480**
Magickally empowered stone for protection against all sorts of danger. This stone and the empowerment confers a charismatic presence, a magnetic personality attractive to people, especially to the opposite sex. It is easy to use. The stone may be set into a ring.

### Obstruction Power
**Code: Magick481**
An item to return the magickal attacks and negativity of offenders, business competitors, or enemies upon themselves. The power causes their businesses to fail, their sales to drop, their love/domestic life to fall apart, their lives to be miserable. Obstruct the machinations of tyrants, oppressors, and aggressors with this item. Use only if you are wrongly harmed and if the situation warrants it. Consider well on the
usage of this item. Do not abuse the power or your own life would be harmed. Simple chanting required--a Javanese occult item. For a single application only.

**Power of Domestic Harmony**
**Code: Magick482**
A potent item for the prevention of adultery on the part of your partner/mate. A simple shower-ritual and self-empowerment (something to consume) is involved--this will strengthen your force-field making yourself magnetic/acceptable. It will also strengthen the etheric energy-bond that unites you with your beloved on higher metaphysical levels. This item is easy to do.

**Hypnotic Touch**
**Code: Magick483**
Acquire the hypnotic touch! Just by touching a subject the latter would obey your commands; or cause subjects to be silent or to fall into a hypnotic asleep. The power may be used to subdue the wicked, the bad, the insane, and the unrighteous; otherwise use for entertainment and educational purposes only! Do not misuse the power for self-aggrandizement as this would result in suffering for oneself. This magical item is an empowerment though it also requires the practitioner to remain awake for 3 consecutive days/night without sleep during the initiation. Chanting is required. This is an item for the advanced magical practitioner. A Javanese occult item.

**Oil of Raja Kumula**
**Code: Magick484**
A powerful empowered oil to be used when your love-relationship is already progressing. It helps to maintain and stabilize the relationship; it empowers you so that your mate would find it difficult to forget you. It causes longing and desire in your mate during your absence and physical separation. The package comes with empowered salt for a ritual-shower and an empowered vial of oil--approximately 3cc. This item is easy to use.

**The Wealth-Giving Troll**
**Code: Magick485**
Conjure this powerful Troll-genie for wealth, fabulous riches, prosperity, windfalls, treasures, and abundance! This magical spirit with fiery eyes, gold in his mouth and diamonds on his body is the guardian of the underworld treasury or bank. This rare magical conjuration formula comes from Javanese occultism. Some preparation, chanting and austerities are required to conduct the ritual successfully; it might take 1-7 consecutive days to conduct the ritual. Package contains empowered items/consumables. This is not a conjuration-ritual for novices or those with weak hearts.

**Stone of Respect & Honor**
**Code: Magick486**
By wearing/carrying this magical stone you would be respected and honored by friends and foes. You will have charisma and a commanding presence. You will have the confidence and courage to face any situation in life. This item, along with the empowered stone, comes with an empowered consumable. It is easy to use.

**Stone of Fascination**
**Code: Magick487**
Enchant others by wearing/carrying this magical stone. Those looking at you would find themselves fascinated and drawn towards your direction as a result of your magnetic aura and attractive presence. This package comes with an empowered consumable aside from the magical stone. Suitable for those who dislike "susaks" or implants of occult objects. Easy to use!

**Brain Regeneration Potion**
**Code: Magick488**
Regenerate your brain with this easy to use Javanese occult potion. If you suffer from absent-mindedness, poor recollection/memory, difficulty in using your mental faculties, low intelligence, etc., this magically empowered potion will help you to recover.

**Power of Invisibility**
**Code: Magick489**
Be invisible to others! This magical empowerment will help you move here and there without being seen, noticed or regarded by human sight. Use only for positive and constructive purposes. A 3-day fasting, chanting and austerity is required in the initiation ritual. This is a Javanese magical item--not for novices.

**Magickal Foundation of Wealth and Abundance**
**Code: Magick490**
The power and blessings of wealth and abundance locked into this magical item! It helps you to attract beneficial forces of luck, helpful spiritual beings from all points of the compass. You will have sufficient resources to live in comfort and even experience abundance-free from physical suffering and stress. You will always receive assistance from unexpected sources and your needs taken care of--even desires are fulfilled. Some chanting is required though it is not difficult. This is a Javanese magical item.

**Magickal Graveyard Dust**
**Code: Magick491**
From a famous sacred grave-site in Java of holy, famous and magickal personages--acquire the power to obstruct the workings of tyrants, aggressors and the wicked; or to relieve suffering and bless people with luck and good fortune. To "curse" or to "bless" is now in your hands! Use this item with care and with only good intentions. Misuse to harm innocent people or for negative intentions/motives can result in suffering for the user. The graveyard dust of these holy personages are well known for their power and efficacy in getting results! This magical consumable is easy to use and is sufficient for 1 to 3 applications. Stock is limited--once all are sold it may not be possible to procure more as the site is well-guarded by human, spirit, and magickal agencies. Special permission, noble intention and much mystical effort are required for the acquisition of this authentic graveyard dust, otherwise the one acquiring it faces personal retribution. We expect the same noble intent on the part of the one acquiring this magical item. It cannot be used on behalf of oneself but for the sake and benefit of others or targeted at tyrants and oppressors of people. There is no graveyard dust like this in the whole of Java--it is permeated by powerful metaphysical energies!

**Genie of Obstruction**
**Code: Magick492**
This item will help you to subdue tyrannical persons or those involved in criminal activities that affect the welfare and the integrity of society as a whole. Business people bent on destroying Nature and the environment for their own selfish purposes can also be stopped by using the services of this particular genie that will wreak havoc, cause chaos or upset the evil plans and machinations of these individuals who would control and manipulate others for their own self-aggrandizement or turn the masses into mindless slaves. The item is easy to use without any chanting or fasting involved. It does, however, require you to have access to the external area of the subject's home. Do not misuse this item as it will result in grave karmic retribution.

**Oil of Remote Influence**
**Code: Magick493**
Influence others with this empowered oil and its magical-ritual! Influence the opposite sex for favors or your boss for a raise/special treatment--or debtors to pay you up! It is easy to use even with the required chanting. Do not misuse for selfish purposes. The volume of oil in the vial is approximately 1cc--sufficient for many applications as only a little is required for each ritual. This is a Javanese occult item.

**Oil of Golden Radiance**
**Code: Magick494**
Acquire an attractive and magnetic-aura with this easy to use empowered oil containing high metaphysical energies/vibrations that would be transferred to your force-field/energy-body via a ritual-shower. The oil itself is a traditional formula containing natural ingredients highly regarded by shamans for their magical qualities. Attract the opposite sex; influence others easily; gain sympathy from
superiors and peers; improve your life in every way. Chanting is required but it is not too difficult—the mantras are ancient and powerful! Your body and face would eventually glow with beauty and magnetic power as you practice chanting the mantra on a routine basis. This is a Javanese occult item.

**Dayak Chieftain Oil of Wealth**
**Code: Magick495**
From the depth of the Kalimantan jungle, the natural habitat of the Dayak tribe, comes this rare occult oil for luck, prosperity, abundance, good trade, success in business/ negotiations, etc. Once guarded jealously by the chiefs and elders of the Dayaks, it is now made available only on a temporary basis. Stock is therefore, limited. The secret formula of this oil is traditional and made out of natural organic ingredients. This magical oil is easy to use without requiring any chanting or rituals. Contents of vial approximately 2cc.

**Dayak Banishing Oil**
**Code: Magick496**
A rare Dayak oil used for protection against psychic-attacks and for banishing malevolent, obnoxious, and malevolent entities. May be applied in conjuration-rituals when stubborn entities are reluctant to depart or protect a home from a haunting. Dayak men use this powerful oil while hunting in the jungles to protect themselves against spirits with harmful intent; it may help heal cases of spiritual possessions—this is a helpful empowered consumable to any would-be ghost-hunter and occult/shamanic practitioner! Made with natural hard-to-find organic ingredients from Kalimantan's rain-forest. This item is easy to use without requiring any chanting or rituals. Contents of vial approx. 1cc. Stock is limited.

**Dayak Regal Oil**
**Code: Magick497**
For a strong commanding presence or an authoritative bearing like royalty, apply this amazing empowered-oil of the Dayaks, who are famed for their unusual magical items and occult powers. The power of the Regal Oil helps you to influence people, to be accepted socially, to rise above your station, to acquire the sympathy of the masses and to sway them; helps you to gain the respect of friend and foe—quite suitable for those running for political offices or those who are in need of greater mundane power. The item is easy to use without any necessary chanting or working of rituals. The Dayak Regal Oil is made out of natural and rare ingredients. Contents of vial approximately 5cc. Only a few vials available!

**Dayak Oil of Protection**
**Code: Magick498**
Traditionally carried and applied by Dayak warriors of Kalimantan for protection during hazardous journeys and battles—the vibrational and metaphysical power of the oil ensures safety no matter what events transpire. This powerful occult, empowered oil has not lost its purpose in today's world—carry the vial of magical oil for protection against accidents during long travels and journeys; carry it to protect yourself from the chaotic forces of Nature (disasters) and from the machinations of aggressors, molesters, bullies, etc. Protect yourself from wild beasts as you go trekking into the wilds. This rare item is limited so acquire yours now. Vial contains oil (approximately 1cc) and secret natural ingredients.

**Dayak Amulet of Power**
**Code: Magick499**
Acquire this special empowered amulet of the Dayaks of Kalimantan for personal power, protection, and respect. You will acquire a high degree of personal magnetism and be unaffected by negative psychic influences. People would be drawn towards you and you will be able to influence them easily and to have them do your bidding. This rare occult item comes in a vial—just carry the item with you—it is that easy to use. There are only a few of the "Dayak Amulet of Power" available—stock is limited.

**Magickal House Protective-Shield**
**Code: Magick500**
With this magickal amulet from the island of Madura, protect your home at all points of the compass against negative psychic forces and malicious astral/etheric entities. Maintain peace and harmony in the home with the vibratory power of this occult item—use it should you feel that your home is being invaded or haunted by unseen forces. Wards-off psychic attacks, the evil-eye, and black-magic—this unique item may be carried or installed in the home—it is easy to use. The metaphysical force and power of this amulet forms an invisible, firey protective shield around the home or person. Though unseen by the naked-eye, spirit-entities perceive this shield as an impenetrable brick-wall.

**Dayak Lion-King Amulet-Oil**
**Code: Magick501**
A powerful and rare combination of oil/amulet often carried by chieftains of the Dayak tribe in Kalimantan, to exude a commanding presence, an authoritative bearing like an alpha-male lion. This item works automatically for whosoever carries it. It helps build up a magnetic-personality, and charm—a very real presence that people would wonder and be filled with awe. If you desire to be attractive to the opposite sex this would be an item to carry. Officers of the armed forces would find this item useful to gain respect and obedience of those under his/her command and gain the sympathy of superiors.

The item is easy to use—only a few available! Volume of oil approx. 5cc.

**Dayak Oil of Romance**
**Code: Magick502**
Another powerful occult oil-blend from the Dayaks of Kalimantan! Use this for attracting others—especially the opposite sex. You will exude personal magnetism and people will find themselves being drawn to you. You will have charm and a presence that people would not forget. This oil-blend formula made out of natural ingredients and empowered with magical force will help you establish that first big impression that opens up doors of opportunities and success. This consumable-item is easy to use without any chanting, rituals, or fasting. Stock is limited. The volume of the oil-blend is approximately 10cc.

**Sri Dewi Magickal Rice**
**Code: Magick504**
A rare, magical pearl blessed by nature-spirits and "Sri Dewi"—a Fairy Queen (an archangel/goddess) of crops, abundance, prosperity, wealth, etc. This mystic item has also been empowered by an occult-adept with spiritual/divine energies and the "signatures" of wealth, riches, treasures, windfalls, luck, and a cornucopia of abundance. The combination of blessings by God, man, and non-physical beings makes this tiny item powerful and effective in attracting to you the basic necessities of life; in helping you live a life of abundance and comfort; and in helping you to fulfill your dreams and aspirations. The item is easy to use regardless of race, religion, creed, gender, etc. A real collector's item that can be passed on to your children!

**Super Guman Thong Genie**
**Code: Magick505**
A higher-class genie in the form of a child! A very efficient, high-strength worker and servitor—especially proficient in matters of improving finances/business affairs; prosperity; wealth; payment of debts; increase in sales of department stores, shops, restaurants, business establishments, etc. The genie works under divine command—your prayers of need are submitted to the Supreme Being and the genie is assigned the task of helping you out. The genie would be your constant companion and you may sense its presence regularly—you may even see it under the right conditions. The genie associates itself with an object that it regards as "home." Usage is...
simple and the prayer-ritual is not too time-consuming. Suitable even for novices of the occult. This is a Javanese item. Stock is limited.

**Brojo Luwuk Power**  
**Code:** Magick506  
One of the most rare, sacred and ancient magickal powers available. In essence this empowerment can help the user to attain goals and to manifest desires. The daily chanting-practice builds up a tremendous force that can overpower and cause all negative, malicious, demonic beings and intelligences to tremble and fear—quite helpful to practitioners of spirit evocations and conjurations. Once empowered, the user can use the force to project to those of tyrannical individuals for offensive purposes—the latter, however, is not to be misused and is not to be used by the adepts. The force of the Brojo Luwuk Power can help to improve all aspects of one’s life. This is a Javanese item and is not difficult to work with. Stock is limited.

**The Devastating Love-Oil Spell**  
**Code:** Magick507  
This love-oil and its spell possess tremendous powers! Those affected by this oil-spell would grow in the one empowered with this item—contents of vial approx. 2–3cc.  

**Magickal Sexual Talisman**  
**Code:** Magick508  
With the help of this magickal item you will acquire sexual-potency and be able to carry out your conjugal duties and please your beloved as a husband and as a man. The item is easy to use and can be applied immediately. The occult-formula of this small, talismanic item comes from the old al-Hikmah tradition.

**3-Day Purification and Home Blessing Ritual**  
**Code:** Magick509  
This item can be used alone or as the second part of Magick438. After applying the latter, conduct the ritual of this item for further purification and blessing—this is to empower consumables and talisman that has to be installed above your front door. This will ensure that only positive vibes and energies can enter your home to establish peace, happiness, health, and prosperity. Your living space would be protected from the effects of the Evil-Eye, negative-spirits, bad chi, etc. This magickal item is easy to use without any chanting or fasting.

**The Power of the Dzulfikar Sword**  
**Code:** Magick510  
The powers of the famous sword of the Prophet and his son-in-law, Sayadina Ali, now conferred upon a talismanic object! The occult adepts of al-Hikmah have successfully created empowerment formulas for the construction of this magickal artifact. Some of the virtues of this occult item: Charisma; a commanding presence that causes aggressors and tyrants to tremble; additional strength, speed and defensive powers during combat; a power-punch that can do even the strongest opponent possessing magickal powers; strong, macho sex-appeal; wards-off black magic, psychic attacks, and negative, malicious entities; divine protection. This item is most suitable for those involved with the police and armed forces; and for those whose work requires them to confront danger on a daily basis. This item is easy to use—daily chanting suggested.

**Ilmu Karang**  
**Code:** Magick511  
One of the most rare, sacred empowerment and "Ilmu" of Javanese shamanism. The spell and power of this Ilmu Karang is ancient and comes in its powerful, original form—this item is most difficult to acquire, it is the essence and root of many spell-formulas of later development in regards to invulnerability and protection. This empowerment confers the following benefits to those who receive and build upon the power through regular chanting: Respect from friend and foe; high charisma/personal-magnetism; fear and trembling in the hearts of negative, malicious spirits and humans; ease in solving problems; high invulnerability powers against all sorts of weapons; protection against black magick, psychic attacks, the evil-eye, obsessing spirits, etc. The initiation-ritual although requiring 3-consecutive days, is not too difficult to conduct. Regular chanting for maintaining and building of the power suggested for protection against unseen and unknown attacks such as slander and the many deeds of evil/negative people against oneself. This is a Javanese occult item.

**Magickal Genie**  
**Code:** Magick512  
A high-class genie associated with a small talismanic object that can be carried around! The genie-spirit functions automatically for certain tasks without any commanding required! Just carry the empowered object for protection against all harm and danger; for invulnerability against sharp weapons, etc. Install the magickal item in your home for the protection of everyone against black-magic, psychic attacks, malicious implants, obnoxious entities—the genie will ensure that all attacks would return to their sender! To heal someone of spirit-possession, to exorcise, simply steep the object into a glass of water and have the victim drink it. To clear a space of negative spirits and harmful beings such as when conducting a sacred, spiritual or magickal ceremony, simply place the occult item in the center of the Circle, on the altar, or somewhere appropriate. The genie can be requested to assist you in various mundane purposes, of which chanting is required. The occult power lying within the object can be perceived through practicing a certain exercise; the genie can be known through conducting the given dream-ritual—or the user will get to know the genie and his particulars as time passes. This is a rare Javanese item. Stock is limited.

**Fascination Power**  
**Code:** Magick513  
An ancient love-spell amulet from the old Mataram kingdom of Java! It can be used by both men or women to affect and influence the opposite sex—the subject would constantly have you in mind, in his/her thoughts and imagination. The desire to be with the user of this item would grow within the subject and would "beg" for love. Usage though easy, takes some effort. Do not misuse this item—use it only for the intention of marriage. There are two powerful ways of using this item—remotely and through personal contact.

**Domestic Harmony and Bliss**  
**Code:** Magick514  
This magickal item radiates peace and harmony to the home. There will be less fights, quarrels, and conflicts between members of the family—especially between husband and wife. The power of this item neutralizes negative energies in the premises and causes a soothing power to pervade the home. The installation of this Javanese item is easy—it does not require any difficult maintenance.

**Power of the Source**  
**Code:** Magick515  
One of the most powerful empowerment items available! Virtues include divine protection, invulnerability, power-punch, physical strength, inner strength, charisma, precognition, personal magnetism, sixth sense, attunement with angelic-helpers, etc. Possess the power to "weaken" metal, subdue fire, empower others with invulnerability, "walk" on water, invisibility, generate a phantom duplicate, read minds, enhance senses, acquire spiritual guidance from invisible spiritual masters, etc. There are many more spiritual virtues that would grow in the one empowered with this item—it is impossible to enumerate them all—and it can differ from user to user. This is a Javanese occult item that requires chanting for directing the virtues and powers and their development—this item is suitable for intermediate and advanced students.
Old Kingdom Genie
Code: Magick516
This is a higher class and old genie that can assist its Keeper solve many matters and problems. It has all the functions and powers of other genies but because of its expertise and experience, it works effectively and can produce results quickly -- if God so wills it and supported by the Keeper's good karma. The genie follows its Keeper around unless otherwise instructed and with prayers to the Almighty. The genie associates itself with an object -- this is given along with the name of the genie. The latter works under divine command as you submit your prayers to Heaven. The genie may be seen if you have your clairvoyant faculty functioning, otherwise, you may just sense its presence every now and then. The prayer -- ritual requires chanting but it is not too difficult to do. The genie is of the old faith and resonates well with Keepers of Hindu/Buddhic/Christian religions. Stock is limited.

Super Genie
Code: Magick517
Another higher class and old genie that can assist its Keeper solve many matters and problems. This class of genie is similar to Magick 516 except that it resonates well with those of the Muslim faith. It has all the functions and powers of other genies but because of its expertise and experience, it works effectively and can produce results quickly -- if God so wills it and supported by the Keeper's good karma. The genie follows its Keeper around unless otherwise instructed and with prayers to the Almighty. The genie associates itself with an object -- this is given along with the name of the genie. The latter works under divine command as you submit your prayers to Heaven. The genie may be seen if you have your clairvoyant faculty functioning, otherwise, you may just sense its presence every now and then. The prayer -- ritual requires chanting but it is not too difficult to do. Stock is limited.

Talisman Construction Kit
Code: Magick518
Now, with this special kit, you may construct talismans, inscribe sigils, characters, letters, magick squares, etc. -- all with great power! The kit has empowered consumables to fill you and others with psychic-energy, essentially required for creating dynamic talismans, alive with great force and power! The kit also contains empowered zafron ink over 7cc in volume -- sufficient for creating a great amount of talismans. Companion to the magickal ink are some traditionally -- used pens with their own container, all fashioned from natural materials -- these are also empowered with metaphysical energies that attract spiritual forces and intelligences to bless your work and productions. With this kit you may construct talismans for many purposes and offer them to your loved ones and friends -- additionally empowering them with psychic-force. The instruction -- paper contains samples of talismanic designs and symbols that can be found in our knowledge papers (ebooks) and elsewhere. Please note that this magickal item is meant for the intermediate and advanced practitioner who is already familiar with the rules and methods for constructing talismans and the prayers/mandanas associated with them. You may use this item to construct talismans and sigils of any magickal tradition! Acquire this kit now before the adept-producer decides to withdraw this product!

Magickal Intruder Trap
Code: Magick519
A unique empowered magickal item that protects your home, shop, office, warehouse, etc. from intruders and thieves -- with this item those with evil intent would overlook your home or protected area as a target, but if they still persist and manage to break in and enter the premises they will be stricken by the magnetic magickal force of the magickal object and find themselves entrapped in the area. They would temporarily lose their minds, be confused, or at a daze; act crazy, walk around in circles, etc. The traditional power of magickal entrapment has proven itself for countless times and is not embodied in this occult item. This Javanese magickal item is easy to use and only requires minimum care.

Magickal Adultery Obstructor
Code: Magick520
With this item you may obstruct and hinder your spouse from having illicit sexual relationships with others and thus ending extra-marital affairs and not causing domestic problems, pain and suffering. The item causes the sexual organ of your spouse to malfunction, become impotent, suffer rashes or swell when being unfaithful or engaged in adultery. The negative symptoms do not arise during normal husband-wife intimacy. This Javanese occult item is easy and safe to use -- simple chanting required.

Power of Sacred, Magickal Javanese Spells
Code: Magick521
One of the most amazing self-empowerment, occult package available from the Javanese magickal tradition. Acquire and develop these powers, skills, abilities, etc.: invulnerability against sharp weapons; immobilize tyrants; devastating love-spell; acquire a boy-genie (gumanthong) to help you prosper; cause opponents to be mute--unable to speak in your presence; overcome the fire-element; overcome metal; acquire occult objects hidden in Nature by fairies; create a money-magnet; have the obedience of others; create haunted-objects for oracle purposes/transform objects such as a staff into a snake; influence others with physical desire for you; lucid-dreams -- enter the magickal realms; prosperity with a unique rice-spell; subdue wind, rain and lightning (natural-disasters); charisma/commanding presence of a white tiger; sexual potency; invoke angelic assistance; cause your projects to run smoothly; longevity and youth; ward-off bad luck. The powers and skills of this package require moderate to intense chanting -- this item is not suitable for novices. A bonus empowered occult object is included in this package -- it is for a general life blessing -- carry it wherever you go.

Bratasena Yudha Magickal Power
Code: Magick522
Magickal power from the Elders of Sumatra! This item consists of empowered consumables and special power items sealed in a small talismanic pack -- this occult item comes from an old lineage of spiritual-masters residing in a remote village in Sumatra. The item requires intense chanting for the initiation-ritual -- it has a khodam in it and the latter can be commanded through chanting of the special mantra and prayers (chanting is intense) -- one may acquire information from the khodam or assign it tasks! This item is not recommended for occult novices because of the intense-chanting required! The powers/virtues function automatically without any additional chanting. The virtues include: Inner-Strength (Tenaga-Dalam); protection from physical and psychic harm/threats/danger; the power deflects men/wild beasts/malignant spirits away from you should you be attacked; power-punch/distant-punch; heal psychic-disorders/possessions; charismatic/overcoming-others; the power would fear the user; the power can weaken opponents/negative people with a simple cough; invulnerability against all sharp weapons; the power attracts a horde of jinns/khodams to be your guardians. Empower others with occult virtues! Maintenance and augmentation of the power is explained. Stock is limited!

2012 Magickal Protection
Code: Magick523
Be prepared for violence in the form of anarchy and social-chaos as we approach 2012 and thereafter! Be protected from harm and danger unleashed by the uncontrolled minds and base instincts of men, wild-beasts and the forces of Nature. With this magickal item you will be under divine protection. You will acquire courage; strength; charisma; the determination to survive; invulnerability against sharp weapons; protection from malignant psychic forces/entities, accidents, etc.; you will have luck and easily form bonds with others where numbers can be vital to survival. Because of the importance of the coming changes in and around 2012, and the social and economic upheavals/violence that may occur, it is vital that you protect yourself from the unexpected. We have empowered this item with mystical, spiritual forces and a protective khodam to be your constant guardian and body-guard -- knowing the value of this item and how it can save lives, it is offered only at a nominal cost -- do not wait for the last minute to acquire this item -- prepare yourself!
now! Acquire several for your loved ones and yourself. This magical item can be worn around the waist or carried in one's pocket. Usage is easy—some simple chanting required.

2012 Magical Protection Belt  
Code: Magick523B  
This item is in the form of a regular belt—suitable for waist size up to 33 inches. Be prepared for violence in the form of anarchy and social-chaos as we approach 2012 and thereafter! Be protected from harm and danger unleashed by the uncontrolled minds and base instincts of men, wild-beasts and the forces of Nature. With this magical item you will be under divine protection. You will acquire courage; strength; charisma; the determination to survive; invulnerability against sharp weapons; protection from malignant psychic forces/entities, accidents, etc; you will have luck and easily form bonds with others where numbers can be vital to survival. Because of the importance of the coming changes in and around 2012, and the social and economic upheavals/violence that may occur, it is vital that you protect yourself from the unexpected. We have empowered this item with mystical, spiritual forces and a protective khodam to be your constant guardian and body-guard—knowing the value of this item and how it can save lives, it is offered only at a nominal cost—do not wait for the last minute to acquire this item—prepare yourself now! Acquire several for your loved ones and yourself. This magical item can be worn around the waist or carried in one's pocket. Usage is easy—some simple chanting required.

Love-Oil of Semar  
Code: Magick524  
One of the most favorite love-oil/spell of the Javanese occultists! Use this oil and spell to fascinate the person whom you love—be the one in your beloved's constant thoughts, heart and dreams. You may use it to attract the opposite sex or have people sympathize with your cause. Use it no matter what your profession and you will find your career advancing. Persuade others easily; makes women go crazy over you. The power works very subtly in a psychic manner. Persons affected by this power are not easily cured—the power does not fade away easily. The item is easy to use—simple chanting required. Contents of vial—approximatley 2cc. Be sure to acquire this authentic item here as there are many fakes or unempowered love-oils around.

General-Blessing Talisman  
Code: Magick525  
Carry this talisman for general-blessings. Improve the overall quality of your life and acquire prosperity, health, happiness, and spiritual advancement. Regular chanting required—this item is suitable for muslims only. It is offered at a nominal cost to aid those who are not able to afford the high-end magical items.

Boy-Wonder Genie  
Code: Magick526  
This Boy-Wonder Genie works wonders for your prosperity, business sales and financial improvement. Install this item in your shop, stall, kiosk, restaurant or site of commerce and watch customers and people flock to your establishment. Install one in your office and clients will feel at ease with you and trust your firm, they will award you with projects and agree to deals. Have negotiations run smoothly in your favor—the Boy-Wonder Genie will cause people to be enchanted with you. Some chanting is required to work with this Javanese-occult item, though it is not difficult. Stock is limited.

Nur Insan Kenecia Sakti  
Code: Magick527  
One of the finest collection of amazing, secret Javanese magical spells and formulas. This self-empowerment item initiates the practitioner into the world of Javanese occultism. Some of the formulas are easy to conduct; others require great effort and physical/mental stamina. Practitioners of all levels will find secret formulas of interest here. A few formulas, because of their "dark-side" applications are offered for "educational purposes only." The spells and formulas include: beautifying the aura; attracting specific persons (love-spells); power-punch; empowering others with Inner-Strength; increasing muscular strength; causing confusion among a "lynching-mob"; clairvoyance; shape-shifting into a tiger; inspiration from higher intelligences; invulnerability; invisibility on command; create a power invulnerability-stone; secret formulas for retrieving sacred/occult, hidden/buried objects; conjure a "tuyul king" and "Ratu Kidul," the fairy queen of the South Java Sea; create "magical-money"; influence others magically: the "Deadly Curse" and the "Black Dragon's Curse"; angelic-charisma; cause enemies/bullies/aggressors to tremble in your presence; arouse a woman sexually in a magical manner; create magical love-oils; youth, etc. The initiation-ritual itself is easy to do and can be done in less than an hour—chanting is required in the initiation-ritual and in conducting the spells/formulas. Get this package while the adept-producer is still offering it!

Spirit-Board Communicator-Kit  
Code: Magick528  
Combining the knowledge of both Eastern and Western occultism and magical practices, the best of both worlds are presented in this Spirit-Board Communicator-Kit! All you need to contact and communicate with spirits and psychic-entities, are to be used in conjunction with an especially made pendulum for psychic-detection, on or off-site with its unique feature where small samples/signatures acting as etheric -links may be stored in it to establish the right vibes for detecting whatever is desired such as gold, silver, minerals, even runaways. The pendulum and the consumables have been empowered and blessed with magical and spiritual energies that will help awaken dormant psychic faculties and further facilitate communication between the Practitioner and spirits and attune the former with the omniscient Cosmic Mind. Please note that this is not a toy but a serious tool to be used with responsibility, spiritual-discrimination and common sense. It is a helpful tool for ghost-investigation and for channeling spiritual information and teachings. The kit contains a bonus vial of high-energy aromatic oil. Some simple chanting is required for the initiation-ritual and the usage of this striking laminated Spirit-Board Communicator.

Genie Princess  
Code: Magick529  
This highly skilled Genie-Princess is capable of assisting its Master in varied mundane matters. This attractive genie works under the authority of the Supreme Being, and can aid in matters of business, winning tenders, financial improvement and stability; games of speculation; gambling; luck; advancement in career, rank, position; attracting a soul-mate; charisma, attractiveness, personal magnetism, power of influence, etc. Wherever you go, the Genie-Princess may follow you around—its presence can be felt and if you have some clairvoyant ability you may even see it. When this happens you may converse freely with this exquisite-looking fairy. It is possible that you may also meet the genie-fairy in your dreams or when you are in the borderline-state between dreaming and being physically conscious. The genie-fairy princess comes with an object which it
associates itself with—and its name is given. This item is easy to use and only requires basic occult skills in visualization, concentration, attunement, relaxation, etc. Stock is limited.

Temple-Fairy  
Code: Magick530  
A highly-skilled temple-fairy from a sacred-site in East Java, Indonesia! This fairy can help you improve your psychic-sensitivity, ESP, and assist you to heal others or to solve problems. If you have a spiritual, psychic, magickal, shamanic, or a metaphysical practice, this is the fairy to acquire as your personal assistant. The Temple-Fairy will also help you to develop charm, personal magnetism, a commanding-presence, etc. Wherever you go, the Genie-Princess may follow you around--its presence can be felt and if you have some clairvoyant ability you may even see it. When this happens you may converse freely with this exquisite-looking fairy. It is possible that you may also meet the genie-fairy in your dreams or when you are in the borderline-state between dreaming and being physically conscious. The genie-fairy princess comes with an object which it associates itself with—and its name is given. This item is easy to use and only requires basic occult skills in visualization, concentration, attunement, relaxation, etc. Stock is limited.

Genie of the Naga-Rod  
Code: Magick531  
A power-amulet with a potent female genie from the South-Java Sea attached to it! This occult curio is easy to use with just a nominal amount of chanting required in Javanese/Arabic. Command the genie for protection against danger/harm—physical and metaphysical; personal magnetism; charm; a commanding-presence; to subdued bullies; acquire luck; etc. The item may be carried or installed in one’s home. No negative side-effect.

Fairy God-Mother  
Code: Magick532  
This motherly fairy can help improve your mundane life and help unfold your psychic senses and acquire magickal skills/knowledge—an essential magickal assistant for practitioners of the cult/magickal arts. The Fairy God-Mother may be commanded to assist you in matters of protection; finances, personal-relationships; soul-mate; career; luck, learning magickal/occult arts/skills, etc. The Fairy God-Mother will follow you around to help protect you from harm and to fulfill your needs—its presence can be felt and if you have some clairvoyant ability you may even see it. When this happens you may converse freely with the Fairy God-Mother. It is possible that you may also meet the genie-fairy in your dreams or when you are in the borderline-state between dreaming and being physically conscious. The Fairy God-Mother comes with an object which it associates itself with—and its name is given. This item is easy to use and only requires basic occult skills in visualization, concentration, attunement, relaxation, etc. Chanting required. Stock is limited.

Genie of Worldly Abundance  
Code: Magick533  
A simple to use genie-item for worldly abundance—be this money, property, gold, possessions, food, etc. A life-long help! The item may at a later stage be given to your children or grandchildren—no negative side-effects! Simple chanting required for commanding the genie.

Genie of Light  
Code: Magick534  
Truth seekers and yogic practitioners will find much assistance with this spiritually-oriented genie. Though this genie can be requested to assist in mundane matters, its main interest, expertise and focus lies in helping the user to progress in his/her spiritual training or sadhana. It can strengthen your body when you need to fast; help to remove psychic disturbances when you meditate; help to remind you of your spiritual sessions; protect you from vicious psychic attacks of envious and jealous peers, etc. Request the genie to assist you in your training, assign it certain tasks, or command it to help manifest your spiritual desires. Simple chanting is required for commanding the genie. Stock is limited.

Yab-Yum Genies  
Code: Magick535  
A powerful magical item with two genies representing both father/mother, masculine/feminine genders and essences. The two genies work together to assist you to fulfill your needs and requirements. They are especially skilled in domestic and relationship issues—help to resolve conflicts and differences. They are also helpful in other mundane matters such as warding-off negative forces; protection against mishaps; social popularity; financial improvement; career advancements, etc. Simple chanting is required for commanding the genies. The item comes with an exquisite brass magickal vessel. Stock is limited.

Fairy of the South Java Sea  
Code: Magick536  
A fairy-servant from the magickal kingdom of the Fairy-Queen, "Ratu Kidul." This exquisite-looking fairy has expertise in sexual matters, even assisting impotent men regain their manhood. This fairy can increase your sex-appeal, your sexual magnetism and prowess. She will add to your charm and your attractiveness—excellent for attracting the opposite sex. The Fairy of the South Java Sea can be commanded to assist you in various other matters such as the attainment of prosperity, luck, protection, etc. Simple chanting is required for commanding the fairy. Stock is limited.

Genie of the Arabian Nights  
Code: Magick537  
A genie that understands arabic, having its roots in the Middle East. If you speak arabic you will find that this genie understands your command/requests without much effort. The genie, though a local, is a muslim and especially serves those who are also muslims. The genie may be assigned tasks for various matters and help you solve problems such as financial/business issues, social popularity, charm, a commanding presence, luck, protection, etc. Simple chanting is required of koranic verses and a Javanese mantra. Stock is limited.

Javanese Kejawen Genie  
Code: Magick538  
If you would like to improve your mastery of Javanese occultism, al-Hikmah, and Kejawen, this is the genie item to acquire. The genie can help inspire, strengthen, empower, and psychically guide you to master Javanese "ilmu" and possibly unplug to revealing your dormant psychic potentials. If you have a metaphysical practice the genie can also assist you in healing matters or convey information to your mind in a psychic manner—a good relationship with the genie can eventually bring this about. This genie can be commanded and you may assign tasks or request assistance in any mundane and worldly matter. Simple chanting is required. Stock is limited.

Shield of Power  
Code: Magick539  
A self-empowerment item that builds a shield of power around the user's physical form, an impenetrable force-field that protects the user from all sorts of sharp weapons, knives, blades, machetes, arrows, spears, punches, etc. The user would be magickally protected and become invulnerable to physical attacks by malicious persons and troublemakers. Chanting is required, though it is not difficult. There are empowered items to swallow.

Magickal Prosperity Oil  
Code: Magick540  
An easy to use magical item for prosperity, improving finances/business/sales, winning tenders, luck, acquire a job, career advancement. Just carry the item in your pocket or install it in your shop, office, store, kiosk, etc. Simple chanting required.

Face of Enchantment  
Code: Magick541  
Just swallow this magickally empowered item and acquire facial radiance and attractiveness. You will always look young and exude extraordinary personal magnetism. You will find yourself gaining popularity as people find you desirable as a friend, associate,
companion, lover, etc. The item is easy to use—no negative side effect whatsoever.

**Sultan's Oil of Magnificence**  
**Code: Magick542**  
A magickal item for men having problems with their sexual tool. The Sultan's Oil of Magnificence is an empowered vial of oil which works in conjunction with a shamanic mantra to help cure impotence in all of its manifold expression. If you seek to increase the size, strength, power and prowess of your manhood in just a matter of days, this magical item is certainly for you. The item is easy to apply. Contents of vial approx. 10cc.

**The Legendary Gumanthong**  
**Code: Magick543**  
The legendary boy-spirit that brings luck, prosperity and wealth to its master/mistress. No matter what business or trade you may be involved in, this boy-spirit will help your sales and finances to improve. Have a good relationship with this boy-spirit and you will always be assisted to attain abundance and never suffer from want or poverty. The spirit may follow you around to influence people to enrich and benefit you in every way. Win the favors of superiors, business associates, the opposite sex, clients, etc. Now you have a power to deal with difficult people and have them turn to your point-of-view. A 7-day ritual-chanting is required but it is not difficult to do. Stock is limited, so get yours now before the adept-producer decides to cease producing this occult curio.

**Semar Love-Blessings**  
**Code: Magick545**  
Carry this magical item for attracting others—this helps you solve all romantic matters and will bring joy and happiness in your love-life. This occult curio can also assist you to improve relationships with your peers and superiors at your work place and will help you win favors, raise, etc. Domestic problems with family and relatives can also be improved. This item has a genie associated with it—though chanting is required but it is not difficult to do. Stock is limited!

**The Healing Power of the Magickal Wood**  
**Code: Magick546**  
The power of this object comes from its natural properties and the empowerment conferred to it through magickal rituals. It helps to neutralize negative energies in one's system, subtle body, force-field/aura. If you are having lots of bad-luck in life, always failing in your endeavors and efforts to self-improvement, always insulted by others, etc., this item will be of much help to improve your situation by dissipating the negative, cursed energies in your being. This magical object also alleviates medical and non-medical problems. If helps to heal those influenced by black-magick, psychic attacks, malicious entities, etc. This item is easy to use—simple chanting required.

**The Stone of Enchantment**  
**Code: Magick547**  
Just rub this magical stone on your face and your countenance will enchant people! Your face will have a radiance that others will admire and be attracted to. You will find it easy to make friends, form relationships, acquire the sympathy of others, etc. The item is easy to use—simple chanting required.

**Magickal Thunderbolt Stone**  
**Code: Magick548**  
This magical stone is the concrete manifestation of the dynamic processes of Nature. It is the creation of a thunderbolt as it strikes the ground—as such it contains beneficial occult properties. This stone has also been magickally empowered to optimize its power. Carry this item for luck, prosperity, charisma, a commanding presence, and the ease in solving problems. The item also wards-off psychic attacks, black-magick, and the influences of negative entities. This item is likewise helpful in alleviating physical ailments such as strokes, paralysis, muscular pain, etc. Some simple chanting is required—easy to use. Stock is limited.

**The Lucky Buffalo**  
**Code: Magick549**  
This Lucky Buffalo charm has a genie associated with it—the spirit intelligence and power of the wild buffalo. This genie may appear before you if conditions are right or manifest its presence in some manner. The item requires chanting for commanding the genie, but it is not difficult. Stock is limited.

**The Industrial Genie**  
**Code: Magick551**  
A genie who will strive in every way to assist you to solve your problems, directly or indirectly—problems related to luck, career, soul-mate, attraction, charm, commanding presence, protection, the study of the occult/magick, etc. This genie may appear before you if conditions are right or manifest its presence in some manner. The item requires chanting for commanding the genie, but it is not difficult. Stock is limited.

**The Bodyguard Genie**  
**Code: Magick552**  
An easy to use genie item! The spirit—intelligence of this magical object protects its master from physical, psychic, and magical harm. As a spirit-bodyguard, it protects the one it serves against violence, bullies, stick-ups, torture, enemies, slander, the evil machinations of men, black-magick, psychic attacks, malicious entities, accients, mishaps, etc. It helps neutralize/immobilize the many obstacles in your life that have as yet to be manifested or is unseen/hidden in your daily life and experience so that all your endeavors will run smoothly. If anything is amiss, or does not feel right, the genie may whisper warnings clearly to your sense of hearing. This item requires some simple chanting—nothing difficult. Stock is limited.

**The Genie Prince**  
**Code: Magick553**  
This handsome and macho genie can assist you in solving many social and mundane matters. The genie can help you to appear charming, macho and irresistible; he can fill you with personal magnetism and a commanding presence. The Genie Prince can influence others to be sympathetic to your desires and cause others to be fond of you and like you immensely. The genie can help you to progress in your political and military/martial career and even protect whatever office, appointment, or station you have attained. This Genie-Prince will be your shield against negative forces. The genie will make you lucky in every aspect. The Genie-Prince can be
Some chanting is required but it is not too difficult. Stock is limited.

Snake Goddess Khodam
Code: Magick554
Command this khodam to help manifest your desires or to attain your dreams! This is a Javanese khodam that vows to help its Keeper--command it for protection, luck, strength, improved finances, a soul-mate, popularity, etc. Chanting is required in the magickal ritual but it is not difficult to do. The item may be passed on to your children or grandchildren when you no longer need it. No negative side-effects.

The Love Mustika
Code: Magick555
If it pleases Allah, with the power of this empowered mustika--stone you will attract the person whom you desire--s/he will offer his or her heart to you and be your devoted mate. This item is easy to use with simple activation-chanting. Do not misuse this item or you will create negative karma that manifests as suffering in your personal life. Use only with the intention of marriage or healing a relationship.

The Mystic-Power Oil
Code: Magick557
With the power-spell and the empowered champaka flower object you will persuade the forces of the universe to work in your favor, to assist and bless you with success in your endeavors, and with quick sales of your commodities. Everyone would feel attracted to you and offer their affections, sympathies, and assistance. The magickal ritual requires some chanting, but it is not difficult. Suitable even for a novice.

Temple Genie
Code: Magick558
Photos of Genies A highly-skilled temple-genie from a sacred-site in East Java, Indonesia! This genie can help you improve your psychic-sensitivity, ESP, and assist you to heal others or to solve problems. If you have a spiritual, psychic, magickal, shamanic, or a metaphysical practice, this is the genie to acquire as your personal assistant. The Temple-Genie will also help you to develop charm, personal magnetism, a commanding-presence, etc. Wherever you go, the Genie may follow you around--its presence can be felt and if you have some clairvoyant ability you may even see it. When this happens you may converse freely with this handsome-looking genie. It is possible that you may also meet the genie in your dreams or when you are in the borderline-state between dreaming and being physically conscious. The temple-genie comes with an object which it associates itself with--and its name is given. This item is easy to use and only requires basic occult skills in visualization, concentration, attunement, relaxation, etc. Stock is limited.

Wealth Magnet
Code: Magick559
Easy to use magickal item for attracting wealth! Simple chanting required. This is a Javanese magickal item, the mystic-power oil helps the user to acquire extraordinary powers, protection, spirit-aid/guidance, occult success, ESP, etc. This easy to use item is applied as an empowerment and as a training aid. Some simple chanting required. This is a Javanese magickal item, the product of an advanced occult adept.
Golden Talisman
Code: Magick568
Power-talisman magically charged for protecting the user against evil, tyranny, aggressors, malicious genies, demons, etc. Develops charisma in the user—easily acquire the respect of others; attracts luck, prosperity, blessings, etc. The item is easy to use—simple chanting required.

Skin of the Sacred Buffalo
Code: Magick569
A piece of dried skin from a sacred cow of the Keraton (palace compound of the monarch) in Java, believed to be a bringer of prosperity and blessings. This relic possesses strong pranic energies—it has been empowered with additional metaphysical energies making this a powerful natural artifact. By carrying this magical item you will attract luck from all points of the compass, financial blessings would flow to you; whatever your profession/trade, you will prosper. This occult item also affords invulnerability against sharp weapons and protection against psychic attacks, black magic, voodoo, etc. This occult artifact is easy to use. Chanting is simple.

Healer’s Magickal Oil
Code: Magick570
This magical oil will aid the user to be a metaphysical healer. By the grace of God, with the application of this Healer’s Magickal Oil those suffering from ailments would recover quickly. Using this item is easy with a minimum amount of chanting. Approximate amount: 5cc.

Hasafa Mubarok Talisman
Code: Magick571
Magical talismanic cloth empowered with metaphysical energies resulting in various powers/virtues such as the power of attraction; success in endeavors; pass examinations/acquire jobs easily; prosperity; business success; heal psychic attacks/possessions; helps one to have children; helps prevent the user from being addicted to immoral activities; protects one’s car from accidents; increase in intelligence/development in mental faculties, etc. The item is easy to use without any chanting or difficult rituals required. Magical

Power-Bone
Code: Magick572
The power of this magical animal-bone, metaphysically empowered through long rituals, helps its Keeper in monetary matters. It attracts luck, prosperity, wealth, business success, etc. You will have financial security and have abundance. With the power of this talismanic natural relic you will gain the respect of people and be protected against psychic attacks, black magic, etc. There are 3 genies attached to this object, they will help you to improve your life—a chanting-talism is required to use this item—it is not difficult. These genies are not commandable but are to be mobilized into activity with the help of the ritual. Stock is limited.

Wealth Khodamic Talisman
Code: Magick573
A magically empowered talisman with a khodam/spirit—intelligence attached. The combined powers of this talisman and khodam will assist you in financial matters, helping you to be successful in your endeavors, to acquire wealth and abundance. You will always find a means to earn a living, to be financially independent-opportunities will come your way. The khodam will assess your background and help you to improve your financial situation. This item is easy to use with a minimal amount of chanting.

Brojo Musti Belt
Code: Magick574
This empowered belt (for small-medium waist) has many virtues; wear it for protection against accidents, enemies, and slander; the power of the belt will cause people to respect and honor you; you will gain the trust of your superiors; ease in attaining your desires/success in endeavors; you will gain the upper-hand in every situation; you will have luck and easily improve your financial status; you will be protected against psychic attacks, black-magic, malicious genies; you will be protected against psychic-attacks, black-magick, voodoo, etc. You will have luck and easily improve your financial status; you will gain the upper-hand in every situation; you will have luck and easily improve your financial status; you will be protected against psychic attacks, black magick, voodoo, etc. The belt has the power of directing your body with martial-arts movements. Minimal chanting.

Magickal Stone Vessel
Code: Magick575
A magically empowered miniature stone water-vessel with two khodams attached, a male and a female. These khodamic genies assist their Keeper to improve in finances matters; to be successful in business, trade, commerce, etc. They enchant others with friendliness and kindness towards their Keeper; friends, peers, and superiors will respect the Keeper of this item. The Keeper will find that his life runs smoothly—whatever he does will be successful. The Keeper will be protected against psychic attacks, black-magick and malicious entities. These genie servants can be especially commanded for more focus on the virtues/purposes already stated. Extensive chanting required to command the genies, otherwise they function automatically.

Magickal Genie Pot
Code: Magick576
Three genies are anchored to this empowered miniature magical pot. The purpose of this occult curio is to help the user to quickly attain his/her desires, to realize dreams in the quickest time possible. The genies are pleased to assist their Keeper in matters of finances; career; attracting a soul-mate; luck; advancement in rank/office; win tenders; general attraction; protection from harm; build-up a commanding presence; awakening occult ability, etc. Some chanting is required to command the genies but it is not difficult. The genies are made active and respond with the recitation of the Javanese mantra. If you are looking for a simple genie item to work with—this is the item to choose!

The Yellow Fairy
Code: Magick577
A highly intelligent, and knowledgeable fairy who can help you achieve success in your life and to attain your desires. Command this fairy to help you improve your finances; advance your career or help you get a job; attract a soul-mate; be lucky in all mundane affairs; help you to understand/know more of the occult and to develop psychic skills/abilities, etc. The fairy will follow you around in your daily affairs to assist, protect, inspire, etc. Extensive chanting required for commanding this fairy. Stock is limited.

Lion-King Ring
Code: Magick578
Wear this ring if you wish to acquire the commanding presence/authoritative bearing of a lion-king. People would feel and sense your strong presence and leadership; your firm voice can cause others to tremble and become weak; your punches can cause great damage and harm—even death—this power is to be used wisely. This magically empowered ring/stone can help you affect and influence others strongly. This magical ring with its large stone is actually meant for men, though it only comes in a single ring-size. Anyone may also use this item by carrying or wearing it as a pendant. Some chanting required.

The Mystic Ring of Protection
Code: Magick579
If it pleases God you will also be protected from thieves and physical harm. The belt has the power of directing your body with martial-arts movements. Minimal chanting.

The Ring of Blessings
Code: Magick580
This magically empowered large stone-ring confers many blessings to its user; among its virtues: personal magnetism, attraction, charm, loved by people, social popularity; domestic harmony; helps the user
to find a soul-mate quickly; career advancement; helps user to find a job; be respected by peers, superiors and inferiors; business success; helps salespersons to be successful in selling property and vehicles; helps heals physical and psychic ailments such as black magick, possessions, psychic influence, etc.; helps overcome infertility for couples wishing to have children; helps the user to thread the path of righteousness; helps improve mental faculties; helps health practitioners to have many patients/clients. This item is easy to use--no chanting required. May be used/worn by both men and women.

The Ring of Lady Fortuna
Code: Magick581
Wear this occult-charged-stone-ring to attract luck from all points of the compass! Its power will assist you to overcome problems with ease; the item helps to balance and stabilize your mind, you will find it easier to control or command situations. The size of the ring is small and meant for women, but men can carry the item in the pocket or wear as a pendant and derive benefit from it. This item is easy to use.

The Ring of Business Success
Code: Magick582
If it so pleases Allah, this magickal ring can aid your efforts in manifesting your dreams, ambitions and desires. It will help you to prosper, to be successful in business; whatever your trade or business might be, the power of this stone-ring will give a boost to your sales and profit; you will be lucky in all things. This magickally-charged stone-ring may be used/worn by men and women. Wear it on your finger or carry it in your pocket, or hang it on a chain as a pendant. This item is easy to use.

The Ring of Lady Venus
Code: Magick583
If you have problems with personal relationships or trouble finding a companion, soul-mate, etc., then this ring is for you. This magickally-charged stone helps its user to attract an appropriate soul-mate; it confers personal magnetism and charm; anyone in contact with the user would feel attracted and feel admiration for the latter; the power helps the user to be successful in all sorts of relationships; helps attract customers and potential clients. This magickally-charged stone-ring may be used/worn by men and women. Wear it on your finger or carry it in your pocket, or hang it on a chain as a pendant. This item is easy to use.

Javanese Wealth Charm
Code: Magick584
By the Grace of Allah, this magickal charm empowered with spiritual, metaphysical forces and a khodamic being will aid you to improve your business and financial affairs; you will experience prosperity in a short period of time. The item is easy to use with a minimum amount of chanting. There are no negative side-effects.

Javanese Lucky Charm
Code: Magick585
With this charm you will attract luck from all points of the compass; you will be successful and lucky in all of your endeavors; you will be given the necessary aid to attain your goals by the people around you--they will be sympathetic to your cause. The item has a genie that will help improve your finances and help solve the problems that you face daily. Simple chanting is required to command the genie for any specific purpose. There are no negative side-effects.

Mystic Lake Charm
Code: Magick586
This magickal charm comes from a power-spot, a lake in East Java well-known for its paranormal manifestations. The item not only possesses the metaphysical energies of the mystic-lake, it has also been magickally empowered by an occult adept making this item quite potent. The virtues of this item: attraction; soul-mate; personal-magnetism; domestic harmony; career advancement; acquire a job easily; sympathy at the working place; promotions; improvement in business; helps one to sell property/commodities quickly; helps remove physical ailments, possessions, psychic attacks, etc.; helps barren couples to have children and painless labor; helps improve mental faculties; helps practitioners to have many clients. This item is easy to use--no chanting required.

Stone of Might
Code: Magick587
A magickally empowered stone that confers a powerful commanding presence--helps one to gain respect and sympathy; one's shouts carries lots of energy that can cause people to tremble in fear--especially useful in situations involving lynching mobs and anarchy; one's punches wield great power that could be fatal to those receiving the blows--use with care, do not abuse this. The stone also increases personal magnetism and helps one to attract anyone of interest. The item is easy to use with simple chanting. This occult stone may be set into a ring/pendant.

Genie Servants of the Mystic Forest
Code: Magick588
These genie servants, a male and a female, if it pleases Allah, will serve you in matters of financial/business/sales improvement; solving problems; attraction; gaining sympathy; protection against psychic attacks, malicious entities, black magick. These genie servants, a male and a female, if it pleases Allah, will serve you in matters of financial/business/sales improvement; solving problems; attraction; gaining sympathy; protection against psychic attacks, malicious entities, black-magick, etc. They can help you attain reasonable desires quickly. The genies come from a forest in East Java well-known for its power-spots and genie-kingdoms. The commanding ritual of this item is not too difficult to do; the genies are activated by chanting certain names/prayer verses.

Javanese Mystic Charm of Enchantment
Code: Magick589
A magickally empowered Javanese charm that enchants onlookers; your face would be radiant and people would admire and seek to get acquainted with you; your desires are easily fulfilled as people become eager to please you and be sympathetic to your cause; enemies can transform into friends, friends into close-buddies; your luck potential would increase. This item is easy to use with a minimum amount of chanting.

Javanese Mystic Charm of Protection
Code: Magick590
This magickal item is a spike of a sea-creature traditionally used by Javanese shamans for its virtues of psychic-protection. It has additionally been empowered with khodamic-spirit energies making this a powerful item. This mystic charm protects its Keeper against psychic attacks, black-magick, malicious spirits, voodoo, curses, negative spells, etc. This mystic charm ensures one's safety 24 hours a day. This item is easy to use with no chanting required.

Spirit Mystic Love-Stone of the Indian Ocean
Code: Magick591
Photos of Genies The power of this magickally empowered stone with the blessings of the spirits of the Indian Ocean is a great aid in the matters of love/romance. The person that you wish to enchant and attract will fall in love with you and desire only to be devoted to you. Do not abuse the power of this mystic-stone--do not use it to fool around, break hearts or exploit people as it carries karmic consequences. This mystic stone also wards-off psychic attacks, attracts luck, vitalizes the body, and protects one from mishaps. This mystic love-stone is easy to use--it may be set into a ring. Chanting required to attract specific persons, otherwise, the virtues function automatically.

Mystic Clam of Silence
Code: Magick592
The power of this magickally empowered mystic-clam ensures that no one talks to you in a negative way; no one would insult or disrespect you in any manner; those who dislike you and would normally throw insults at you would "clam-up" and remain silent. The power also subdues and influences large groups of people to be quiet and not spread any negative word that harms your good name. The Mystic-Clam can protect not only its Keeper but all that come under its influence--store it at home, your shop, office, or carry it
with you. You will have less complaint at your working place. The item is easy to use with no chanting required.

The Javanese Genie Khodam
Code: Magick593
If you are searching for a genie that requires no commanding but who will automatically aid you in every way--this is the item to choose. No chanting or rituals required. Simply carry this item with you wherever you go. The genie will analyze your situation and help you whenever there is a need in matters of protection, career advancement, domestic harmony, business improvement, luck, etc. With this magical item you will stand firm and not be easily moved by enemies, competitors, rivals, etc. Military officers, politicians, business persons would benefit much from this item.

Semar's Prestige Power
Code: Magick594
This magical charm with a khodam-spirit attached, will help assure that you achieve and attain a higher social level; if you are involved in business or have a shop, this would improve; if you are involved in corporations, politics or military, you will rise in office/rank; if you have any goals or dreams, the Semar's Prestige Power will help you achieve it. Once having attained your desires the item will help stabilize your position; hostile parties would fail in their attempts to "overthrow" you. This magical charm will help you win political offices that you so desire. This item is easy to use. Simple chanting required.

Gumanthong Blessing Spirit
Code: Magick595
A long sought-for item by collector's of magical curio-powers! This magical item with a "Gumanthong" or "child spirit -servant," helps to bless the home with harmony, abundance, luck, good fortune, etc. It functions automatically though it can be commanded, through chanting, for specific purposes or desires, by the will of Allah. This item has no side-effects and is safe to be present in your home amidst your family. Like all genie-items, this item can be passed down to your children, and your children's children making it a magical family heirloom.

The Giant Genie
Code: Magick596
This gentle Giant Genie can be your most loyal spirit-companion who will aid and improve your life according to your command; the Giant Genie can help improve your luck; advance your career; acquire a job/get promoted; pay debts/acquire loans; be attractive; it can increase your personal magnetism and overshadow you with a commanding presence; the Giant Genie will protect you or be your bodyguard and can help you be victorious in your undertakings; the genie can aid you with health problems as well as many other things. Please note that this is not a conjunction as the genie is already present and attached to an object. This item requires some chanting to command the Giant Genie--it is not difficult.

The Fiery Super Genie
Code: Magick597
Photos of Genies This magical Fiery Super Genie can help its Keeper to be more psychic and possess occult knowledge and skills; it is one of the rare genies that can often appear to its Keeper if the latter has a good relationship with it and well attuned with its energies; it can choose to manifest in any manner to make itself known--this may all take time and the process of getting acquainted. The genie can be commanded to aid you for various purposes such as gaining luck; prosperity; career advancement; acquire a soul-mate; acquire a commanding presence; protect the home, etc. Some chanting is required to command the genie--the latter may even aid you in every aspect of your life without any specific command.

The Naga Charm
Code: Magick598
This magical charm with a spirit-khodam attached to it, basically protects you from the machinations, the slander, and harm aimed towards you from hostile and envious individuals. It helps promote/improve your business and financial status. It maintains your business in an occult manner so that it does not suffer any sort of problems. This item is easy to use with no difficult rituals whatsoever.

Javanese Love Charm
Code: Magick599
Carry this magically empowered item with its khodam-spirit on your person to attract the opposite sex--if it pleases Allah, with just one look the subject would be intensely attracted to you. The power of this charm causes people to like you and be sympathetic to your cause; you will have many friends and have good relationships with those who are close to you. This item is easy to use--no chanting required.

The Scented Fairy
Code: Magick600
This fairy comes from a power-spot, a sacred-site in East Java along the coast. This fairy-spirit carries a sweet aroma with her everywhere she goes. She may be commanded for various purposes related to domestic issues; love; attraction; health; career; prosperity; luck; psychic development; magical knowledge, etc. Chanting is required to command the fairy for specific purposes/desires, with the will and permission of Allah, the chanting is a little intense. The fairy may follow you wherever you go and will be at hand to wave her magick wand or sprinkle fairy dust whenever she deems it necessary to help improve your life. Stock is limited.

Fairy of Joy
Code: Magick601
A fairy that brings joy and harmony wherever she goes! She comes from a sacred site in East Java. This fairy being can help its Keeper to establish domestic harmony in the home; it can be commanded to aid in various matters such as romance, relationship-issues; luck; personal magnetism; enhancement of psychic senses; intuition; abundance; prosperity; career advancement; social popularity, etc. This fairy may follow you wherever you go to aid you 24 hours a day, seven days a week. Some chanting is required to command the fairy, but it is not too difficult.

The Genie King
Code: Magick602
One of the most powerful genies offered by the Javanese adepts of ilmu al-Hikmah here in Java! If you have other genies in your collection, store this one separately as this one may cause others to feel uncomfortable. This genie serves its Keeper in many ways and can be commanded for matters related to protection, prosperity, career, charisma, personal-magnetism, healing, etc. It is recommended that the user gain experiences with other genies that we offer prior to acquiring and practicing with this item. Chanting is required to command the genie but it is not too difficult. Stock is limited.

The Genie Queen
Code: Magick603
One of the most powerful genies offered by the Javanese adepts of ilmu al-Hikmah here in Java! If you have other genies in your collection, store this one separately as this one may cause others to feel uncomfortable, or store it with its companion, the Genie King. This Genie Queen, like the king-genie, serves its Keeper in many ways and can be commanded for matters related to protection, prosperity, career, charisma, personal-magnetism, healing, etc. It is recommended that the user gain experiences with other genies that we offer prior to acquiring and practicing with this item. Chanting is required to command the genie but it is not too difficult. Stock is limited.

Genie King of the Middle East
Code: Magick604
A genie of a higher class, a "king" amongst the regular genies--this one comes from the Middle East and Arabic is its native tongue. This type of genie is acquired by the occult adept with great difficulty and thus its availability is limited. This king genie, like the regular genie kings, can be requested to assist its user to improve many aspects of his/her life. The difference between genies of the royal class and the
regular genies is that these higher class genies work much faster, is much stronger, and give better results; command the genie for charisma, protection, personal magnetism, prosperity, luck, love, advancement in career, win tenders, business success, political advancement, etc. If you have other genies in your collection, store this one separately as this genie may cause others to feel uncomfortable. It is recommended that the user gain experiences with other genies that we offer prior to acquiring and practicing with this item. Chanting is required to command the genie but it is not too difficult.

Genie Queen of the Middle East
Code: Magick605
A genie of a higher class, a "queen" amongst the regular genies--this one comes from the Middle East and Arabic is its native tongue. This type of genie is acquired by the occult adept with great difficulty and thus its availability is limited. This queen genie, like the regular genie/fairies queens, can be requested to assist its user to improve many aspects of his/her life. The difference between genies of the royal class and the regular genies is that these higher class genies work much faster, is much stronger, and give better results; command the genie for charisma, protection, personal magnetism, prosperity, luck, love, advancement in career, win tenders, business success, political advancement, etc. If you have other genies in your collection, store this one separately as this genie may cause others to feel uncomfortable. It is recommended that the user gain experiences with other genies that we offer prior to acquiring and practicing with this item. Chanting is required to command the genie but it is not too difficult.

Power Lingga of Worldly Advancement
Code: Magick606
With this empowered occult item your desires will easily be fulfilled and many of your worldly problems be solved; this magickal item can help you with the following: prosperity; career advancement; promotions; business improvement; win tenders; be acquitted in court; heal sexual impotency, etc. The Javanese occult item is easy to use with only a minimum amount of chanting.

Magickal Healing Stone
Code: Magick607
This magickal healing stone blessed by nature-spirits and empowered by an occult adept well-versed in al-Hikmah and Javanese shamanism can help its user to heal all sorts of physical ailments, if it so pleases Allah. Some chanting is required in its usage though the procedure is not difficult.

Istambul Power Talisman
Code: Magick608
This magically empowered al-Hikmah talisman is highly praised by Imam Abil Abnas, Syech Achmad Alil Bauni Al Mashuri in the book "Syamsul Ma'arif". Its virtues includes the following: protection in the presence of enemies or danger; protection from the machinations of negative people, malicious entities and black magicians (black magick/psychic attacks); protection from slander and tyrannical persons; protection from wild animals; helps to gain respect and honor from society, associates, peers, and superiors--whatever you say is considered with high regard; helps the user to attain goals/desires quickly; establishes domestic harmony and a peaceful mind; helps the user to quickly find a soul-mate; acquire luck from all quarters of the compass; success in every work or project you undertake; helps improve business and finances; prosperity; when installed in one's home, office, shop, etc--it will be safe from intruders, thieves, fire, etc; protects crops from pests. The Istambul Power Talisman confers many other benefits and blessings that the user will discover after using it for a certain period of time. The item is easy to use without any chanting required. Stock is limited.

Occult Shield of Protection
Code: Magick609
Protect your home, office, shop, etc. with this Javanese/al-Hikmah occult item. Intruders will see spirit-tigers in the premises and will be scared out of their wits. Malicious spirits will also find it difficult to enter the area as they will be confronted by an impenetrable occult energy-shield. This item requires some chanting and preparation, it will, however, produce a powerful shield of protection surrounding your home and family or whatever area you wish to protect--suitable for those already familiar and experienced with chanting practices.

Talismanic Carpet of the Angels
Code: Magick610
As a very rare offering from the occult adepts here in Java, the Talismanic Carpet of the Angels helps the user to unfold his/her psychic abilities, potentials, skills and inner knowledge; this especially empowered item raises the frequency of the user so that s/he may penetrate the higher dimensions and receive solutions to problems and intuitive occult knowledge from the Higher Self, angelic spirits, mentors and masters. This magickal item is easy to use with a minimum amount of chanting required; the item itself is exquisite in design with various magickal inscriptions. Stock is limited.

The Flower Charm
Code: Magick611
One of the more powerful love charms--this item is to be used for attracting specific persons, but only with marriage in mind--it is not to be used for frivolous pursuits or casual sexual/romantic relationships. The power of this item can cause the subject to think constantly of you--your image will haunt the subject with desire for you. Misuse of this item can cause psychological harm to the subject whom you wish to attract and consequently, plant the seeds of negative karma that you will reap. Again, use this item only for a pure relationship with marriage in mind. The item can also be used to call runaways to return home. Usage is easy, requires simple chanting of a powerful Javanese spell.

Tiger Martial Power
Code: Magick612
A magickal amulet that possesses tremendous power for self-defense. Attacking aggressors with bad intentions would weaken and be immobilized; they may cough up blood. Your punches and strikes can be fatal--be careful not to fight offensively unless left with no other options. This magickal amulet can help the user to avoid fights in the first place by empowering the latter with a powerful authoritative bearing and aura; this power causes those with malicious intent to tremble in the user's presence--this also applies to malicious spirits, demons, and other entities. The Tiger Martial amulet also protects the user against black magic, psychic attacks, the evil-eye, etc. With such power as the above the user is expected to maintain humility and realize that the power is simply a blessing from the Almighty--the charm should be considered as only a carrier for God's blessings. This item is easy to use with simple chanting.

Magickal Money Pot
Code: Magick613
A magickal empowered money-pot with a khodamic-spirit intelligence that assists its Keeper to attain prosperity, financial improvement, windfalls, luck, abundance, business success, increase in sales, etc. The item has no negative side-effects--it works through divine and angelic agencies, with spiritual prayers and chanting which is a little involved, lasting 7 days--Muslim and non-Muslim versions given. The nightly ritual might take about an hour to complete. The power or blessings can manifest through the Keeper--through personal effort; it can offer money-making ideas, inspiration, reveal opportunities for monetary improvement, cause people to offer gifts, or cause events to occur that would have a lucky and beneficial effect. The Keeper of this item is advised to sincerely donate often to divine and angelic agencies, to maintain humility and realize that the power is simply a blessing from the Almighty--the charm should be considered as only a carrier for God's blessings. This item is easy to use with simple chanting.

Batara Karang Spirit
Code: Magick614
The power and spirit-intelligence of this magickal item comes from the shamanic tradition of Javanese occultism. The spirit-intelligence is of a class/type that is scarce, and long sought for by many native occultists--now it is presented here to those who are keen on being its Keeper; because of its rarity we carry only a few in stock. The
associated spirit of this item is referred to as a "Batara Karang," a "god" or master of psychic forces. It is especially helpful in matters of prosperity, wealth, abundance; protection; charisma; a commanding presence; problem-solving, etc. It can be commanded for many matters. This spirit embraces Islam and its moral principles. Unlike other spirits of its kind, this Batara Karang spirit does not require any animal or blood sacrifices and will gladly assist its Keeper to improve his/her life—it assists because work helps itself to grow in intelligence, skill, power, spiritual awareness, etc. This item is not difficult to use (chanting is required to command the spirit—chants/prayers are in Arabic/Javanese) but it would be best that its intended Keeper has experiences in the occult and especially have worked with other spirit/genie/fairy items.

**Naga-Raja Spirit–Earth Lord of Wealth**  
*Code: Magick615*  
This scarce, occult spirit-item will aid you to attain prosperity, wealth, riches, luck, career advancement, and abundance. The spirit is a very high-class “dragon” lord, often referred to as a “wealth deity.” Some chanting in Javanese/Arabic is required to use this item, to command the spirit, however, it is not too difficult. This magical curio can be handed down to your children, grandchildren as a family heirloom. Like all genie/fairy items that we offer, there are no negative side-effects with the usage of this item. The power of this item is simply a support, a tool of the Source, your real aid comes from the Almighty.

**The Magickal Leopard Khodam**  
*Code: Magick616*  
A talismanic curio with magickal inscriptions! This magical item has been empowered with metaphysical energies that are helpful to its Keeper in many ways. Its virtues includes prosperity; luck; attraction; domestic harmony; sympathy from superiors and peers; helps one to acquire jobs easily or advance in one’s career; business improvement; charisma; power-persuasion for salespersons; health/vitality; wards-off psychic attacks, black-magick, negative entities; off-springs for those with no children; safe-labor during birthing of a baby; improvement of mental faculties; increase in clients, etc. The power of this curio may be tapped for manifesting specific desires! The item can be slipped into your wallet or purse—no chanting or difficult rituals required.

**Occult Power Oil of Bhima**  
*Code: Magick617*  
Especially formulated and empowered through long rituals, chanting, and meditations, this power oil of the legendary Bhima confers high charisma and a commanding presence/authoritative bearing. Your presence, movements and gestures can weaken your opponents in sports, debates or fights. Be careful when fighting as you would have the power-punch–this could be fatal to the one receiving your blows, punches and strikes. The oil also makes you attractive and desirable. Easy to use with a short prayer to memorize. Approx. 3cc.

**The Divine Curio**  
*Code: Magick618*  
The power and spirit-intelligence of this magical curio can help improve your business and sales as well as protect you against those who have wicked and evil intentions against you. This item is suitable for shop keepers, sales-persons, business persons, etc. There is a khodamic-spirit associated with this item—it is not difficult to use.

**Sacred Talisman of Cosmic Blessings**  
*Code: Magick619*  
An easy to use magickal item, this highly-charged, sacred talisman confers the following blessings from the Universal Essence, Cosmic forces and Spirit-Intelligences: It offers protection against all forms of danger; protection against slander and enemies; with the power of this talisman the user will be respected and honored by others; superiors at work will place their trust upon the user; desires are easily attained and problems are easily solved; helps attain prosperity and luck; protection against black-magick, negative witchcraft, psychic attacks and malevolent entities; helps the user to quickly acquire a soul-mate; protection against robbery, fire, etc.

**Prosperity Power of the Turtle Khodamic Spirit**  
*Code: Magick620*  
With this magickal item and its associated khodam your life will gradually improve in a significant manner; you will prosper in all aspects of your life, be lucky in everything that you do, and progress in your worldly work and career. The metaphysical energies and khodam of this item will empower, strengthen and inspire you in many subtle ways, and influence all those around you to attend to your needs and requirements. This item may be carried around in one’s pocket, purse, briefcase or bag. Some chanting is required to use this item but it is not too difficult to do—it is appropriate for novices and advanced practitioners alike. Stock is limited.

**Prosperity Power of the Miniature Naga-Raja Keris**  
*Code: Magick621*  
This unique occult item possesses metaphysical energies and a spirit intelligence that will help improve all aspects of your life; by being its Keeper you will attract luck and be successful in all of your endeavors; your business and career would improve; you will attain a high-office or rank in your work; you will attract a soul-mate if you are single. This occult Javanese Naga-Raja Keris is easy to use; a ritual is involved including some chanting. This item is to be installed in one’s home, it comes with the name of its presiding spirit-intelligence. Stock is limited.

**MAGHROBI TASBIH**  
*Code: Magick34*  
This magical rosary possesses occult powers that can truly be felt by the user! It has all sorts of unusual virtues of interest to the occultist! The functions & powers of the Maghrobi rosary:

1. For invulnerability to sharp weapons!
2. For increasing one’s personal magnetism!
3. As a magical love philter!
4. For increasing commerce, trade & business!
5. For evoking psychic energy for any purpose!
6. For influencing others!
7. For peace of mind!
8. For attracting luck & prosperity!
9. For helping debts to be paid quickly!
10. For meeting one’s soul mate (within 89 days)!
11. For binding one’s spouse to faithfulness!
12. For increasing one’s spiritual intelligence!
13. For building-up a power punch that leaves one’s opponent unconscious!
14. For building-up a psychic fence as a protection against all forms of evil!
15. For healing the possessed and those under the influence of black magic, witchcraft, hexes, etc!
16. For sharpening one’s psychic senses!
17. For influencing another’s mind!
18. For distant healing, mental & physical!
19. To strike a blow to another from a distance!
20. To heal and return the effects of black magick back to the sender!
21. For improving concentration and increasing psychic sensitivity!
22. For easily acquiring semen from the inner planes!
23. For acquiring the ability to see the inner worlds and its inhabitants (the world of the jinn)!
24. For acquiring the ability to see the familiar of an occult object!
25. To stop or remove rain and clouds to a different location!

**Even more powers are felt when the rosary is worn! Amaze yourself!**
practice with this item will eventually unveil the hidden life of Nature all around you. Stock is limited.

Sacred Talisman of the Javanese Saints
Code: Magick623
A magickal talismanic curio with metaphysical, spiritual, and sacred forces empowered through mystical formulas of the Javanese saints. This item is easy to use with only simple chanting required—suitable for occult novices or laypersons. Carry this talismanic curio for protection against physical and psychic attacks, the evil eye, black-magic, malicious entities, etc. It may be carried to attract the opposite-sex, to influence others, social popularity, charm, a commanding-presence, etc. It may be carried as a mystic-aid to acquire and absorb occult information and knowledge easily.

The Mystic-Luck Curio
Code: Magick624
If you have problems in any aspects of your life, this mystic-luck curio may aid you to become more fortunate in life. It helps remove the dark clouds of curses, mishaps, misfortune that besets your life. As it is a metaphysical, spiritual, and sacred item, it will also make you respected by society and be regarded highly by commerce, government, and social affairs. This Javanese occult item requires chanting and a simple cleansing self-empowerment ritual. Stock is limited.

General-Blessing Fairy
Code: Magick625
Photos of Genies An easy to use occult curio with a fairy-khodam associated with it. Carry this item or install it in a proper place for luck, prosperity, success in business/trading, career-advancement, popularity, promotions, successful debt-collection, charisma, a commanding-presence, protection, safety during travels, health, house/vehicle protection against accidents, thefts, etc. Some chanting required but it is not difficult to do. Especially suitable for novices of the occult. Please note that this is not a conjuration spell, the fairy-khodam is already present with the curio—this is a Javanese occult item.

Mystic Magnetic-Field of Light
Code: Magick626
This occult item empowered/consecrated at various mystical and power-sites, is designed to protect its User against psychic attacks, black magic, malicious entities and robbers/thieves with its powerful, metaphysical, magnetic-field of Light; this special amulet also attracts luck. This magickal Javanese curio is easy to use with a minimum amount of chanting. Suitable for novices and experts alike in metaphysical matters.

Mini Spear of the Sacred Tombs of the Saints
Code: Magick627
An absolutely easy to use occult amulet with no chanting or ritual work required. This magickal curio was empowered/consecrated at various sacred tombs and spiritual sites—the metaphysical and magnetic power of all of these sites have been incorporated into this small and unique item—you just have to carry it with you to benefit from its virtues which includes the following: protection against aggressors, enemies, malicious entities, black magic, and psychic attacks; protection against slander, wild beasts, trouble makers; helps to gain the respect of society; easily influence peers, inferiors and superiors; helps one to quickly attain objectives; establishes domestic harmony; helps one to quickly find a soul-mate; you would be lucky in all things; helps all personal efforts to whatever goals to be fruitful/have a successful outcome; success in business and trade; when installed in the home, office, shop, factory, vehicle, etc., it will help protect against thefts, intruders, robberies, and fire; this item confers countless other blessings that the user will discover personally.

Blessings of the Plantation Goddess
Code: Magick628
Carry this mystic-curio empowered with the forces of devas/fairies and the "goddess of plantation" for improving all aspects of your life. This magickal amulet especially helps you to acquire a soul-mate; helps you to attract the opposite sex; this occult item builds-up your power of influence so that people would extend to you more consideration and do your bidding. This item also wards-off negative forces; it attracts luck; protects you from danger; confers pranic forces to your being keeping you healthy and helps you to be successful in your endeavors. This item is easy to use with simple chanting required.

Dragon Bone of Cupid
Code: Magick629
This mystic "dragon bone" (earth-stone), is permeated with dragon-force/energies; it has also been empowered with metaphysical energies to aid its Keeper in matters of attraction, love, and romance. Subjects influenced by the person wielding this stone would be most attracted to the latter and will constantly have his/her mind filled with romantic desires and expectations. Please note that this Dragon Bone of Cupid can drive the subject influenced by its power to have psychological problems if left unattended with love and affection. Use with care and only if marriage is intended. This item is easy to apply and its power can also be used to call those who have spurned your love.

Blessings of the Mermaids
Code: Magick630
A magickal amulet ritually empowered with metaphysical, spirit/khodamic forces and blessings of mermaids from the hidden worlds. This curio empowered at power-spots sacred to sea-spirits, helps its Keeper to solve mundane problems, attain goals, fulfill dreams, remove obstructions and hurdles towards success. This usage of this item requires some chanting but it is not difficult to do.

The Merchant Stone of Business Success
Code: Magick631
The merchant of whatever trade or business will benefit from this magically empowered curio as it will aid in improving his business affairs. It helps to attract luck from all points of the compass; improves sales of commodities; helps the Keeper to be successful in negotiations, transactions and deals; helps to beat competitors. This item requires some chanting but it is not too difficult to do. There are no observances, restrictions or negative side-effects.

Blessings of the Sea-Spirits
Code: Magick632
Accept the blessings of the Sea-Spirits with this easy to use occult amulet—no chanting or rituals required. This magickal curio helps you to attain your goals/dreams; helps to attract the opposite-sex; establishes domestic harmony; makes you highly regarded by employers and bosses—helps you get a raise or promotions easily; business success—increases sales of commodities/goods/retail items; helps you in sales: sell-off your property, car, house, etc. with ease; strengthens your body—avoid ill-health; wards-off psychic-attacks and malicious entities—prevents possessions; helps increase fertility; when carried by children it helps them to improve their behavior and academic performance; helps practitioners to have many clients.

Amulet of Magickal Protection
Code: Magick633
This is an empowered amulet basically programmed in a metaphysical manner to protect its Keeper from the following: it protects the Keeper against enemies and aggressors; protects one against black, magic, psychic attacks and malicious spirits; protects one against slander and those with tyrannical natures; protects one from wild-beasts; protects one from spirit-possessions; protects one from negative people; protects an area (house, vehicle, factory, shop, restaurant, etc) from fire, intruders, thieves, etc. This magickal curio also makes one respected by society and be regarded highly by superiors, employers, and bosses; helps one to attain desires and goals quickly; helps to establish domestic peace; when carried by spinsters/bachelors, they will quickly find a soul-mate; helps to attract luck; improves one's financial affairs; wards-off pests. This item is easy to use—simply carry it on your person or install it where appropriate. No chanting or rituals required.
Blessings of the Earth Elementals
Code: Magick634
Carry this occult amulet with the empowerment and blessings of Earth-Elementals or Nature-Spirits. Empowered through certain magikal rituals at sacred-sites/power-spots, this mystic curio protects its Keeper against all forms of danger and magikal/psychic attacks; it protects its Keeper from the machinations of oppressors and those with ill-intent; it helps its Keeper to be successful in endeavors, to be respected by friend and foe; it has strong attractive powers--have the admiration of those around you; it also attracts luck from all points of the compass. This item is easy to use--no rituals or chanting required.

Amulet of the Snake-Goddess
Code: Magick635
This unique magikal curio empowered with the blessings of the queen of the "blorong-spirits" (half-human, half-snake) helps its Keeper to be successful in all of his/her business/social endeavors; it helps improve one's financial affairs and status; the mystic curio confers attractive virtues upon its Keeper--all those around will have love and affection for the latter; helps one to have a successful courtship; people will regard the Keeper of this curio highly and give heed to his/her words. This item requires some chanting but it is not difficult to do. This is a Javanese occult item.

Genie of Success
Code: Magick636
With the help of this Javanese genie you can have a greater success in your mundane endeavors--especially helpful in matters of luck; career; promotions; business negotiations; winning of tenders; courting of prospective marriage-partners; collecting debts; healing and spiritual work; influencing others; legal courtroom matters; protection, etc. Some chanting required but it is not difficult to do. Especially suitable for novices of the occult. Please note that this is not a conjuration spell, the genie is already present with the curio--this is a Javanese occult item.

The Semar Mesem Curio
Code: Magick637
Carry this item on your person for increasing your personal magnetism and charm; attract the opposite sex easily with your smile; influence others and gain social popularity. This item is easy to use--no chanting or rituals required. Suitable for beginners and experts in magick and the occult.

The Fairy Goddess of the Moon
Code: Magick638
This deva or fairy-goddess spirit, originates from a very sacred site in the island of Java; she is associated with the qualities and hidden forces of the moon; she is very congenial, humble, and powerful. She can help its Keeper in matters of love; romance; attraction; luck; career; promotions; business negotiations; winning of tenders; courting of prospective marriage-partners; collecting debts; healing and spiritual work; influencing others; legal courtroom matters; protection, etc. Some chanting required but it is not difficult to do. Especially suitable for novices of the occult. Please note that this is not a conjuration spell, the genie is already present with the curio--this is a Javanese occult item.

The Carpet of the Mystic Cosmos
Code: Magick639
With the ritualistic application of this magick carpet, your life problems are easily solved; obstacles are quickly overcome--this happens with the authority, permission, and blessings of God. Virtues includes: the attraction of a soul-mate; domestic harmony; career advancement, promotions, and quickly acquire a job; acquire favors from employers/superiors; obedience of employees/ inferiors; business success, increase in sales, lots of clients; the power helps you to quickly sell-off property, homes, cars, etc.; helps quicken the healing process of physical ailments; helps ward-off psychic attacks, black-magick, malicious entities from one's force-field; helps one to have off-spring; helps makes the user a positive blessing to the environment/surroundings and in the influence of others; improve mental faculties, IQ, memory, concentration, etc.; This al-Hikmah occult item is easy to use, regardless of religion, race, gender, and age. Some chanting required but it is not difficult.

Luck of the Ancients--Occult Curio
Code: Magick640
The luck of the ancients empowered in this unique occult curio! Carry this magickal item for luck and for improving your finances; helps to increase sales, improve business, acquire abundance in all things; all of your monetary problems are solved easily. Some chanting required but it is not difficult. Both muslim and non-muslim versions given.

Magickal Boy Khodam
Code: Magick641
This Javanese Magickal Boy Khodam aids its Keeper to be successful in business, in trade, and in whatever service that the latter offers to the public. It is especially useful in filling one's shop, store, or restaurant with customers/clients. Some chanting is required though it is not difficult to do.

Chakra-Arrow of Power
Code: Magick642
This magickal curio, empowered with powerful metaphysical forces through rituals at mystical sites, has the following virtues: it wards off negative forces, psychic-attacks, black magick, malicious spirits, demons, etc. It helps one to be successful in all endeavors; with its power one gains the respect of both friend and foe; one also acquires through magnetic transference, by carrying this item on our person, magickal force and power. This item is easy to use though some chanting is required.

Flower-Queen Khodam
Code: Magick643
Photos of Genies This magickal curio has been empowered with metaphysical_occult forces and a spirit-khodam that can help you to be successful in all of your mundane endeavors; it helps you to attract luck from all quarters of the compass; your business, rank, career, and office would be raised to a higher level; your finances and social life would improve; problems are easily solved. Some simple chanting required of this al-Hikmah item.

Lord of Love Khodam
Code: Magick644
This khodam has an expertise in romance/love matters and can help you acquire an appropriate soul-mate; he can help calm down fiery situations in the home and establish domestic harmony; he also aids in the following matters: getting a job, a raise, promotions; gain respect from inferiors, peers, and superiors in the work environment; acquire lots of clients and an increase in sales of goods and commodities for shop owners and traders; helps one to be an efficient salesperson--sell things easily; the item can help heal ailments of a physical or non-physical origin; helps to heal possessions and those influenced by black-magick/psychic attacks or malicious entities; helps one to have children and an easy labor during giving birth; helps to improve one's mental faculties; aids in one's metaphysical practice and attracting lots of clients. This item is easy to use without any chanting required.

Amulet of Wish Fulfillment
Code: Magick645
Carry this small-sized empowered amulet in your wallet/purse, or store it in your home--it helps you to attain and fulfill positive wishes and desires; it can help protect you from all sorts of magikal/psychic attacks; it can improve your finances and aid you to progress in all sectors of your life; simple chanting required--both muslim and non-muslim versions..

The Mystic Amulet of the Occult Javanese Elders
Code: Magick646
Empowered by the Javanese Elders of Indonesian Occultism, and using the lineage-powers/ritual-formulas of past masters, this magickal curio is a great blessing to its Keeper; it helps to improve all aspects of the Keeper's life, whether this be social, business, domestic, romantic, or work-related. This Javanese curio is easy to use though requiring some simple chanting. Stock limited.
MysticSerpent Amulet
Code: Magick647
This Mystic-Serpent amulet, metaphysically empowered and ritually charged by an Elder of Javanese occultism, carries powerful forces and a jinn-khodam that can assist its Keeper with the following matters: prosperity; luck from all points of the compass; business success; career advancement; problem-solving; etc. This magickal item requires chanting but is easy to use.

Mystic Spear-Head Amulet
Code: Magick648
Another fine magickal item empowered by the Javanese Elders of occultism and shamanism! This item charged with mystic-forces and a jinn-khodam can assist its Keeper with the following: Charmisma; protection; success in endeavors; luck; prosperity; business success; accelerates healing processes; win tenders; pay loans quickly, etc. This item is easy to use though some simple chanting is required.

Luck-Blessings Khodam
Code: Magick649
Acquire this magickal khodam to help you attract luck and blessings from the cosmos! It can aid you to improve your finances, career, business, social life, relationships, health, protection, etc. Some simple chanting required. The physical curio that has been empowered with metaphysical energies and khodam is small and unique—may be carried in the wallet, purse, bag, pocket, etc.

Sylphan Khodam Warrior of Riches
Code: Magick650
This genie native to high mountain peaks and tops, desire to assist you to solve the problems in life and to help fulfill your needs—with the permission and authority of Allah SWT, they will do so, and the positive effects and beneficial improvements in your life will be seen. This genie can help you in matters of prosperity, social/career advancement, romance, protection, charisma, artistic inspiration, etc.; Some chanting is required to direct the activities of this genie. This item is a blend of Javanese-al Hikmah occultism. Stock is limited.

Stone of Worldly Power
Code: Magick651
The occult power of this stone helps its User to be successful in life; to have abundance in all things, and to be prestigious in endeavours; its magickal energies ward off psychic attacks/black magic and machination of thieves; it attracts luck and general blessings. This item is easy to use—simple chanting required—a blend of Javanese and al-Hikmah occultism. Stock is limited.

Amulet of Protective Radiance
Code: Magick652
With this powerful amulet, the User would be protected against all forms of psychic attacks, black magic, spells, bad luck, malicious spirits, physical aggressors, weapons, and all forms of danger. The User would possess an authoritative, charismatic presence or bearing; helps one to gain respect from people. This item is easy to use with some simple chanting. It is small and can be carried in the pocket, wallet, purse, etc.

Genie of Blessings
Code: Magick653
If you need that extra magickal assistance to help improve your life and to aid you in your magickal studies, this is the genie that can prove to be useful. The genie will administer to your needs, directly or indirectly, in various matters such as finances; prosperity; career; luck; romance; progress in military/governmental office; protection, etc. The genie can aid you in your magickal progress and in metaphysical matters; the genie can work independently without any personal direction on your part, or it can be directed to assist you in specific matters of which chanting is required. This item is limited in stock—only a few available.

Javanese Personal Khodam of Prosperity & Wealth
Code: Magick654
This empowered occult curio with a Javanese Spirit-Khodam associated with it, helps its Keeper to be lucky in his or her mundane endeavors; it attracts beneficial forces and luck from all points of the compass; the power and spirit -intelligence of this item helps promote one's social and financial standing; it helps to improve business, trade; commercial activities, etc. It attracts wealth, windfalls, advances one's career, and help to dissolve problems obstructing financial growth. This magickal item has many other virtues that the Keeper will personality discover in time. This item requires some chanting but it is not too difficult. The item is small and can be carried in the pocket, wallet, purse, etc.

Wealth Blessings of the Hidden Kingdoms
Code: Magick655
Empowered and charged by spirit -intelligences and Javanese adept-shamans/al-Hikmah practitioners, this curio with its associated khodam, blesses its Keeper with wealth, abundance, prosperity, riches, business success, etc. The item is to be kept in the home. This item creates a positive atmosphere wherever it is installed and attracts beneficial metaphysical forces. Some chanting is required but it is not too difficult. This item may be handed over to your children or descendant as a family heirloom. Stock is limited.

Dragon Blessings
Code: Magick656
This amulet has been empowered with occult forces and a spirit -intelligence associated with magical dragons; it can be directed to help you in all aspects of your life; especially with the following: attracting luck; advancement in career/office/rank; winning business tenders; collecting debts/loans; attraction; developing a commanding presence; protection; victory and success in endeavors; healing, etc. Some chanting is required but it is not too difficult. This is a Javanese occult item.

Fairy of the Majaphit Kingdom
Code: Magick657
A benign fairy-being of the old Hindu Majapahit Kingdom of Java. She is powerful, old, and knowledgeable; this exquisite fairy can assist you to progress in life and to help you in political, diplomatic, judicial, business, and social matters. She can help you solve problems and be by your side to protect you from attacks in all forms, physical and magickal. Some chanting is required. Stock is limited—only a few available!

Khodam-Curio of Attraction & Sympathy
Code: Magick658
Metaphysically empowered through difficult rituals at power-spots and sacred sites, this occult curio with a khodam-servitor, helps its Keeper to improve aspects of life related to romance, general attraction, seeking-out a soul-mate, sympathy from the boss (for promotions and bonuses), etc. This powerful curio also helps to improve one's psychic; sensitivity, to gradually know the thoughts and feelings of others. Some simple chanting required. Stock is limited—only a few available.
## NON-BRANDED OILS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NBO1</td>
<td>Zafarron Oil</td>
<td>approx. 3cc</td>
<td>US$16.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBO2</td>
<td>Misik Oil</td>
<td>approx. 3cc</td>
<td>US$16.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBO3</td>
<td>Hajar Aswad Oil</td>
<td>approx. 3cc</td>
<td>US$16.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBO4</td>
<td>Jasmine Oil</td>
<td>approx. 3cc</td>
<td>US$16.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBO5</td>
<td>Agarwood Oil</td>
<td>approx. 3cc</td>
<td>US$16.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBO6</td>
<td>Sandalwood Oil</td>
<td>approx. 3cc</td>
<td>US$16.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBO7</td>
<td>Tuberose Oil</td>
<td>approx. 3cc</td>
<td>US$16.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NB08</td>
<td>Patchouli Oil</td>
<td>approx. 3cc</td>
<td>US$16.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NB09</td>
<td>Champaka Oil</td>
<td>approx. 3cc</td>
<td>US$16.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NB10</td>
<td>Kasturi Oil</td>
<td>approx. 3cc</td>
<td>US$16.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NB11</td>
<td>Tanjung Oil</td>
<td>approx. 3cc</td>
<td>US$16.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NB12</td>
<td>Malaikat Subuh Oil</td>
<td>approx. 3cc</td>
<td>US$16.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## ROSARIES

Rosaries with mystical powers imbued by Man and Nature!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ROSARIES02</td>
<td>Sacred Kalimosodo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROSARIES03</td>
<td>Sacred Stigi Wood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROSARIES04</td>
<td>Sacred Dewadaru Wood</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
AUDIO & VIDEO

Debus--Pagelaran Seni
Code: audvid01
Debus--the practice of mayhem! One of the cultural practices among the martial artists of Banten, Indonesia--as handed down to the modern practitioners by the pendekars or master martial-artists of yore. See invulnerability in action! Witness amazing feats! Though some of these attractions we suspect are done through trickery, the show itself represents selected powers of what a few practitioners may truly possess. This show is not for the faint-hearted! Original VCD. Cost: US$45 includes shipping.

Degung Perkawinan
Code: audvid02
Sundanese instrumental music often played during local weddings. Delightful and relaxing. May be used in conjunction with magickal ritual work or meditation. Contains 10 tracks: Bulan Dagoan, Mojang Priangan, Es Lilin, Kedah Kasaha, etc. Original CD. Cost: US$50 includes shipping.

Kacapi Suling
Code: audvid03
Sundanese instrumental music. Wonderful flute playing--puts one in a trance! Suitable for relaxation, meditation and magickal ritual work. Contains 10 tracks: Cinta, Kalangkang, Sorban Palid, Aduh Manis, Bajing Luncat, etc. Original CD. Cost: US$50 includes shipping.

Polostomo
Code: audvid04
Sundanese instrumental music especially composed for Pencak Silat dancing. Contains 10 tracks: Tepak Tili, Tepak Dua, Tepak Rincik, Pareredan, etc. Original CD. Cost: US$50 includes shipping.

Incense

Menyan Madu Incense Crystals—20 grams Code: Incense09
Incense traditionally used for evocation in Indonesian Shamanism. Crushed form--sprinkle over burning coals.

Buhur Apple Incense
Code: Incense12
Incense used for rituals of evocation.

Bulu Perindu Dayak Asli
Code: Talismans33
One of the wierdest thing in our collection. The grass moves when placed on the palm of your hand; or soak it in water for just a few seconds and place it somewhere to see it wriggle. The Dayaks of Kalimantan (Borneo) use these grass as an ingredient for their love oils. Just steep them in your favourite perfume to fortify it with attractive powers. Comes in pairs.

SAPUJAGAD CHAKRAJAYA
MAGICKAL POWER
CODE: MAGICK35

Now, there is no need for wearing various amulets, talismans, wifik, hizb, etc. The power of just this one talisman is sufficient for your needs or you may use it to help others. No risks! Use it right away and prove its value!

The Powers of the Sapujagad Chakrajaya:

- Be loved by all persons--friend & foe
- Cause longing in the hearts of others
- Acquire a soul-mate quickly (within 120 days)
- Establish harmony in the home
- Acquire charisma and an authoritative bearing
- Be respected, honored and obeyed by all
- Attract luck
- Raise your prosperity level
- Pay debts effortlessly
- Acquire prestige
- Get a job quickly
- Protection from harm of all forms--spirits and wild animals will not molest or attack you
- Power punch--causes opponent to fall unconscious
- Invulnerability to weapons, strikes and blows
- Instant kung-fu
- Invisibility
- Evoke spirits the easy way
- Remove stormy weather
- Create a programmable double image of your self
- Create invisible fortresses
- Metaphysical detection
- ESP
- Heal others
- Exorcism
- And lots more!

CODE: MAGICK35

Talismans/Amulets

Sudarno’s Selendang Talisman
Code: TALISMANS27
Same as above but with a different design. Beautiful talismanic cloth worn around or over the shoulders. For protection during rituals of evocation; power; charisma; personal magnetism, etc.
Empowerments

Spiritual-Name Empowerment
Names can condition one's psyche and often influence the quality of life. Names have vibratory power and energies that can have a positive or a negative effect upon one's inner being, one's psychic centers/chakras, endocrine glandular system, etc—even affecting facial features and form. How many times do we find ourselves saying that one looks like a "Barbara," an "Alice," or a "Paul"—or something to that effect, and often to discover the uncanny reality of it? Names can cause a subconscious aspiration and desire to conform to the meaning of the name and express this blueprint in the world of form, no matter whether the name be beneficial or otherwise. A badly chosen name with a negative/neutral meaning can result in hurdles and obstacles towards success, peace, and happiness in one's life; an appropriate name can help one to attain those conditions or states much more easily without any hindrances. A suitable name is vital not only for worldly life, but for spiritual advancement as well where a carefully chosen name inspired by one's Higher Self/Guardian Angel can result in an accelerated progress in soul-culture, spiritual-unfoldment and divine-awareness. Names have meanings and energies with "frequencies" determined by their sound and numerical-values. The characteristics of names can often be determined by the occult art of Numerology, though not always in a perfect sense. In this empowerment we will acquire an appropriate name for you based on ancient tongues after magical/psychic attunement with your personal Higher Self/Guardian Angel for direction and inspiration—also for good fortune and suitability. These ancient languages are often considered "dead" and no longer in common usage. They are closer to the angelic-languages that are traditionally believed to be used in the higher spheres, realms and extraterrestrial worlds. We will empower you with the name through a mystical ceremony—you will be attuned not only to the meaning and the energies of the chosen name but with its virtues and powers as well. Your personal name, its meaning and the manner of usage will be revealed after the empowerment-ceremony. You need not change your primary/legal name to benefit from this empowerment. This is a long-distance (remote) empowerment.

Love-offering donation : US$140

Life-Regeneration
This is a two-part ritual that we will conduct on your behalf. The first part removes the metatypical toxins and negative leeches in your energy field. These psychic dross corrupts your emotions and mind and puts you into a negative, depressive, morbid state. They attract negative and unfortunate circumstances into your life. With the existence of the darkness in your aura people would feel uncomfortable in your presence—thus opportunities for financial growth, love and success would seldom come your way. Their removal lifts a great psychic burden and opens up channels for improvements in all sectors of your life. The first part of this ritual is commonly called "Ruwatan" in Javanese metaphysics. The second part of the ritual fills the void left by the removal of the psychic toxins with Divine Light. This light will keep you radiant as it uplifts your thoughts and feelings to a more positive and divine orientation. Blessings will be invoked upon your behalf so that the greater gifts of Nature may be procured. This ritual-service will help you to attract more fortunate circumstances and opportunities into your life and assist you to maintain psychological and physical health. This is a long-distance (remote) empowerment.

Love-offering donation : US$100

Soul-Healing
This ritual-service is a complement and a more advanced level of the Life-Regeneration empowerment. The latter has to be undergone before the 3-day Soul-Healing ritual may be conducted on your behalf. This soul-healing removes many karmic stains as permitted by the Higher Intelligences overseeing human evolution. Components of your occult structure other than the aura would be also be cleansed of psychic toxins. Certain precepts of life may have been learnt by your soul, however, unnecessary karmic stains may still exist—these may be removed so that you need not experience their negative effects manifesting in your life. As a result of this soul-healing, aside from the many mundane benefits, you would also have a greater capacity for absorbing Light-energies, developing your psychic senses and attuning to the creative forces of the Cosmos. This is a long-distance (remote) healing.

Love-offering donation : US$150

Metaphysical Implants
Our metaphysical implants fill your being with a certain divine force that you might need to spiritually progress. It helps you to tune-in to the higher frequencies of life and develop your creative soul-potentials. For a balance in your soul, all three qualities of Love, Power, and Intelligence should be present; therefore it is suggested that you choose the implant that you are lacking—or you may request for all three. Other types of metaphysical implants will be added to this section from time to time. The implants are most effective after the Life-Regeneration and the Soul-Healing have been undergone. They are to be regarded as stimulants and catalysts that develops the inherent qualities and attributes of the Soul. This is a long-distance (remote) empowerment.

Implants :
Love-Consciousness Implant
This implant builds up an unconditional and an enlightened love-consciousness. Devotional and selfless qualities among others would develop with the pulsating presence of the implant. Without true divine love in your heart the higher angelic beings would have trouble approaching you and bless you with the gifts of the Spirit. Without love it would be difficult to embrace all beings of the universe and to establish peace in the House of God. Without true love it is impossible to evolve.

Intelligence/Wisdom-Consciousness Implant
Without spiritual intelligence or wisdom, love is often improperly expressed, akin to spoiling one's children. It is possible for one to love in the wrong way, to give of oneself indiscriminately to others without thinking how it could possibly damage the educational, learning experience that their souls are striving to master. The evolution of others may be delayed by loving them wrongly and unthinkingly—and yet, one must love. Love should not only be unconditional—it should be enlightened—and this requires intelligence and wisdom. It takes a developed intelligence to delve into the mysteries of God and Nature and to make contact with the Powers directing Her. Without the influx of the intelligence of the Spirit one remains intellectually blind. The intelligence/wisdom-consciousness implant assists the recipient to embrace and unfold a greater degree of intelligence; it infuses into the lower mind, the divine force of the Higher Ego. The more developed one's intelligence, the greater the opportunity, capacity, and ability for one to accelerate one's progress spiritually and mundanely.

Power-Consciousness Implant
Like the other divine aspects, the Power-consciousness of the soul needs to be nurtured and stimulated to grow. An ungainly growth of this aspect develops an ego-mania ambitious for the control and manipulation of others and the desire to be recognized by people as "somebody special"—this damages the psyche and gives birth to a host of problems. The negative ego, if fed by power and unbalanced by the other two aspects would cause tyrannical tendencies to develop—and yet power must be unfolded; for the soul requires its force in order to serve. It is for this reason that this aspect should be nurtured, but gradually after the other two aspects of Love and Intelligence/Wisdom have revealed their beauty and radiance. This metaphysical implant empowers the will and awakenings in the
consciousness the ability to act, perform and serve on a far greater scale and degree than heretofore.

Love-offering donation for each implant : US$75

**Psychic-Energy Empowerment**

This empowerment transfers raw occult power to your etheric system which provides and builds within you a greater degree of vitality, healing, charisma, personal magnetism, psychic protection, etc. The more psychic energy at your disposal, the greater your ability to work magick and affect or influence your environment metaphysically and physically. This empowerment includes for your practice, a key-method for Inner-Strength (Tenaga Dalam) energy accumulation and builder. This is a long-distance (remote) empowerment and transmittable to others after 3, 5, or 7 years of regular practice.

Love-offering donation : US$100

**Divinity-Activation Mantras Empowerment**

We will empower you with the power of two mystical mantras acquired from higher dimensional beings and transmitted to us for divine awakening and growth! The empowerment would raise your frequencies and stabilize your being at a higher spiritual consciousness-level. These two mantras will also be conveyed to you for your daily recitation. They will increase the Light-quotient within you and help you to expand your consciousness to higher divine degrees. This empowerment is transmittable to others after 3, 5, or 7 years of regular recitation! This is a long-distance (remote) empowerment.

Love-offering donation : US$100

**Divine-Pearl Empowerment**

This is a highly acclaimed empowerment as related in the Kebranagast, an ancient Ethiopian text. This empowerment is the basic form of a more advanced transmission or initiation (see Marifatullah or Divine-Gnosis-Initiation Transmission below). The purpose of the Divine-Pearl Empowerment is for the activation of the Inner-Christ; it helps to accelerate one's spiritual/psychic development and evolution.

This transmission is called "Divine-Pearl Empowerment" because a divine force in the actual appearance of a pearl is transmitted by psychic projection to the recipient. The Divine-Pearl (the divine spark) exists in everyone (dormant in most), but this empowerment transmits the force of the divine pearl of the transmitter to the recipient inducing the innate divine spark in the recipient to awaken and augment its influence over the lower self; the power of the divine-pearl transmission helps to remove the thick psychic veils that hinders divine awareness. This empowerment is only offered long-distance (remote empowerments).

In the Kebranagast it is related in a veiled manner how the Divine-Pearl empowerment was transmitted from Master to Chela or Student. Below are some extracts (square bracket are ours) regarding this pearl as well as its benefits:

"The spiritual Pearl which is contained in the Tabernacle [higher spiritual consciousness] is like a brilliant gem of great price, and he who hath acquired it holdeth it tightly in his hand [consciousness], grasping it and hiding it in his hand, and whilst the gem is in his hand its owner goeth into the Tabernacle, and he is an inmate therein. And he who possesseth the Pearl is interpreted as the Word of God, CHRIST." Kebranagast Ch.98

"And in His mercy God the Father created the Pearl in the body of ADAM [the Christed Man]." Kebranagast Ch.96

"Your salvation was created in the belly [spiritual consciousness] of ADAM in the form of a Pearl before EVE [the physical being]. And when He created EVE out of the rib He brought her to ADAM, and said unto them, 'Multiply you from the belly of ADAM.' The Pearl did not go out [transmitted through initiation] into CAIN or ABEL, but into the third that went forth from the belly of ADAM, and it entered into the belly of SETH. And then passing from him that Pearl went into those who were the firstborn [the chosen, the spiritually awakened], and came to ABRAHAM. And it did not go from ABRAHAM into his firstborn ISHMAEL, but it tarried and came into ISAAC the pure. And it did not go into his firstborn, the arrogant ESAU, but it went into JACOB the lowly one. And it did not pass from him into his firstborn, the erring REUBEN, but into JUDAH, the innocent one, and it did not go forth from JUDAH until four sinners had been born, but it came to FÂRÊS (PEREZ), the patient one. And from him this Pearl went to the firstborn until it came into the belly of JESSE, the father of thy father. And then it waited until six men of wrath had been born, and after that it came to the seventh, DAVID, thy innocent and humble father; for God hateth the arrogant and proud, and loveth the innocent and humble. . ." Kebranagast Ch.68

None of you [the initiated, the receiver of the transmission] who shall have carried the Pearl shall be destroyed, and whether it be your men or your women, those who shall have carried the Pearl shall not be destroyed. For the Pearl shall be carried by the men who shall be righteous, and the women who have carried the Pearl shall not be destroyed, for they shall become pure through that Pearl, for it is holy and pure, and by it they shall be made holy and pure; and for its sake and for the sake of ZION He hath created the whole world . . ." Kebranagast Ch.68

"I am GABRIEL the Angel, the protector of those [the initiator and transmitter] who shall carry the Pearl from the body of ADAM even to the belly of ANNA [the candidate for the initiation or transmission], so that I may keep from servitude and pollution you wherein the Pearl shall dwell. And MICHAEL hath been commanded to direct and keep ZION [the initiated, the receiver of the transmission] wheresoever she goeth, and URIEL shall direct and keep the wood of the thicket which shall be the Cross [the initiation work] of the Saviour [Initiator] . . . And I am with the pure Pearl for him that shall reign for ever . . ." Kebranagast Ch.68

"He that hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit saith unto the churches; To him that overcometh will I give to eat of the hidden manna, and will give him a white stone, and in the stone a new name written, which no man knoweth saving he that receiveth it." New Testament, Rev 2:17

Love-offering donation : US$100

**Marifatullah or Divine Gnosis-Initiation Transmission**

This is the true and complete Divine-Pearl transmission called the "Marifatullah or Divine-Gnosis Initiation." It not only transmits the Divine-Pearl as in the Divine-Pearl Empowerment, it also presents the mystic keys for Christ-activation, spiritual growth, development, and evolution. This initiation offers the traditional keys for the Isra' Mi'raj as undergone and secretly taught by the Prophet Muhammad (PBUH). It allows a person to see God "face-to-face." The 30-Syllable prayer, the 20-Syllable prayer and the All-Powerful prayer may also be requested in stages after a period of practice—their prayers have many benefits that the Initiate will come to know in time.

After long consideration, cosmic-attunement, and consultation with Spiritual Intelligences, this Initiation is now currently made available as a Self-empowerment/Initiation with metaphysical keys and materials for "shaktipat" or blessing given. The Initiation can be done alone in your own room and at your own convenience with the Initiator's spiritual-presence and essence overshadowing it. Though representing an authentic Marifatullah spiritual-lineage active in Java
(lineage-tree will be given), we offer this Initiation in an eclectic and esoteric manner, free from religious dogmas and fundamentalism. The candidate is trusted to be a seeker of spiritual knowledge, understanding, wisdom and experience—the basis of true faith. Some prior spiritual refinement and development would be an advantage as this would result in a greater success of the Initiation. This Initiation is of especial importance to those who feel that they are ready to go beyond the teachings of simple religious faith and into the world of mysticism and union with the Divine. Those desiring the Initiation for the wrong reasons such as power over others, self-aggrandizement, etc., will not have much success with it. Those involved in Gnostic studies, mysticism, alchemy, metaphysics, esotericism, New Age teachings, yoga, healing, magic, etc. will find much value in this Initiation and the blessings that it confers.

An oath of secrecy is requested of the candidate during the initiation process—violating the oath in any way or dishonoring the Gurus of the Lineage would sever the Initiate's spiritual-connection with the egregore or the collective spiritual-structure of the Lineage and result in demerit/negative karma—the Initiate would stagnate in his/her spiritual progress and in this, Cosmic Law functions automatically.

This Initiation is available to anyone (18 years and older) regardless of race, religion, and gender. Traditionally, remuneration/donation is requested of the candidate as a gift to the Initiator; the amount depends on how much the seeker values the meeting of God "face-to-face." One may spend thousands of dollars for a pilgrimage to Holy Sites that are only symbolic of celestial journeys—how much would one spend and sacrifice for the real things—for the real spiritual methodology and ascension? Nevertheless, as a great deal of time, energy, knowledge, skill, etc were spent preparing for this remote Initiation, we do request that a minimum of US$300 be offered to us as a gift of appreciation and also for our continued technical support and guidance. Once your gift-offering is received the Initiation-package will be shipped to you. We humbly extend to you this invitation to request this ancient Initiation of the Prophets that will enrich and empower you in myriad ways. It is the Baptism of Fire that the Messiah taught must be attained by the Faithful and Children of God. Peace be unto you.

Love-offering donation: Minimum US$307

Miscellaneous

Za’faron Ink
Code: MISCELLANEOUS11
Ink for talismanic construction—for inscribing sigils, magickal squares

Javanese Blangkon
Code: Miscellaneous19
Javanese headress—Medium.

Sundanese Blangkon
Code: Miscellaneous20
Sundanese headdress—Medium

Wayang Golek Puppet-Cepot
Code: Miscellaneous21
Wooden Puppet of the character portrayed in Sundanese plays. Movable mouth.

Charcoal-Brickette 30pcs
Code: Miscellaneous22

Simply ignite with a match/lighter. For burning incenses.

MAGICKAL WOODS

Oyot Mimang
"Oyot Mimang" or the "Root of Confusion," when hung inside of the home and above the front door, magickally causes nocturnal intruders or robbers to endlessly wander in the home till dawn looking for an exit. The energies of the Oyot Mimang causes their minds to be in a state of confusion and fear and they will not know the way out. The indigenous people of Java and neighboring islands swear as to the efficacy of the Oyot Mimang to protect the home against theft. The Oyot Mimang is mostly derived from the roots of the Banyan tree and come in many forms and sizes--there are no two exactly alike. In its natural state, the Oyot Mimang grow without any apparent beginning or end to its structure—this in itself is "confusing." The one shown and others in our possession comes from Kalimantan and are quite small being about 8-12 cm in diameter. We have only four of these forms in stock. Other forms of Oyot Mimang are normally quite large and may be available in the future. Oyot Mimang roots are rare. Price: US$75—including shipment. Ask for payment terms and details.

Galih Kelor Wood
The scarce Galih Kelor wood is especially extolled by Javanese shamans for its magickal powers of warding-off negative energies in the form of back magick, psychic attacks and entities. We are able to offer pieces of the Galih Kelor Wood that may be used as pendants—we have drilled a hole in the pieces for this purpose. Their sizes vary, but all are suitable for pendants. Price: US$15—including shipment. Ask for payment terms and details.

Nagasari Wood--OUT OF STOCK
Like the Galih Kelor, the Nagasari wood (tree) is also scarce, and has similar powers as the Galih Kelor Wood. It is less powerful than the latter, though, for warding-off black magick but more powerful for warding-off negative entities. We are able to offer pieces of the Nagasari Wood that may be used as pendants—we have drilled a hold in the pieces for this purpose. Their sizes vary, but all are suitable for pendants. Price: US$15—including shipment. Ask for payment terms and details.